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Abstract
Modern aero engines require higher power to weight ratio and lower specific fuel
consumption. Each component of the gas turbine plays an important role and significant
overall gains can be achieved only from the sum of small improvements on the different
components. Moreover, life duration of these components is a crucial factor in the
development of any engine used in transportation. The present work focuses on the highpressure turbine and in particular on the interactions between the first stage and the
following stage. Blade row interferences (potential and viscous effects), which are
penalizing the performance of the turbine, are source of inflow distortions for the following
stages. Moreover, highly loaded HP turbine stages exhibit flows dominated by shock
interactions. In addition, because it is located downstream of the combustion chamber, the
high-pressure turbine operates in a harsh environment with turbine entry temperatures up to
2000 K, i.e. far above the melting point of the super-alloys used to manufacture the blades
and other HP turbine components. For this reason, the high-pressure turbine parts are
intensively cooled, which adds sources of distortion, and in some cases, the stator of the
next stage also requires an efficient cooling scheme.
The present research, mostly experimental, consists in investigating and analyzing the
aerodynamic and heat transfer in a one and half stage turbine. The turbine is tested under
engine representative Reynolds number (106), Mach number (0.9), gas to wall temperature
ratio (1.5) and gas to coolant temperature ratio (2.1). Pressure and heat flux measurements
were performed in order to obtain both steady and unsteady components of the flow field.
Previous investigations focused on the interaction between the inlet guide vane and the
rotor of the high-pressure stage. The current work highlights the interaction between the
high-pressure stage and the second stator. For this purpose, airfoils of the second stator are
instrumented with pressure taps, fast response pressure transducers and thin-film gauges at
15, 50 and 85% span as well as at the hub and tip endwalls. Additionally, several types of
probes monitor the second stator inlet and exit flow field (total pressure and temperature).
First, the effect of rotor blade passing events on the flow field of the second stator
was quantified and explained. The second stator ingests a number of non-uniformities
coming from the preceding stage like wakes, secondary flows, and a pitchwise static
pressure gradient since the rotor exit Mach number is M = 0.9. One of the key results
consists in the strong similarities between the pressure fluctuations and the unsteady heat
transfer measured on the second stator. Concerning the stator-stator interaction, it appears
that downstream of the first turbine stage there exist non-uniformities linked to the first
stator. For this reason, the relative position of the second stator with respect to the first
stator influences the second stator flow field. Both time-averaged and time-resolved flow
field were investigated for 4 clocking positions. The positioning of the second stator has a
significant effect on the rotor exit flow regime. Since the pitchwise variation of total
pressure downstream of the rotor is linked to the inlet guide vane while the static pressure
variation is caused by the vicinity of the second stator leading edge, clocking the second
stator modifies the relative position of both quantities and thus the rotor exit Mach number.
In addition, because the clocking affects the rotor exit Mach number, it has an impact on
the flow time-resolved quantities measured around the second stator. Clocking 1 appears to
have slightly lower static pressure fluctuations than the other clockings. Although the 15%
v
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span section experiences the smallest forces fluctuations for Clocking 2, it appears that
globallyit is for Clocking 0 that the lowest level of force variation is applied on both a
single blade and the entire second stator. Clocking has also a strong influence in terms of
heat transfer rate, with a lower heat transfer rate for Clocking 1. Finally, combined
measurements of static pressure and heat transfer on the second stator endwalls give
indication of the impact of clocking on the secondary flows.
The understanding of the physical phenomena has been supported by CFD
computations. A quasi-3D unsteady Navier Stokes solver developed at the University of
Florence has been validated against experimental data in the stage alone configuration. The
code was used to investigate in details the time-resolved flow field of the one and half stage
turbine. Mechanisms of the first stator wake migration across the rotor blade row and its
behaviour throughout the second stator have been put into evidence. For Clocking 1,
experimentally the best clocking position on the point of view of the heat transfer and the
unsteady force exerted on the second stator by the flow, this wake avenue impinges directly
at the leading edge and accumulates with the boundary layer. For the other clockings, the
same wake avenue mixes out inside the main flow, which results that the fluid momentum
decays quickly in the passage.
The second part of the investigation was dedicated to observe the impact of the
thickness of the turbine inlet boundary layer on the flow in the second stator. The so-called
thick boundary layer has been generated by implementing an obstacle at both hub and tip
endwalls at the inlet of the test section. This obstacle, a brass ring, generates a deficit in
total pressure that corresponds to a thicker boundary layer. As a consequence, inlet total
temperature as well as turbulence level is affected in the vicinity of the endwalls. Only
small effects have been observed on the second stator pressure distribution. The most
significant change concerns the attenuation of the static pressure fluctuations at 85% span
because of the interaction of the thick boundary layer with the upstream rotor tip leakage
flow. The steady heat transfer revealed large differences between the thin and the thick
boundary layer configurations. However, no conclusions could be drawn because of a
probable systematic error on the temperature measurements. The time-resolved heat
transfer variations obtained at 85% span are coherent with the static pressure fluctuations
measured, corresponding to a higher turbulence level. Finally, at the hub platform, it has
been clearly identified that the thick boundary layer displaced downstream the attachment
line. The heat transfer rate is also affected in the front of the passage.
The findings of this study may be used by designers to optimise the position of a
second stator in terms of efficiency, blade force fluctuations or heat load minimization. It
should be kept in mind that these three effects are unlikely to be achieved for the same
clocking and with a maximum effect along the entire blade span.
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Résumé
Les turboréacteurs modernes exigent un rapport puissance/poids plus élevé et une
consommation spécifique moins importante. Chaque composant d’une turbine à gaz joue un
rôle important et un gain global signifiant ne peut être obtenu seulement par la somme de
modestes améliorations de ces différents composants. De plus, la durée de vie de ces
composants est un facteur capital lors du développement de n’importe quel moteur utilisé
pour le transport aérien. Le travail présenté se focalise sur la turbine haute pression et plus
particulièrement sur les interactions entre le premier étage et l’étage suivant. Les
interactions entre les rangées d’aubes (effets potentiels et visqueux), pénalisant les
performances de la turbine, sont des sources de distorsions de l’écoulement entrant dans les
étages en aval. En outre, les étages de turbines HP fortement chargés présentent des
écoulements dominés par des interactions de type onde de choc. En plus, du fait d’être
localisée en aval de la chambre de combustion, la turbine haute pression opère dans un
environnement hostile avec des température en entrée de turbine atteignant 2000 K, c’est à
dire bien au-delà du point de fusion des superalliages utilisés pour fabriquer les aubages et
les autres composants d’une turbine HP. Pour cette raison, les éléments de la turbine haute
pression sont intensément refroidis, ce qui ajoute en soit des sources de distorsions, et dans
certains cas, le stator de l’étage suivant nécessite lui aussi un système de refroidissement
efficace.
Ce travail de recherche, principalement expérimental, consiste en l’étude et l’analyse
de l’aérodynamique et du transfert thermique dans un étage et demi de turbine. Cette
turbine est testé avec des nombres de Reynolds (106) et de Mach (0.9), ainsi que des
rapports de température gaz/surface (1.5) et gaz/refroidissant (2.1) représentatifs de ceux
d’une turbine HP utilisée en aéronautique. Les mesures de pression et de flux chaleur ont
été accomplies de manière à obtenir les composantes stationnaires et instationnaires de
l’écoulement. Une étude précédente s’était intéressée aux interactions entre le distributeur
amont et le rotor de l’étage haute pression. La présente étude met en avant l’interaction
entre l’étage haute pression et le second stator. Dans ce but, les aubes ont été instrumentées
avec des prises de pression statique, des capteurs de pression à haute réponse en fréquence,
et des fluxmètres à couche mince pour trois sections de l’aube (15, 50 et 85% de la hauteur)
ainsi que sur les parois du moyeu et du carter. Plusieurs types de sondes permettront de
mesurer l’écoulement en amont et en aval du second stator (pression et température totale).
En premier lieu, les effets du passage de l’aube de rotor sur l’écoulement dans le
second stator ont été quantifiés et expliqués. Le second stator ingère un grand nombre de
difformités arrivant de l’étage précédent tels que les sillages, les écoulements secondaires,
et les gradients azimutaux de pression statique du fait que le nombre de Mach en sortie du
rotor et de l’ordre de M = 0.9. L’un des résultats clé réside dans une forte similitude entre
les fluctuations de pression et le transfert de chaleur instationnaire mesurés sur les aubes du
second stator. Concernant l’interaction entre les deux stators, il apparaît qu’en aval du
premier étage il existe des difformités liées au premier stator. Pour cette raison, la position
relative du second stator par rapport au premier influence l’écoulement dans le second
stator. Les composantes stationnaires et instationnaires de l’écoulement ont été étudiées
pour 4 positions de clocking. Le positionnement du second stator a un effet signifiant sur le
régime de l’écoulement en sortie de rotor. Au regard du fait que la variation azimutale de
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pression totale en aval du rotor est liée au premier stator alors que la variation de pressions
statique est induite par la proximité du bord d’attaque du second stator, le clocking du
second stator modifie la position relative de ces deux quantités et par conséquence le
nombre de Mach en sortie du rotor. De plus, puisque le clocking affecte le nombre de Mach
en sortir du rotor, il a un impacte sur les composantes instationnaires des quantités
mesurées autour des aubes du second stator. Clocking 1 se révèle avoir des fluctuations de
pression statique légèrement inférieures à celles des autres clocking. Bien que la section à
15% experimente les plus petites fluctuations de forces pour Clocking 2, il apparait que
globalement, c’est pour Clocking 0 que le plus bas niveau de variation des efforts est
appliqué sur une seule aube, mais aussi sur le second stator en entier. Le clocking a aussi
une forte influence en ce qui concerne le flux convectif, avec un taux de transfert thermique
plus faible à Clocking 1. Enfin, la combinaison des mesures de la pression statique et du
transfert de chaleur sur les parois du moyeu et du carter du second stator donne des
indications quant à l’impacte du clocking sur les écoulements secondaires.
La compréhension des phénomènes physiques a été appuyée des simulations
numériques. Un code de calcul Navier & Stokes quasi-3D instationnaire développé par
l’Université de Florence fut validé sur les données expérimentales de la configuration en
étage simple. Ici, il a été utilisé pour étudier en détail l’aspect instationnaire de
l’écoulement dans l’étage et demi de turbine. Le mécanisme de la migration du sillage du
premier stator au travers du rotor et son comportement avec le second stator ont été mis en
évidence. Pour Clocking 1, expérimentalement la meilleure positon de clocking pour ce qui
est du transfert thermique et des forces instationnaires exercées sur le second stator par
l’écoulement, ce sillage impacte directement sur le bord d’attaque et va s’accumuler avec la
couche limite de l’aubage. Pour les autres clockings, le même sillage se mélange à
l’écoulement principal, et il en résulte que la quantité de mouvement du fluide décroît
rapidement dans la veine.
La deuxième partie de l’étude est dédiée à l’observation de l’impacte de l’épaisseur
de la couche limite à l’admission de la turbine sur l’écoulement dans le second stator. Cette
couche limite épaisse est générée par l’ajout d’un obstacle sur les parois du moyeu et du
carter à l’entrée de la section d’essais. Cet obstacle, un anneau de laiton, génère un déficit
en pression total équivalent à une couche limite plus épaisse. Par conséquence, la
température totale d’entée ainsi que le taux de turbulence s’en trouve affectés au voisinage
des parois. Seulement de faibles effets sur la distribution de pression statique autour du
second stator ont été observés. Le changement le plus signifiant concerne l’atténuation des
fluctuations de pression statique à 85% de la hauteur de l’aube en raison de l’interaction
entre la couche limite épaisse avec la fuite de tête d’aube de rotor en amont. Le transfert de
chaleur stationnaire révèle de larges différences entre les configurations en couche limite
fine et épaisse. Toutefois, aucune conclusion ne peut être avancées à cause d’une probable
erreur systématique sur les mesures de températures. Les variations du flux convectif
instationnaire obtenues à 85% de la hauteur sont cohérentes avec les fluctuations de
pression statique mesurées, correspondant à un taux de turbulence plus élevé. Finalement,
sur la paroi de moyeu, il a clairement été identifié que la couche limite épaisse déplace en
aval la ligne d’attachement. Le transfert de chaleur est également affecté sur le devant du
passage.
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Les conclusions de cette étude peuvent être utilisées par les concepteurs pour
optimiser le positionnement d’un second stator en terme de rendement et de minimisation
des fluctuations des efforts ou de la charge thermique appliqués par l’écoulement sur
l’aubage. Il faut tout de même garder à l’esprit que ces trois effets sont vraisemblablement
réalisables pour un même clocking et avec un effet maximum sur l’envergure complète
d’une aube.
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Role of research in turbomachinery

1.1 Role of research in turbomachinery
1.1.1 Few words on the pioneers…
The concept of gas turbines, based on the Joule cycle, and their capabilities to
produce net power output, date from the beginning of the 20th century with the research of
Aegidius Elling (Bakken, et al., 2004). Significant milestones for their use in aircraft
propulsion have been achieved during the 1930’s and 1940’s with the work of Whittle in
Great Britain, and von Ohain in Germany. Both were working separately without knowing
the work of the other. Whittle was the first to register a patent for a turbojet engine, while
von Ohain, patented his turbojet engine late in 1936. However, von Ohain was the first to
make an aircraft flying with a jet engine in 1939 (Rodgers, 2004). The Heinkel He-178 was
propulsed by the He S-3B engine (see Figure 1-1). The engine was extremely simple, made
largely of metal sheets, but every key component of a jet engine was there: a front impeller
followed by a centrifugal compressor mounted back-to-back with a radial inflow turbine,
and a combustion chamber. On his side, Whittle was developing a “supercharger” made of
a centrifugal compressor, combustion chamber cans and an axial turbine. The W1
supercharger delivered 3.8 kN thrust when running at 17750 RPM. This turbojet engine
flew on the Gloster E28/39 in 1941, and reached a speed of around 545 km/h (see Figure
1-2).

Figure 1-1: First jet aircraft: German Heinkel He-178 (left) powered by one He
S-3B turbojet engine (right).

Figure 1-2: The British Gloster E28/39 aircraft (left) powered by one ” Whittle
Supercharger type W.1.” (right).
The Second World War granted a fast rise of the development of this new technology.
Indeed, turbojet engines presented the advantage of a high power to weight ratio and a
continuous operation compared to the alternative piston engines. Moreover, their capability
to deliver high net thrust, whatever the external conditions (altitude, flying incidence,
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etc…), explains the efforts engaged by the different protagonists. This led in 1942 to the
Messerschmitt ME-262 jet fighter, first production jet aircraft powered by two Jumo 004B
turbojet engines. Six thousand pieces of the Jumo 004 (Figure 1-3), designed by the Junkers
Engine Company, were produced till the end of the war. This engine was very similar in
terms of architecture to the ones designed in the following decades, and its characteristics
were already quite satisfactory: compression ratio of 3.14 with an efficiency of 0.78,
turbine entry temperature over 1000 K, efficiency of the turbine close to 0.8, thrust close to
9 kN, mass flow of 21 kg/s, specific consumption of 40 mg/Ns. The resulting dimensions
were rather compact: length = 3.9 m, diameter = 0.76 m, weight = 750 kg. Notice that the
turbine was already made of hollow blades in order to perform cooling.

Figure 1-3: Sketch of the Jumo 004B turbojet engine.

1.1.2 On the requirement of research on HP turbines.
Since the end of the 2nd world war, gas turbines engines such as turbo-jets, turbofans, turbo-shafts and turbo-props, served as power-plant for the great majority of aircrafts
(civil and military). Many improvements have been done to gain power, efficiency and
reliability, although the operating principle of gas turbines remains the same, with the 3
main components: a compressor, a combustion chamber and a turbine. Each of these
components continues to be the focus of many research programs, and since the sector of
aero-engines is highly profitable and competitive, each gain in terms of weight, specific
consumption and efficiency is a challenge to assert the position of a company on the
market. Research on turbines does not infringe on this principle and several critical points
focus the interest of many investigations.
Placed downstream of the combustion chamber, the turbine operates in a harsh
environment. Thermal efficiency as well as power output increase can be obtained by rising
the turbine entry temperature (TET) (see Figure 1-4). And the gap up to the stoichiometric
limit of the combustion process is not yet filled. Nowadays, the TET is about 2000 K,
which is far higher than the melting point of the super-alloys used to manufacture blades.
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For this reason, the turbine blades require to be actively cooled. The design of an efficient
cooling system passes thru the fundamental research on turbine technology.

Figure 1-4: Increasing the turbine inlet temperature dramatically improves
cycle power output (from Sautner, et al., 1992)
For example, to reach a TET of 2200 K, supposed to double the engine power, the US
Department of Defense, with the NASA and US jet engine manufacturers are engaged in a
long-range Research and Development program called Integrated High-Performance
Turbine Engine Technology (IHPTET). Started at the end of the 1980’s, this program has
recently completed its fundamental research phase. The technology transfer is underway
with the development of demonstrators like the General Electric/Allison Advanced
Development Company XTE77 Phase III JTDE (Figure 1-5 (right)). This engine will
demonstrate key points like a tiled HP turbine airfoil (see Figure 1-5(left)) design to enable
low cost implementation of advanced materials and cooling concepts. Additionally it offers
greater operating margins, enhanced safety (since it passes the High-Cycle Fatigue
validation), and future growth capabilities for the future GE/Rolls-Royce F136 engine for
use in the F-35 Joint Strike Fighter.

Figure 1-5: HP turbine tiled blade (left) mounted in the General
Electric/Allison XTE77 jet engine demonstrator (right).
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In Europe, there are a number of research programs dedicated to improve the
performance and reduce the environmental impact of gas turbines. Some of them are quite
broad like the programmes CLEAN and ANTLE that consisted in engine demonstrators.
Some others are very specific like the TATEF (“Turbine Aero-Thermal External Flow”)
fourth framework programme research contract that focuses on cooled HP turbines only.
This project was conducted in order to give keys to improve the durability of high-pressure
turbines, to increase the efficiency, to reduce the weight, and consequently the costs, for the
next generation of European gas turbines. Through the understanding of the complex aerothermal aspects of the complex steady and unsteady flows encountered in HP turbines, it is
expected to bring knowledge that will allow the industrial partners (i.e. European aeroengines companies) to remain competitive on the market. This thesis has been realized in
the frame of one task of the TATEF project.
As mentioned before, the high-pressure turbine can operate with gas at temperatures
above metal melting temperature thanks to strong cooling of the blades. On Figure 1-6, the
complex implementation of internal and external cooling systems on both nozzle guide
vane and rotor blade can be observed. On the nozzle guide vane, which is submitted to the
highest absolute temperatures, the cooling system is a combination of internal cooling
channels (i.e. heat exchangers), with impinging jets on the internal surface, and external
cooling thanks to bleeding holes on the external surfaces (Han, et al., 2000). Notice that
vane surfaces as well as hub and shroud endwalls are perforated with cooling holes with a
larger concentration in the hot regions. For the rotor, the gas temperature that drives the
heat transfer is the relative total temperature that is slightly lower than the absolute total
temperature. Less cooling is thus required. In addition, the blade is in rotation and must
stand the centrifugal forces. This introduces further constraints for the design of the cooling
scheme. It consists generally in multi-pass cooling channels. The internal coolant air is
ejected in the channel at the blade tip or trailing edge. Note that the efficiency of the
cooling holes depends on their location and their shape (Barthet, et al., 2001, Dénos, et al.,
2004). In all cases, coolant air is taken from bleed points in both HP and LP compressors
and migrates to the HP turbine inside the sealed shaft. The more complex the HP turbine
cooling system, the more expensive is the manufacturing of the HP turbine.
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Figure 1-6: HP turbine cooling arrangement: nozzle guide vane (left), rotor
blade (right) (Rolls-Royce, 1996).
In addition to the thermal constraints affecting the turbine components, the airfoils are
submitted to important aerodynamic effects. The flow is very complex: three-dimensional,
viscous, compressible and unsteady. The external coolant flows participate in this
complexity. As a consequence, blades experience non-uniform unsteady forces, which can
cause noise and vibrations. Due to the periodic repetition of such phenomena at low
frequency (low cycle fatigue) or high frequency (high cycle fatigue), the fatigue limits of
structures and materials can be reached and result in a failure of the turbine (see Figure
1-7).

Figure 1-7: Turbine blade failure initiated by fatigue
For these reasons, both aerodynamic and thermal aspects must be investigated. Not
only the steady phenomena have to be understood, but also the phenomena resulting from
the interactions between the neighbouring blade rows. Indeed, taking this in account during
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the design phase of the HP turbine, it will impact on what is called the “high-cycle fatigue”
of the components, and consequently on the life duration of the HP turbine.
Several methods exist in order to reduce the interactions in HP turbines. The axial
distance between blade rows is one of the parameters that affects the amplitude of the
unsteadiness in an HP turbine (Dénos, et al., 2000), and there is an adequate distance for
which stator/rotor interaction is reduced without degrading the efficiency of the stage.
Another method to reduce stator/rotor interaction consists in redesigning, from a given
geometry, both vanes and rotor blade profiles in order to reduce the potential field
interactions between the rows (Vascellari, et al., 2004).
In the case of 2 successive stators or 2 successive rotors with an equal number of
airfoils it was noticed that the relative pitchwise location of the two blade rows can impact
the aerodynamics of the stages. For this reason, by 'clocking' properly the second blade row
with respect to the first one, the efficiency of the stage can be optimized. Another potential
benefit of clocking could be the minimization of the interference between the 2 stators
(respectively the 2 rotors). Indeed, in a stage, pitch-wise non-uniformities with a periodicity
of one stator pitch remain downstream of the rotor (Paniagua, 2002). This is due to the fact
that the wake of the first stator, although being chopped by the rotor, exits the stage in a
well-defined location from a time-averaged point of view (Leboeuf and Trébinjac, 2003). In
the case of a transonic stage, Dénos and Paniagua, 2005a, demonstrated that not only the
wake but also the stator exit potential field distorted by shocks could create such pitchwise
variations downstream of the stage. In this way, Hummel, 2001 presented guidelines on
how the second stator should be positioned in order to minimize the effect of the rotor
trailing edge shock strength on the second stator. Along the same line, this thesis proposes a
detailed aero-thermal investigation of the clocking effects in HP turbines.
Before investigating the complex flow field in a one and half stage configuration, it is
necessary to review the current state of the art of HP turbine research
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1.2 HP turbine research: a state of the art
In order to have an overview of ongoing works in the field of clocking, a large
literature survey was performed. The first part of the review describes different existing
turbine test rigs allowing investigations and identifications of the blade row interference
phenomena. Then in a second part, fundamental principles of unsteady flows in turbines are
reminded. Finally, a focus on both experimental and numerical clocking investigations and
the associated results are presented.

1.2.1 Review of different turbine test rigs
To appreciate the importance of the role of experimental work in the design process
of modern gas turbines, it is important to give forewords on computational methods.
Indeed, in recent years, great advances have been done in terms of flow prediction thanks to
more accurate modelling as well as improvement of computing capabilities. That is why
modern turbine designers highly rely on computational simulations for both reduction of
conception duration and performance improvement. Nowadays, full three-dimensional
unsteady flow predictions become possible, and all local effects like boundary layers
behaviour, wake migration, secondary flows, rotor blade tip-leakage flow and coolant
injection can be taken in account. Aerodynamic performance predictions and efficiency
evaluation can be quite accurate with such advanced codes. However, these computational
methods suffer from some limitations, notably when coupling aerodynamic and thermal
aspects or on some particular modelling aspects like transition. For these reasons, the need
of experimental evidence remains. Since the solvers are improving new models and
computational methods, their validation by means of an experimental database are
demanded. Moreover, prediction models are usually derived from experimental observation
of phenomena. And even if a solver has correctly been validated, experimental databases
are often used for the ‘calibration’ of model parameters and boundary conditions. On the
other hand, advanced CFD codes have influenced the analysis of experimental data. The
use of advanced cascade testing means that engine-representative conditions can now be
simulated very accurately. Thus complicated flow phenomena can be verified.
Nevertheless, in turbomachinery, there exist locations where measurements remain a
challenge in spite of the recent improvement in measurement techniques. In this
consideration, experimental investigation can be supported by numerical computations. The
parallel use of experimental and computational methods has proved to be mutually
advantageous.
Currently, rigs tend to reproduce more and more closely the features of a real turbine,
in some case with more and more representative test conditions. Unlike linear cascades
with moving rods (Coton, 2003), or simulated shock passage (Popp, 1999), turbine test rigs,
also called rotating-annular cascade experiments, reproduce exactly the 3D stage geometry.
For this reason, the entire aerodynamic phenomenon encountered in real turbine stages,
notably the swirling flow, the radial gradients, and the exact mechanical response of the
components are reproduced, additionally involving, in a moderate order of magnitude, the
centrifugal and Coriolis forces. The blade row interference problem is also accurately
simulated. Generally, the rigs try to reproduce dimensionless parameters like the Mach and
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Reynolds numbers, the gas/wall and gas/coolant temperature ratios, but with levels of
pressure and temperature that are much lower than downstream of a
compressor/combustion chamber assembly. This provides a considerable gain of energy
and eases the instrumentation that would not withstand real temperature levels. Such single
stage facilities are obviously easier and cheaper to run than full engine rig. However, the
design as well as the installation of turbine facilities requires many engineering skills due to
the particular operating principles of the different kind of test rigs. Presently, turbine test
rigs can be classified into two different families: continuous running facilities and short
duration (or transient) facilities. Their operating principles are completely different but
because of their particular capabilities, both of these rigs are therefore complementary
(Sieverding, 2000). The following parts will review different turbine facilities.
1.2.1.1

Continuous running facilities

The first kind of turbine facility operating nowadays is the continuous running
facility. Table 1-1 lists the characteristics of several continuous running facilities
encountered in the current turbine research. The major advantage of the continuously
operating facilities relies in the availability of highly accurate measurement techniques
because of the large integration time. More, advanced measurement techniques like optical
methods (LDA, PIV, L2F, etc…) start to be well implemented and mastered. Up to now,
most investigations were carried out in low-speed tunnels and the investigation was
dedicated to only isolated phenomena (for example the investigation of secondary flows in
a one and half stage low speed turbine by Boletis, 1985). Such windtunnels were sufficient
when large-scale low-pressure turbines were investigated. Since such facilities are
dedicated to research, in certain cases, the blade counts are not representative of real aeroengines. In addition, because of the continuous flow, a thermal equilibrium is reached
during running after a while and so heat transfer rate measurements are not possible in such
facilities. For this reason, they are often qualified of ‘cold flow facilities’. Finally, a huge
amount of power is required to run a turbine stage continuously.
However, since a decade, high-speed continuously running turbine test rigs have been
developed in universities and research centres. The turbine facility from Graz University
(Austria) is one of the latest built and one on the most complete in terms of investigated
fields (Ehrhard and Gehrer, 2000). It is an open-loop transonic turbine test rig (Figure 1-8).
Large optical windows permit to perform accurate PIV measurements. Recently, a second
stator has been added for rotor/stator interactions and clocking investigations
(Schennach, et al., 2006).
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Figure 1-8: Graz University Transonic Test Turbine facility (from
Ehrhard and Gehrer, 2000 and Heitmeir, et al., 2003)
Bib table: ETH: Sell, et al., 2001 Behr, et al., 2004 Yun, et al., 2006; Graz:
Ehrhard and Gehrer, 2000 Heitmeir, et al., 2003 Gottlich, et al., 2005 Schennach, et al.,
2006;AachenIST: Walraevens, et al., 1998 Stephan, et al., 2000;AachenIDG: Bohn, et al.,
2003; DLRGottingen: Tiedemann and Kost, 2001; Lodz: Krysinski, et al., 1999;
UTRC:Dring, et al., 1982 Sharma, et al., 1988 Joslyn and Dring, 1992a Joslyn and Dring,
1992b
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14
3000

Mass flow [kg/s]

313->458

1.5 (24-36-48)
1.5 (24-36-24)

2 (42-42-42-42)
1.5 (36-54-36)

Number of stages
(blade count)
P01 [bar]

HP transonic /LP vane

HP

AU

Graz University of
DLR Gottingen windtunnel
Technology Transonic Test
for rotating cascades
Turbine Facility
(RGG)

Turbine

CH

ETH Zurich Test Stand
Loop 'LISA'
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Table 1-1: Continuous turbine test rigs in literature.
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Because of the prohibitive cost of running continuous facilities and their limitation in
terms of operating temperatures, transient techniques have been developed.
1.2.1.2

Transient facilities

The second kind of turbine facilities are called short duration or transient facilities.
One of the first of this type was built at the beginning of the 1970’s at Oxford University
with the proposal of using of a shock tunnel for linear cascade testing purpose. Along the
same line a new form of tunnel, the Isentropic Light Piston Tunnel, was developed
(Jones, et al., 1973). Unlike the continuous running facilities that most often reproduce only
the aerodynamics, transient facilities permit to cover both aerodynamic and heat transfer
aspects encountered in turbines. Indeed, by blowing during a short time hot air on a cold
test turbine (the testing time is so short that the turbine temperature does not change
significantly), there exists a heat transfer between the hot gas and the cold turbine metallic
surfaces. Schultz and Jones, 1973, documented different transient facilities and their
capabilities in terms of operating temperatures (see Figure 1-9). Those facilities are capable
to simulate engine characteristics like turbulence level and Reynolds and Mach numbers,
but in addition, to operate with surface to coolant temperature ratio and coolant to gas
temperature ratio representative of real engines.

Figure 1-9: Stagnation temperature versus running duration for various
intermittent tunnels (Schultz and Jones, 1973)
The operating principle of short duration facilities is quite simple. Usually the turbine
stands in a test section set a vacuum thanks to a downstream dump tank and a vaccum
pump. The test section is separated from an upstream reservoir of hot compressed gas by a
13
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gate valve. When the gate valve opens, hot pressurized gas is vented through the test
section for a very short time during which quasi-steady conditions are achieved. The
significant advantages of transient facilities is, by reducing the run time, the capability to
run high-power-level turbines with a low cost in term of global energy. The drawback is the
requirement of adequate measurement techniques in order to catch the quasi-steady state.
For example optical measurement techniques often require to integrate a large number of
particle images and this cannot be achieved during so short running times. Table 1-2 reports
characteristic of existing transient turbine facilities. They can be classified into two groups:
isentropic light piston facilities and blowdown tunnels. The difference stands in how the hot
gas is obtained. For the isentropic light piston technology, the gas temperature increases
while the free piston slides in the tube and compresses the air to blow in the test section.
For the classical blowdown tunnels, the gas is heated-up in the upstream reservoir thanks to
a heat exchanger. The test duration depends on the size of the reservoir and on the mass
flow through the turbine. The Ohio State University Turbine Test Facility is in-between the
two groups. It has the capability to run as a classical blowdown tunnel, and also as a shocktube driven tunnel (Haldeman, 2003). Indeed, required pressure and temperature levels are
reached in this configuration with a shock travelling in the tube. It is more economic and
less time consuming than a preheated tank. However, the testing time is extremely short
(~100 ms). The other particularity is the modular test section inserted in the dump tank,
allowing the investigation of different kinds of turbines from a single stage HP turbine
(Haldeman and Dunn, 2003) to a fully-clockable two-stages turbine (Jouini, et al., 2003) as
well as a counter-rotating turbine (Haldeman, et al., 2000).
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Figure 1-10: Ohio State University Turbine Test Facility: photograph of the
dump tank and the shock-tube (top) and sketch of the test section
implementation (bottom) (from Krumanaker, 2002)
Bib table: CT3: Sieverding and Arts, 1992 Dénos, 2003 Paniagua, 2002; Oxford:
Schultz, et al., 1977 Ainsworth, et al., 1988 Miller, et al., 2003; Qinetic: Brooks, et al.,
1985 Chana, 1992 Povey, 2003; MIT:Epstein, et al., 1984; WPAFB: Haldeman, et al., 1992
Polanka, et al., 2002 Polanka, et al., 2003; Ohio: Dunn and Stoddard, 1977 Haldeman, 2003
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In literature

Main investigations

Run time [ms]
P01 [bar]
T01 [K]
Mass flow [kg/s]
RPM [RPM]

Number of stages
(blade count)

Year
Turbine
1.5 (32-60-26)

1 (n.a.)

USA
1984
transonic

UK
1973
HP transonic /S-duct/IP
1.5 (36-60-21)

MIT
blowdown turbine facility

Oxford University
Isentropic Light Piston
Tunnel (ILPT)

1 (n.a.)

USAF
Wright-Paterson AFB
Turbine Research Facility
(TRF, formerly ATARR)
USA
1992
HP

Blowdown Facilities
Ohio State University
Turbine Test Facility
(TTF, formely located at
Calspan Corp.)
USA
1984
HP/S-duct/LP
1.5 (38-72-38)
1.5 (36-56-36)
2 (32-48-32-48)
300-400
3
522
n.a.
11400

500
400
200-400
300
1000-5000
2.22
4.6
0.8
4.3->40
4.5
450
450
474
478->2500
480
14.9
17
29.1
16.6
20
6500
9500
8910
6190
7500
aero-thermal aspects of
aero-thermal aspects of
blade row interaction, inlet
blade row interaction, HP/IP blade row interference,
blade row interaction,
blade row interaction, aero- flow temperature distortion
blade row interference,
aero-thermal performance,
interaction, inlet flow
external cooling
thermal performances
(hot-streaks), rotor blade tip
performance, clocking
S-duct effects, efficiency
temperature distortion
effectiveness, clocking,
treatment
(hot-streaks)
efficiency
Sieverding and Arts, 1992
Brooks, et al., 1985
Schultz, et al., 1977
Haldeman, et al., 1992
Dunn and Stoddard, 1977
Dénos, 2003
Chana, 1992
Ainsworth, et al., 1988
Epstein, et al., 1984
Polanka, et al., 2003
Haldeman, 2003
Paniagua, 2002
Povey, 2003
Miller, et al., 2003

1.5 (43-64-43)

QinetiQ (formerly DERA)
Pyestock
Isentropic Light Piston
Facility (ILPF)
UK
1985
HP/IP

Isentropic Light Piston Facilities
von Karman Institute
Compression Tube
turbine test rig
(CT3)
BE
1992
HP transonic
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Table 1-2: Short duration turbine facilities.
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1.2.2 Blade row interaction phenomenon
1.2.2.1

Sources of unsteadiness, aerodynamics

Turbomachinery flows are in essence unsteady. Each blade row generates
downstream non-uniformities in the flow field due to both potential and viscous effects,
among which wakes, secondary flows, shocks and hot-streaks are the most important in the
case of high-pressure turbines. These non-uniformities are then ingested by the following
rows, some of them being in relative motion. So, it is first necessary to have a clear
understanding of the physical mechanisms generating non-uniformities. Then, a review on
blade row interaction will complete this understanding.
As a matter of fact, complex turbomachinery unsteady flows result from three
concurrent mechanisms.
First, the circulation generated by the irrotational potential flow around a solid body,
i.e; the blade profile, induces flow disturbances in terms of velocity and static pressure.
Thus, the gradient due to the potential flow propagates in the far-field, i.e. upstream and
downstream of the blade row.
Then, because the fluid is viscous, additional complex vortical (rotational) flow
structures are produced and convected across the blade passage. Three main effects can be
observed because of the viscosity of the flow:
•

On airfoils surface: the boundary layer starts a laminar development at the
leading edge, thickens, transition can be initiated and depending on the main flow
conditions and the airfoil by itself, either separates or reattaches to the airfoil
(Hodson, 1985a). The downstream flow field is of course affected.

•

In the passage: when the incoming flow, with established boundary layers on the
endwalls, meets an airfoil, i.e. an obstacle, vortical structures, called secondary
flows, are generated in the vicinity of the airfoil leading edge/endwall junction.
Depending on the considered blade side (pressure or suction) their behaviour and
their growth are different. Moreover, because of the static pressure gradient in the
blade passage, a migration from the pressure side to the suction side of the
adjacent airfoil occurs. Both vortical structures, the passage vortex coming from
the pressure side and the counter vortex attach to the suction side, interact (see
Figure 1-11). In fact, secondary flows are even more complex than this basic
description, in reason of various parameters. Extensive reviews describing with
accuracy the phenomenon have been edited by Sieverding, 1985 and then by
Langston, 2001. Secondary flows vortices remain downstream of the blade row
and are ingested by the next one. More, they can be source of losses
(Sharma and Butler, 1987 and Pullan, 2004).
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Figure 1-11: Endwall flow model by Langston, 2001
•
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At the trailing edge: because of the difference of velocities of the viscous layers
emerging from both pressure and suction side, a wake is generated. As a result, a
deficit of total pressure occurs and large losses called profile losses (or drag
losses) are observed (Denton, 1993). The wake is also affected by the thickness
of the trailing edge. It constitutes a clear signature of the upstream row. Figure
1-12 represents the global situation of stator wakes chopped by the rotor and their
migration across the rotor blade passage. Wakes are aligned with the exit flow
angle of the upstream blade row. An early study (Meyer, 1958) describes the
wake as a jet pointing toward the trailing edge of an upstream blade
superimposed upon the main flow. Wakes are chopped into segments by the next
blade row. There, they behave as a negative jet impinging on the airfoil, affecting
the blade loading (see Figure 1-13). Indeed, because of the velocity deficit in the
wake, the inlet angle of the next row is changed. It is usually explained via a slip
velocity (Figure 1-12 (left)). The velocity deficit is for sure sensitive to the
pressure gradient and as measured by Zaccaria and Lakshminarayana, 1997, it
tends to increase in regions where the relative velocity decreases. The evolution
of the wake across the channel is depicted on Figure 1-12 (right). The wake
segment is sheared and stretched because of the different velocities existing along
the pressure and the suction sides. It results in the aft of the passage as a V-shape
segment concentrated close to the suction side. This concentration close to the
suction surface can be put in relation with the pressure force driving the low
momentum fluid of the wake the pressure side toward the suction side
(Hodson and Dawes, 1996).

HP turbine research: a state of the art

Figure 1-12: Illustration of the wake migration phenomena across a rotor
blade row (from Dietz and Ainsworth, 1992)

Figure 1-13: Representation of the wake across a blade passage as a
negative jet (from Meyer, 1958)
Notice that these three viscous effects also interact together, and a clear separation of
the interactions of a rotor blade with secondary flows or wakes is often problematic.
In addition to the wakes, another phenomenon can appear at the trailing edge of an
airfoil when the pressure ratio is important. Indeed, when flows reach transonic velocity at
the outlet of a blade row, shock waves are generated. In fact, two shocks are present at the
trailing edge (see Figure 1-14) and they are characterised by a sudden change in static
pressure. The pressure side leg is due to the sonic throat existing between the trailing edge
and the suction side of the adjacent blade. This shock interacts with the suction side
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boundary layer and is often reflected as an expansion wave. The suction side leg is a strong
shock that interacts with the downstream blade row. It also interacts with the wake of the
other next blade.

Figure 1-14: Trailing edge shock waves system in a transonic stator blade
row (from Paniagua, 2002)
Obviously this last shock wave has a strong effect on the downstream blade row. At
the bottom of Figure 1-14, one can clearly mark the variation in the inflow conditions
undergone by the rotor. In the case of a stator airfoil, the shock sweeps the surface of the
rotor blade from the crown toward the leading edge and then on the pressure side (see
Figure 1-15). Thus, it affects the surface pressure distribution. Doorly and Oldfield, 1985,
performed pressure measurements in a straight cascade. The authors identified sharp peaks
of pressure travelling on the surface of the blade while the shock was sweeping it.
Finally, numerous additional sources of unsteadiness exist in turbines. In case of
unshrouded rotor blades, tip leakage flow exists as well.
In the small gap (up to 1% of the blade height) between the tip of the blade and the
casing, owing to the difference of pressure, a jet is generated from the pressure side to the
suction side. When this jet is released from the gap, it rolls up in the so-called tip leakage
vortex. This leakage is a critical point in turbomachinery because it is a source of losses,
interacts with the downstream stator, and initiates hot spots in the tip region. A number of
investigations are underway in order to understand the involved phenomenon, and find the
adequate tip treatment (Key and Arts, 2004, Haselbach and Schiffer, 2004).
Another local source of unsteadiness is the flow coming from the hub endwall cavity.
A leakage occurs at the seal between the stator and rotor platforms. This cold leakage
forces the hot main stream gas to flow in the turbine blade rows. Indeed, the ingestion of
hot gas into the turbine disc cavities would cause overheating, expansion and so fatigue of
the discs and shafts. This cavity flow interacts on both aerodynamic and thermal aspects of
the flow in the vicinity of the rotor blade platform (Paniagua, 2002; Dénos and Paniagua,
2002 and Paniagua, et al., 2004).
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Figure 1-15: Evolution of the trailing edge shock in a transonic turbine stage
(from Dénos, et al., 2000)
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1.2.2.2

Impact on heat transfer

Complementary to the aerodynamic aspects of turbomachinery flows, thermal
phenomena exist in HP turbines because they operate downstream of the combustion
chamber. The knowledge of the convective heat transfer rate caused by the behaviour of the
flowfield is important for estimating component life time and efficiency. In addition, the
effectiveness of cooling schemes is widely influenced by the external aerodynamics.
Nowadays, in civil aero-engines, the cooling flow represents up to 20% of the core flow.
This coolant flow strongly interacts with the hot main flow, in particular when ejected from
trailing edge slots (Dunn, 1985). However, improvements in cooling strategy can induce
significant reductions in overall losses (Han, et al., 2000).
The local heat transfer depends on the variety of aerodynamic phenomena previously
described. The development of the boundary layer on the blade surface, the secondary
flows, the shedding of turbulent wakes and the sweeping of the airfoil by shock wave from
the upstream blade row affecst the heat transfer rate, steady and unsteady, on both vane
surface and endwall passage.
The convective heat transfer rate is closely linked to the state of the airfoil surface
boundary layer. Thus the heat flux is affected by the Reynolds and Mach numbers, the
turbulence intensity, the compressibility of the flow, the wall curvature and the surface
roughness. Figure 1-16 depicts the convective heat transfer coefficient distribution along
the curvilinear abscissa of a highly loaded turbine blade. These measurements have been
performed in an isentropic light piston linear cascade facility by Arts and Lambert de
Rouvroit, 1992. The distribution can be described as follows. In the leading edge region,
high levels of heat transfer are measured. A maximum occurs at the stagnation point.
Indeed, at this point, the flow has no velocity, and so the boundary layer, that plays the role
of a thermal insulator, is not yet developed leading to high convective exchanges. Because
of the large curvature of the leading edge and the pressure gradient on both pressure and
suction sides, a laminar boundary layer develops on both sides, insulating the blade from
the hot gas (Arts, 1985). Due to this, the heat transfer rate decreases rapidly on both sides.
Then, on the pressure side, since the boundary layer thickens and/or becomes transitional in
the downstream direction, a slight increase of the heat transfer can be observed. Notice that
for very high Reynolds numbers, with high freestream turbulent level, transition onset can
occur on the front pressure side, i.e. before the concave curvature of the blade. The
boundary layer goes fully turbulent and, as a consequence, the convective heat transfer
increases along the pressure side. Indeed, in a turbulent boundary layer, high velocity
fluctuations exist in all directions, annihilating the insulating effect of a laminar one. On the
suction side, usually, the laminar boundary layer remains attached up to the crown and so
the heat flux continues to decrease. However, for low Reynolds number, and under the
influence of a high turbulence intensity, an onset of transition occurs (at S = 25% in the
case of Figure 1-16, + symbols), and the heat transfer starts to increase dramatically. It can
be even higher than at leading edge. The dependence of heat transfer on flowfield
parameters can be summarized as follow. An increase of the freestream turbulence level
enhances heat transfer rates for laminar boundary layers. Increasing the Reynolds number
also increases the heat transfer rates. These two last parameters affecting also the probable
transitional state of the boundary layer are important to predict the heat transfer increase on
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the suction side. The Mach number does not affect significantly the surface heat flux. It is
important to keep in mind that all the inflow aerodynamic non uniformities generated by
upstream blade rows affect the boundary layer, and consequently, the heat transfer rate
around airfoils (Blair, et al., 1989a; Blair, et al., 1989b).

Figure 1-16: Blade surface heat transfer distribution: M2, is= 0.9, Re2,is= 106
(from Arts and Lambert de Rouvroit, 1992)
The effect of the secondary flows on the airfoil surface heat transfer is less marked
than on the passage endwalls. The present structures, such as the corner and the passage
vortices, have a strong influence on the behaviour of the endwall boundary layer. But only
few investigations relate these phenomena under engine representative conditions. Harvey,
1991, observed the impact of the migration of the passage vortex in an annular transonic
cascade. The larger is the covered area the lower is the heat transfer rate. In addition, its
rolling up with the corner vortex generally forces the heat transfer rate to decrease.
However, in the front of the passage, the horseshoe vortex causes boundary layer
separation, with an important increase of the heat transfer at this location.
A wake is a highly turbulent region shedding in the downstream direction. The
unsteadiness generated is generally rather more persistent in nature than the unsteadiness
caused by the potential interaction of blade rows (Dring, et al., 1982). When the wakes are
chopped by the following blade row, pockets of high unsteadiness, with secondary flow
vortices, are ingested (Binder, et al., 1987). The interaction of these structures with the
boundary layer, either being mixed with the boundary layer or initiating its transition,
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causes significant changes in both the aerodynamics and heat transfer to an airfoil surface
(Doorly, et al., 1985; Wittig, et al., 1985; Garside, et al., 1994).
Finally, the shocks can also affect the convective heat transfer rate. First, in the blade
row: the pressure side leg of the trailing edge fish-tail shock system interacts with the
boundary layer of the adjacent blade and induces a transition. Downstream of this point,
usually, the surface heat transfer increases (Arts and Lambert de Rouvroit, 1992). Then, on
the downstream blade row: the suction side leg of the trailing edge shock periodically
interacts with the next row. This strong effect of shock waves has been characterized by
Nix, et al., 1997. In a linear cascade simulating shock sweeping, they observed the effects
of an incident shock on the surface heat flux fluctuations. The shock heating effect
increases locally and transiently the heat transfer rate while passing.
It is important to remind that heat transfer is closely linked to the aerodynamic
behaviour of the flow in the blade row. For this reason, one generally speaks of ‘aerothermal’ phenomenon. When an aerodynamic non-uniformity is present in the main flow, a
thermal distortion is often associated with it. In HP turbines, the combustion chamber
placed upstream is a source of large distortions called hot-streaks. In addition, these hotstreaks follow the same migration mechanisms as the main flow (Shang and Epstein, 1996),
and so, affect deeply the heat transfer on the airfoils.
Many heat transfer investigations concerned single stage HP turbines. Dunn, 2001, as
well as Han, et al., 2000, reviewed convective heat transfer aspects encountered nowadays
in axial turbines. The authors focused on the state of the art of the research activities in this
field, the measurement techniques and especially the ability to predict correctly heat
transfer rates. Such studies allowed developing efficient cooling schemes of the stage
placed right downstream of the combustion chamber. Presently, the trend to increase the
exit temperature of combustors requires sophisticated cooling schemes for the following
stage. To design such cooling systems, the knowledge of the heat transfer rate on the
second stator is necessary, and only few investigations provide such information
(Blair, et al., 1989b; Povey, et al., 2003). The present study, proposes some indications on
the aero-thermal behaviour of the second stator of a one and half stage transonic turbine.
1.2.2.3

Periodic unsteadiness its consequence on blade response

Blade row interactions are due to the relative motion of the successive rows, i.e. of a
stator followed by a rotor, or a rotor followed by a stator, or finally, a rotor followed by a
contra-rotating rotor. These interactions are the main source of unsteadiness in
turbomachinery. They affect the aero-thermal performance of turbine stages
(Dénos and Paniagua, 2005b) but also cause vibrations and high cycle fatigue.
The adequate approach to understand unsteady flows in turbomachinery is the
decomposition in two components. The first one is the deterministic component, also called
periodic, and the second one is the random component. The deterministic unsteadiness is
the major contribution to the unsteady flow field and is a consequence of the blade row
interaction effects involving wakes, secondary flows, shock waves and inflow distortion.
The random unsteadiness originates mainly in the turbulence of the flow field. Indeed, in
the case of HP turbines, the high turbulence level is widely generated by the presence of the
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upstream combustion chamber which is a complex combination of compressed air, reacting
flows, and coolant flows (see Rolls-Royce, 1996). In addition, the periodic unsteadiness can
be derived in two sub-components: the blade periodic and the blade signature (Miller, et al.,
2001). The blade periodic component corresponds to flow events undergone by airfoils at
the fundamental blade passing frequency (and higher harmonics); Rotor Blade Passing
Frequency (RBPF, see Eq. 1.1) when standing in the stator frame, and Stator Blade Passing
Frequency (SBPF, see Eq. 1.2) when standing in the rotor frame.
RBPF = ωrotor ×

N rotor
N stator

Eq. 1.1

SBPF = ωrotor ×

N stator
N rotor

Eq. 1.2

The blade signature component is due to small blade-to-blade differences, and the
periodicity of the events is of the order of the rotational speed. Figure 1-17 represents the
ideal Fast-Fourier Transform of a signal taken downstream of a single rotor (Paniagua,
2002). One can clearly identify the fundamental frequency of the RBPF, the first harmonic
(2×RBPF) and the rotor signature in the low frequencies.

Fundamental frequency

1st harmonic

Figure 1-17: Power spectrum of a signal of pressure downstream of a 64
blades rotor (from Paniagua, 2002)
In the previous section, it has been clearly shown that unsteadiness (both potential and
viscous effect) propagates downstream from one blade row to the next one. But it is
important to keep in mind that the downstream blade row also affects the flow field in the
previous blade row, mainly by imposing its potential field. In order to understand clearly
the effects of blade row interaction, it is important to identify the key phenomena involved.
Wisler and Shin, 1998, provided a complete process chart (see Figure 1-18) describing the
coupling of the unsteady flow and the blade row response to the flow excitation. The
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periodic unsteady disturbances affecting adjacent blades rows are referred to the forcing
functions or gusts. Gusts can be of the vortical, potential or entropic type. Then blade rows
responds to gust in five different ways as shown in Figure 1-18.
First, the blade vibratory response, also called forced response, results form the
aerodynamic fluctuations exciting natural frequencies in airfoils (Laumert, et al., 2001a;
Laumert, et al., 2001b). The typical tool to identify this modal interaction is the Campbell
diagram. These diagrams give crossing points between airfoils natural frequencies and
excitation lines, for various rotational speeds. The objective is to avoid nominal running
conditions to be in the vicinity of these crossing points in order to reduce high cycle
fatigue.
The acoustic response is the second type of response to gusts. It is directly linked to
pressure field fluctuations generated by excited blades, and then converted into acoustic
energy.
An important response to gusts is the boundary layer response. Indeed, the boundary
layer development on the airfoil surface is critical to performance. In low-pressure turbines,
at steady state, the boundary layer laminar transition occurs on the suction side, the flow
separates and as a result, losses are increased. If the flow is unsteady, especially in the case
of the upstream wakes shade on the suction side, the behaviour of the boundary layer is
affected. The transition can be controlled by taking advantage of the boundary layer
response (Coton, 2003).
Another type of response is the wake defect recovery. It corresponds to the reduction
of flow non-uniformities due to the mixing process. This phenomenon occurs mainly in
compressors (Leboeuf and Trébinjac, 2003).
Finally, the blade thermal response results from the temperature field nonuniformities more pronounced when external cooling is shed downstream in HP turbines
stages. Thus, the rotor blade row traverses periodically temperature distortions, i.e. regions
of hot gas in the main stream and cold wakes, resulting from surface temperature variations
that are seen by the rotor as an entropic forcing function, and may potentially produce high
cycle thermal fatigue and failure (Sharma and Stetson, 1998).
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Figure 1-18: Process chart for unsteady blade row interaction (from
Wisler and Shin, 1998)
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1.2.3 Literature survey on one and half stage configuration and clocking
investigation
1.2.3.1

Flow field downstream of the stage

Prior to these recent multi-stage investigations, Hummel, 2001, discussed the effects
of wake interactions in a high-pressure transonic turbine, especially on the flow
downstream of the rotor. The author proposes guidelines to position a second stator behind
the transonic HP turbine rotor, in the axial direction, to minimize the shock strength and
improve efficiency. Figure 1-19 shows two axial positions associated to a maximum
potential reduction of the shock strength characterized by an interaction of the rotor trailing
edge shocks, the rotor wakes of the next or a third blade (overlapping zone 2) in the pitchwise direction and stator wake segments. Hummel writes that it should be possible to
reduce the strength of the shock by as much as 50% by selecting an ideal clocking position.
It is proposed to locate the leading edge of the second stator at the downstream axial
position where the rotor wake and the rotor trailing edge shock interact, i.e. at the
intersection of the lines characterizing both phenomena. All the results are based on
numerical 2D unsteady computations in a transonic stage with high subsonic regime in the
stator and supersonic regime in the rotor. It is important to mention that in this numerical
investigation, wake effects are of the same order of magnitude as shock effects. Along the
same line , Tiedemann and Kost, 2001, studied the flow-field downstream a HP turbine
stage at mid-span. They explained the periodic behavior of time-averaged pitch-wise
traverse measurements (total pressure, turbulence, velocity) by means of stator wake, but no
information of the actual performance variation of a downstream second stator was given.
In fact periodic fluctuations of total pressure downstream of the rotor indicate that wakes
from the first stator damp the total pressure fluctuation due to the rotor wakes. Thus, they
also expect a significant variation of the periodic fluctuations of velocity and total pressure
when the NGV is clocked with respect to the fixed measurement location. This observation
adds one more potential benefit to the clocking of a second stator downstream of this stage.

Figure 1-19: Potential reduction of shock strength behind the rotor: clocking
guidelines (Hummel, 2001)
1.2.3.2
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Currently single stage turbine interference starts to be well known. In the case of
modern single-stage high-pressure transonic turbines, investigations were performed mostly
during the last 15 years. The stator-rotor interaction in a transonic stage involves shocks,
wakes and potential fields (Paniagua, 2002). But the flow field becomes more complex
when a second stator is added downstream of the stage, and so the interactions become
even more complex. This occurs either if it is a second stator of a two-stage HP turbine or
the first vane of an IP or LP turbine. In the two investigations mentioned below, note that
the blade counts of the first and second stators were different i.e. there is no possible
clocking effect but still the mechanisms of transport of non uniformities across the stage
remain relevant to this investigation.
Miller, et al., 2001, experimented in the Oxford ILPT test rig the interaction between a HP
transonic turbine stage followed by an IP vane. Interest was given to the upstream potential
effects of the IP vane on the rotor. The authors concluded that rotor blades are only affected
by the IP vane on the rear suction side, downstream of the throat. Then, Miller, et al., 2003,
described accurately the structure of the flow coming from the nozzle guide vane, the
shock/wake interaction, the migration of the flow across the rotor (see Figure 1-20 (left)),
and downstream of the rotor the interference of both rotor and second stator potential fields
on the coming flow (Figure 1-20 (right)).

Figure 1-20: Schematic showing the structure of the unsteady flow across
the rotor (left) and upstream of the second stator (right) (Miller, et al., 2003)
Similarly to Miller, Povey, 2003, performed an experimental investigation on
HP turbine stage / IP vane configuration, confirmed by Chana, et al., 2004 numerical
predictions. Emphasis was given to the heat transfer fluctuations measurements on the IP
vane. The main phenomenon observed is an early onset of turbulent transition on both
pressure and suction sides of the IP vane (Povey, et al., 2003).
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Let us now focus on investigations where the blade counts of the first and second
stators are identical i.e. when clocking can be potentially used to change the performance of
a stage.
1.2.3.3

Impact of clocking on the efficiency

The basic idea of clocking is to improve the overall efficiency by varying the pitchwise position of alternative blade rows, quite often two stators. Potential efficiency benefits
(Dorney, et al., 1998) as well as the probable reduction of the unsteadiness
(Cizmas and Dorney, 2000) are known since a long time in the field of compressor.
Sharma, et al., 1994, was one of the first who established a potential benefit of clocking
pair of blade rows in turbine of the same type. In literature, it is usually said that maximum
efficiency is obtained when the wakes coming from the first stator impinges the second
stator airfoils at the leading edge.
Since several decades, detailed investigations on efficiency improvement by clocking
have been performed in the field of LP turbines. Indeed, LP turbines are sensitive to
variations of the Reynolds number. When the Reynolds number decreases, and this occurs
when the altitude increases, boundary layer transition initiates laminar separations on the
suction side of the airfoils. These separations are the main source of profile losses, and
consequently, the efficiency of the LP turbine is widely affected. Thus a special attention
was given to wake interactions in most of the investigations. Binder, et al., 1989, observed
the turbulence level that affects the incoming flow in a rotor row by the previous rotor
wakes migrating across the stator in between. Finally, it has been assumed that clocking is a
potential mean to control the boundary layer transition in LP turbines and to improve
efficiency (Gombert and Hohn, 2001; Hohn, et al., 2001). Eulitz and Engel, 1998,
investigated numerically the effect of clocking in a one-and-half stage LP turbine. They
focused on the continuous interaction of the first stator wake with the suction side of the
second stator. Thus the laminar separation bubble is inhibited and the skin friction variation
is damped. On an experimental investigation performed in a two-stage low-pressure
turbine, Krysinski, et al., 1999 focused on steady and unsteady flow quantities in the interstage planes as well as on the global performance by clocking the first stator with respect to
the second stator. In their research, both stator rows had the same geometry and number of
vanes. Tests were carried out for six different clocking configurations and results showed
an influence on the exit flow angle of the second stator. It is highlighted that in this twostage turbine the wake effects are dominant. On the contrary, they concluded to only slight
changes in efficiency (see Krysinski, et al., 2001). Arnone, et al., 2003, discussed the effect
of clocking in a one and half stage LP turbine. Five clocking positions of the second stator
were investigated. They concluded that, because of the three-dimensional environment
(geometry and flow), the not-perfect alignment between the first stator wakes and the
second stator leading edges over the entire radius can not be achieved. As a consequence,
the potential improvement due to clocking is reduced. More, in terms of unsteadiness, the
different performance behavior of the leading edge region with respect to the remaining
blade surface showed the requirement of an alternative clocking analysis based on the
leading edge unsteadiness. Clocking can be done not only between stators, but also between
rotors, and when both stators and rotors of 2 consecutive stages can be clocked, the socalled full-clocking, the optimum position results from the combination of both non30
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adjoining rows. In that way Arnone, et al., 2001, realized a numerical investigation on the
full-clocking of a three stage LP turbine. They estimated at 0.7% the maximum variation of
efficiency due to clocking. Additionally, the maximal efficiency occured when the wake
segment from the upstream row impinges on the leading edge of the clocked blade. Finally,
they observed that the intermittency factor was affected by clocking, i.e. the suction side
boundary layer transition was affected by the clocking. Aubé and Hirsch, 2001, performed
a numerical investigation on the unsteady aerodynamic mechanisms of losses in a one and
half stage LP turbine. The authors presented the transport mechanisms of the first vane
wake across the rotor, and how both steady and unsteady performances were correctly
predicted by their 3D time-dependent RANS solver.
In transonic high-pressure turbine stages, the unsteadiness is considerably more
complex than in low-pressure turbines because wake interference effects add on shock
boundary layer interference effects. But similarly to LP turbines, the trend that optimum
efficiency occurs when wakes from the first stator impinges on the leading edge of the
second one emanates from the literature. One of the first clocking investigation within HP
turbines has been done by Huber, et al., 1996. Five clocking positions were investigated on
a 2-stage HP turbine. The measurements demonstrate that a given clocking position was
higher by 0.8% in efficiency that the others. 2D numerical simulations done by
Griffin, et al., 1996, confirmed the observed tendency, and the impingement of the first
vane wake on the second stator was identified to be the ideal clocking position, while the
lowest efficiency level occured when the first stator wake was convected through the
middle of the passage. A numerical simulation performed on a one and half stage by
Dorney and Sharma, 1998, revealed the same trend, but at this position, the second stator
airfoils experienced more unsteadiness than at any other position. Reinmoller, et al., 2002
came to similar conclusions as shown in Figure 1-21 and an optimal position is given in
terms of pressure losses. At Ohio State University, Haldeman, 2003, did a complete aerothermal experimental investigation of the clocking effect on a HP turbine stage followed by
an LP vane placed in a S-duct. The blade counts were 38-72-38. Haldeman, et al., 2004,
reported an overall efficiency increase of about 2-3% using a variety of independent
methods, but the authors conclude that substantial effects have to be taken in account for
cooling and high-cycle fatigue issues during the design process. A clear explanation of this
tendency is given by Bohn, et al., 2004. They computed three clocking positions of the
second stator in a 2-stage axial turbine. Thanks to a careful observation of the entropy
variation, the authors demonstrated accurately the effect of the first stator wake chopped by
the rotor and then ingested by the second stator. Indeed, it seems that the wake, i.e. a low
momentum fluid, is introduced into a region where the fluid momentum is already low.
Thus, fewer losses are generated. They concluded to an efficiency variation of 0.52% due to
clocking. In the same test rig than Haldeman, et al., 2004, another aero-thermal
experimentation was conducted by Jouini, et al., 2003. Here, full-clocking was investigated
and a significant gain in efficiency of +2% was observed. Behr, et al., 2004, also
investigated full-clocking in a 2-stages low-aspect ratio HP turbine. The maximum change
in relative thermodynamic efficiency measured between two stator clocking positions was
about 0.3%. Because of the low-aspect ratio, the propagation of vortices seems more
important than the wake migration in the interaction. Finally, because of the important
span-wise distortion of the flow field, it seems that no global ideal clocking position can be
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determined. It has to be a compromise between overall efficiency benefit and adequate flow
behavior at given spans.

Figure 1-21: Relative efficiency at given clocking angles, comparison with
numerical results, mid-span (Reinmoller, et al., 2002)
1.2.3.4

Understanding the details of the flow field

In complement to the impact of clocking on the efficiency, many investigations
assessed the flow behavior. Joslyn and Dring, 1992a, determined experimentally the full
three-dimensional flow field in a one-and-half stage turbine (blade count: 22-28-28) in a
low-speed wind-tunnel. They observed that the incidence of the flow on the second stator
was affected by the incoming wake avenues from the first vane. Walraevens and Gallus,
1995, performed LDV measurements in the rotor passage. They noticed that the rotor exit
flow was affected by the position of the second stator. Walraevens, et al., 1998, investigated
both experimentally and numerically the effect of aerodynamic unsteadiness on the
secondary flows in the second stator of a one and half stage turbine. They explained with
hot-wire measurements in the vane passage how the second stator ingested the unsteady
flow from the first stage, and how a new system of secondary flows was developed in the
second stator. Additional guidelines were given for the clocking of a second rotor. Still on
secondary flows, Stephan, et al., 2000, investigated the effects of the rotor tip clearance
vortex. The migration of the tip clearance vortex across the second stator passage is a large
source of secondary flows, and the larger is the clearance, the larger are the losses.
Reinmoller, et al., 2002, performed steady and unsteady measurements in a one and half
stage turbine. Neither the pressure ratio nor the Reynolds numbers in the successive rows
are reported. The test campaign included measurements downstream of the rotor and of the
second stator for ten different clocking configurations. The authors observed a pitchwise
shift of the total pressure downstream of the rotor according to clocking. Combining LDV
and fast-response pressure measurements between a rotor and a second stator,
Schennach, et al., 2006, characterized the unsteady flows ingested by the second stator.
They determined that turbulent kinetic energy at this position was not affected by clocking
while a velocity decrease would potentially correspond to the most efficient clocking.
Moreover, they characterized the unsteady pressure wake signature from the rotor blade
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passage downstream of the second stator. It appears also that clocking the second stator
should behave as a turbulent peak damper of the one and half stage outflow.
With an unsteady quasi-3D RANS solver, Marconcini and Pacciani, 2003, focused on
the wake/shock interactions in an HP turbine and the effects of clocking in a two stage
configuration. Indeed it appeared that shock amplitude reduction occured for a given
clocking position and as a result a reduction of the blade excitation. Haldeman, et al., 2003
also presented the importance of clocking for the reduction of the blade loading excitation.
Bohn, et al., 2005, did an analysis on the unsteady pressure fluctuation amplitudes, and the
authors noticed that the position of higher efficiency was also the one causing the highest
pressure unsteadiness at the leading edge, while for the lowest efficiency, the excitation was
the lowest. However, due to the fact that there are differences in unsteadiness level between
these two mentioned clocking positions, the authors preferred to conclude that clocking
may be excluded from the aerodynamic sources influencing the vibration of turbine blades.
Additionally to aerodynamic aspects, interest has been given to the effects of clocking
on heat transfer (Blair, et al., 1989b; Johnston and Fleeter, 1999). Blair, et al., 1989b, made
measurements of surface heat transfer rate on the second stator of the United Technology
Research Center low-speed turbine facility. Focusing mainly on the effect of the inflow
turbulence level, and because they were using low-sensitive instrumentation, they
concluded negligible effects of clocking on the second stator heat transfer rate,
independently of the turbulence level. They argued that circumferential variations of the
first stator outflow were so mixed out through the rotor that their effects were minimal on
the second stator heat flux. Although Joslyn and Dring, 1992b, noticed the impact of the
rotor tip leakage on the high thermal loading of the second stator in the tip region. The
conclusion of Blair, et al., 1989b, was relevant for later investigations done in one-and-half
stage turbine configuration. It suggests that with a uniform inlet temperature, heat transfer
measurements on the second stator would not be impacted by the positioning of the second
stator. Referring to this observation, recent investigations justify the application of different
blade counts for the first and second stators (Povey, 2003), or clocking impact on heat
transfer has not been investigated although both stators had the same number of airfoils
(Haldeman and Dunn, 2003). Joslyn and Dring, 1992b, noticed the impact of the rotor tip
leakage on the high thermal loading of the second stator in the tip region.
Johnston and Fleeter, 1999, investigating 6 clocking positions on a 2-stage LP turbine,
observed that the first rotor blade unsteady heat transfer rate was attenuated by clocking the
stator vanes. A peak to peak amplitude increase up to 500% on the convective coefficient
has been measured. This observation suggests a significant interaction of the second stator
with the upstream stage, and, one would suspect, vice versa. Such an observation is of
particular relevance to the present study in which aero-thermal effects of clocking are
investigated.
1.2.3.5

Additional effects of clocking

Another potential benefit of turbine airfoil clocking has been proposed by Blaszczak,
2005. He assessed the effect of stator clocking on noise reduction in an LP turbine.
However, the clocking position corresponding to the lowest noise emission was not the one
with highest aerodynamic performance (Krysinski, et al., 2001).
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An important point that should be kept in mind is that, in a real engine, clocking is not
only linked to blade row positioning but it can also be related to the pitch-wise
aerodynamic and thermal non-uniformities exiting from the combustion chamber
(Dorney and Gundy-Burlet, 1995). Indeed, nowadays although combustion chambers are
annular, fuel-injectors remain localized and a potential benefit can be taken by clocking the
nozzle guide vane with this injector-ports. Povey, et al., 2005, presented an investigation on
the effect of upstream hot-streaks, i.e. an inlet temperature distortion (ITD) on the heat
transfer rates in a HP nozzle guide vane tested in a one and half stage transonic turbine.
Because the upstream temperature profile periodicity was a vane pitch, the clocking of the
vane relatively to the combustor-representative hot-streak has been addressed, one with the
hot-streak aligned with the leading edge of the vane and one with the hot-streak aligned
with the mid-passage. The authors have shown an increase of the heat transfer rate at 50%
span of the vane when the hot-streak was aligned with the leading edge (see Figure 1-22).
No change was observed on the measurements done on the endwalls, even if the heat
transfer rate has been decreased for both clocking relatively to uniform flow measurements
done by Harvey, 1991. He, et al., 2004, also investigated the effect of hot-streak. In this
numerical approach, they conclude that the burner distribution influences the heat load of
the nozzle guide vane as well as the forcing. This parameter has also to be taken in account
during the design in order to minimize fatigue. In addition, clocking the position of the hot
streak with the NGV may affect by 8% the temperature on the rotor pressure surface.

Figure 1-22: Schematic of the streamlines for 2 clocking positions of the
temperature distortion profile (Povey, et al., 2005).
Based on the present review, it appears that the state of the art of the clocking requires
some additional investigations, notably in the fields of unsteady forces or heat transfer.
Moreover, further analysis of the flow behaviour, like the first stator wakes transport across
the rotor, should be proposed in order to assess an ideal clocking position in HP transonic
turbines.
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1.3 Thesis overview
1.3.1 Place of the present investigation in current research
Previous sections showed the complexity of the flow across a turbine blade row and
the large variety of fields of investigations. The present work takes place in the continuity
of previous experimental investigations performed on a single stage transonic HP turbine
implemented in the VKI CT3 turbine test rig (Dénos, 1996; Paniagua, 2002). For the
investigation of clocking effects, the test section has been extended with a clockable second
stator. Since many parallel investigations proved that clocking has not the expected
efficiency benefits, it has been decided to focus on the aero-thermal aspects of the flow in
the second stator. Thus the present investigation tries to give guidelines about secondary
benefits of clocking, like blade loading, high-cycle fatigue and heat transfer rate. Note that
this work is performed in the frame of the European research project TATEF that involves
most of the European gas turbine manufacturers.

1.3.2 Objectives of the investigation
The primary objectives of the present thesis may be summarized as follows:
•

To conduct an experimental investigation of the aerodynamic characteristics
and heat transfer rate in the second stator of the one and half stage turbine
implemented in the VKI CT3 turbine test rig. The measurements, which give
the complete steady and unsteady aero-thermal field of the second stator,
should be used as database for future numerical codes validations.

•

To provide from the experiments, supported in some cases by numerical
computations, a complete analysis of the steady and unsteady phenomena
observed. Rotor/stator interactions, clocking and endwall boundary layer state
consequences are the main effects to identify. Note also that a large emphasis
is given to the heat transfer measurements performed.

1.3.3 Structure of the thesis
An overview of the content of the following chapters is now given.
Chapter 2 describes the resources used to achieve the present work. Details on the
instrumentation and data reduction methods are presented including a discussion on the
accuracy of the measurements. Information is also given on the numerical methods used to
support and analyse the experimental investigation.
Chapter 3 presents a complete investigation of the one and half stage HP transonic
turbine. A measurement campaign focusing on both aerodynamic and thermal aspects is
presented. First, the periodic interference of the rotor with the second stator is analyzed.
Then the understanding of the stator/stator interactions is detailed (clocking effects) and
constitutes the core of this thesis.
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Chapter 4 examines a specific case in a fixed clocking configuration, where the stage
inlet total pressure and temperature profiles have been changed. Indeed, these profiles have
an important influence on the development of the secondary flows through the one and half
stage. This chapter sheds some light on the impact of this parameter on the flow field.
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2.1 The rig
2.1.1 The Isentropic Compression Tube Facility operating principle
At the end of the 1970’s, the von Karman Institute adopted the principle of the
“Isentropic Light Piston Compression Tube” for linear cascade testing with the CT2
facility. Ten years later a much larger facility, CT3, has been developed for fully annular
cascades testing (Sieverding and Arts, 1992). In the frame of the Brite-EuRam project
Wake-Mixing, a transonic nozzle guide vane was implemented in the test section to
investigate the behaviour of trailing edge shocks and wakes and their attenuation thanks to
coolant injection. In 1995, in the follow-up Brite-EuRam III program IACA, the facility
was converted into a full stage test rig. A rotor module, designed to fit downstream of the
existing nozzle guide vane, was implemented in the test section. Dénos, 1996, performed
measurements of pressure, temperature and heat transfer on the rotor blades.

Figure 2-1: VKI annular compression tube facility CT3.
Figure 2-1 represents a global sketch of the VKI compression tube facility. The
test section is located between an upstream compression tube (1.6 m diameter and 8 m
long) and a downstream vacuum dump tank. This allows adjusting the Reynolds number.
Before the blow-down, the shutter valve is closed and isolates the test section and
the vacuum dump tank from the upstream cylindrical reservoir. The free light piston is at
the rear of the upstream reservoir that is set at an initial pressure Pini and at ambient
temperature Tini. Vacuum is set in the test section and in the dump tank (~30 mbar absolute
pressure).
Then starts the blow-down sequence. First, the turbine rotor is spun-up to almost
its design speed (~ 6400 RPM). High-pressure air (~ 240 bar) is admitted at the rear side of
the cylinder through sonic throats that control the incoming mass flow. The free piston
starts to slide in the cylinder and a quasi-isentropic compression of the air between the
piston and the shutter valve is performed. Because of the compression the temperature of
the air increases. This temperature can be estimated thanks to Eq. 2.1.
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 P 
T
=

Tini  Pini 

γ −1
γ

Eq. 2.1

The pressure evolution in the cylinder during the compression is monitored with a
transducer. Once the nominal inlet total pressure is reached, the shutter valve opens in
~ 70 ms. The blow-down releases the hot gas in the test section. Because the surfaces inside
the test section, especially in the turbine, are at ambient temperature before the blow-down,
i.e. ‘cold’ relatively to the gas, it is, in this way, possible to simulate the heat transfer from
the gas to the blades and endwalls. The mass flow through the stage is controlled thanks to
a variable sonic throat located downstream of the test section (see Figure 2-2). As the dump
tank is initially under vacuum, the throat remains choked. Its area is adjusted prior to the
test in such a way that the volumetric flow rates entering at the rear side of the upstream
cylinder and exiting through the shutter valve are matched. In this way, the mass flow and
other aero-thermal conditions remain constant during the blow-down. The mass flow
through the stage sets the stage pressure ratio. The degree of reaction of the turbine sets the
vane exit Mach number. The conditions are maintained constant until the piston reaches the
end of the cylinder or until the downstream throat becomes unchoked (the dump tank is
"filled"). Prior to the blowdown, the rotor is spun up to almost design speed. During this
preparation phase, the bearings are lubricated and both oil temperature and shaft vibrations
are continuously monitored.
A detailed view of the test section is displayed in Figure 2-2. To guarantee
uniform flow conditions upstream of the nozzle, the flow, after passing through the radial
diffuser right downstream of the shutter valve, crosses a wire mesh and a perforated plate in
the settling chamber. An inlet convergent nozzle distributes the incoming flow to the nozzle
guide vanes.

Figure 2-2: Meridional cut of the turbine facility.
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Figure 2-3 (Paniagua, 2002) presents typical test cycle traces with the pressure in
the tube, the total pressure and total temperature upstream (1) and downstream of the stage
(3), and the rotor rotational speed. Time t = 0 corresponds to the rotor nominal rotational
speed: 6500 RPM. At time t = -0.8 s, while the compression takes place in the cylinder,
coolant air is injected in the test section. A temperature decrease is clearly measured by the
thermocouple downstream of the turbine stage (T03). The shutter valve opens at t = -0.3 s, in
less than 0.1 s. During the opening of the shutter valve, the upstream pressure (P01) and
temperature (T01) rise very quickly to reach the required test condition values. Notice that
the turbine inlet pressure trace looks like a pressure step (as well as the stage outlet
pressure). The sudden release of the flow together with the over-compression in the tube
induces a temperature peak, measured both by the turbine inlet (and outlet) thermocouples.

Figure 2-3 Typical evolution of pressure-temperature-RPM during a test
(Paniagua, 2002).
Because of no braking device, or dynamometer, is implemented on the shaft, the
net power of the blow-down transmitted to the turbine is converted entirely into kinetic
energy i.e. the rotor accelerates. The short test duration and the rotor inertia prevent the
rotational speed to be too high at the end of the test. The inertia of the rotor shaft, disc and
blades amounts to about 9.7 kg m2. For a nominal rotational speed of 6500 RPM and a test
duration of 0.5 s, the rotor accelerates at a rate of 1400 RPM/s (Dénos, 2003). To reduce
this acceleration, an inertia wheel mounted behind the rotor was added to augment the rotor
inertia up to 17.8 kg m2 (Paniagua and Yasa, 2006). This reduces the acceleration rate to
700 RPM/s. In Figure 2-3 at time t = 0.2 s the small fluctuations in the turbine inlet pressure
(P01) indicate the end of the test. These oscillations are due to the opening of a safety plate
on the vertical wall of the piston that opens when the piston reaches the end plate avoiding
thus an over pressure on one side. At time t = 0.25 s the piston reaches the front side of the
cylinder and the test run is finished. The temperature decreases. The rotor starts to
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decelerate due to various losses. An aero-brake is switched on to bring the rotor to zero
velocity in a short time (~ 2 mn).
One of the key characteristics of this facility is its capability to simulate correctly
Mach number as well as Reynolds number of a real transonic HP turbine. In addition, it
simulates also the temperature ratios: the gas to coolant temperature ratio in order to have
accurate characterisation of the coolant effects, and the gas to surface temperature ratio
which allow determining accurately the surface heat transfer rate (see Table 2-1).
Parameter

modern HP turbine

CT3 test rig

Inlet pressure [bar]

45

2.22

Pressure ratio P01/P03

2-4

2.67

Inlet temperature [K]

1800

450

NGV exit Mach number (M2,is)

transonic

1.06

NGV exit Reynolds number (Re2,cs)

2-3x106

1.2x106

coolant temperature

850

210-ambiant

Tgas/Tcoolant

2.11

2.14

Blade temperature [K]

1200

295

Tgas/Twall

1.5

1.52

Table 2-1: Similarities between a real engine and the test rig.

2.1.2 The One and Half stage Turbine design
2.1.2.1

The first stage

Already lots of information have been given by Dénos, 1996, and Paniagua, 2002, on
the first stage. But a few characteristics have to be reminded.
The vane and the rotor have been both designed by Alfa Romeo Avio, Naples (now
Avio). Although they were designed for research purposes, most of the geometrical
characteristics are representative of advanced aero-engines. Table 2-2 indicates the
dimensions of this first stage.
STATOR
43

Number of blades

ROTOR
64

Aspect ratio at LE [H/C ]

0.704

1.053

H [mm] inlet/outlet

50.7 / 50.7

51.97 / 55.81

hub

mid-span

tip

hub

mid-span

tip

Chord [mm]

72.00

72.00

72.00

50.74

48.23

49.75

Axial chord [mm]

43.067

43.067

43.067

41.843

39.778

40.037

Inlet radius [mm]

344.5

369.85

395.2

343.23

369.5

395.2

Outlet radius [mm]

344.5

369.85

395.2

339.39

369.5

395.2

Pitch [mm]

50.34

54.04

57.75

33.76

36.28

38.80

Table 2-2: 1st stator and rotor design characteristics.
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The vane is composed of 43 cylindrical nozzles. The stacking of the profile is done on
a radius which coincides with the mechanical leading edge as shown on Figure 2-4 (left). A
drill cut at the trailing edge has been in order to eject coolant flow, and previously
investigated in VKI as the so called ‘pressure side coolant ejection configuration’ (see
Figure 2-4-right).

Figure 2-4: 1st stator nozzle guide vane geometry (left) and detail of the nozzle
guide vane trailing edge (right).
64 twisted unshrouded blades (see Figure 2-5) compose the rotor. The stacking has
been done with a negative lean to unload the tip section. During the design, the influence of
the secondary flows at mid-span has been minimized. The tip clearance represents 0.6% of
the height of the rotor blade.

Figure 2-5: Rotor blade: stacking view of 3 sections (left) and photograph
(right)
2.1.2.2

Second stator geometry

Because it is dedicated to clocking investigation, the second stator row has 43 vanes,
like the first stator. The blade profile has been designed by Fiat Avio Naples (formerly Alfa
Romeo Avio, now Avio) with Euler codes. It was optimized iterating on the results of 2D
and 3D Navier - Stokes computations. Details on the design and analysis of the 2nd stator
can be found in the TATEF technical report B.4./FA/1/ed1 (Solazzo, et al., 1999). The
measured single stage exit flow field was used to design this second stator. The cylindrical
blade geometry was obtained by stacking the profile (see Figure 2-6) along the leading
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edge. The channel height is increased by about 30% between inlet (56.1 mm) and outlet
(72.5 mm) to have a subsonic outlet condition (M ~ 0.75), allowing a design mass flow of
14.9 kg/s. The design inlet and outlet flow angles are 15.3 deg. and -56 deg. respectively.
The geometrical characteristics of the second stator are summarized in Table 2-3 while the
design flow values are reported in Table 2-4. The computed Mach number distributions at
15, 50 and 85% span are shown in Figure 2-7.

Figure 2-6: Second stator blade profile at mid-span

Inlet radius [mm]
Outlet radius [mm]
Chord [mm]
Axial chord [mm]
Stagger angle [deg.]
Pitch [mm]
Throat [mm]
arcos (o/g) [deg.]
TE thickness [mm]

Hub
339.2
333.5
66.17
54.94
33.9
48.7
25.98
57.8
1.00

Mid-span
367.27
369.75
66.17
54.94
33.9
54.0
29.66
56.7
1.00

Tip
395.3
406.0
66.17
54.94
33.9
59.3
33.52
55.6
1.00

Table 2-3: Main geometric characteristics of the second stator blade.

Inlet
Total Temperature [K]

366

Total Pressure [/105 Pa]

0.82

Static Pressure [/105 Pa]

Outlet

0.56

Mach

0.43

0.75

Flow Angle [deg]

15.3

-56

Kinetic Losses [%]

5.4

Mass Flow [kg/s]

14.9

Table 2-4: Design aero-thermal characteristics.
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Figure 2-7: Computed Mach number distribution at 15, 50 and 85% span
(from Solazzo, et al., 1999)
The test section of the turbine facility was modified to accommodate the second stator
as displayed in Figure 2-8. The mono-bloc second stator can be rotated easily in the pitchwise direction for the clocking effects investigation. A cut of the one and a half stage in the
blade-to-blade plane is shown in Figure 2-9.

Figure 2-8: Meridional cut of the test section for the one and a half
configuration.
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Figure 2-9: Cut at mid-span of the one and a half stage
Figure 2-10 shows a detailed meridional cut of the test section module. Six large
structural airfoils called struts are used to support the shaft module and pass the oil from the
reservoir to the shaft lubrication circuit. The presence of the struts causes a pitch-wise
variation of the static pressure downstream of the one and half stage turbine of about 10%
of its mean value, or 3% of P01, which is not acceptable to study the pressure variations due
to clocking effects (Paniagua, et al., 2002). The reason for these large variations is the
proximity between the struts and the second stator (they are located less than one strut
chord from the second stator trailing edge) and the high subsonic flow (Mis ≈ 0.75) with a
large incidence angle (~ 56 deg) that impinges on the struts.
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2nd stator

struts

Figure 2-10: Sketch of the test section module.
In order to attenuate the potential effect of the struts, a deswirler was mounted at the
exit of the second stator. Figure 2-11 displays a sketch of the deswirler between the 2nd
stator and the struts. The deswirler is composed of 72 airfoils. The design characteristics of
the deswirler blade are given in the appendix.

2nd stator

deswirler

struts

Figure 2-11: Deswirler positioning on the mono bloc second stator.
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2.2 Instrumentation: details and locations
The purpose of this study is the aero-thermal characterization of the flow field in a
one and half stage transonic turbine. Due to the particular operating principle of the facility
i.e. the transient blow-down, it is a great challenge to perform such measurements
characterizing both steady and unsteady performance. Indeed, the instrumentation requires
specific characteristics in term of frequency response. In order to measure the quasi-steady
performance of the turbine, conventional instrumentation has been adapted to operate with
frequency responses ranging between 50 Hz and 500 Hz. In order to detect the unsteady
phenomenon, high frequency response instrumentation, up to 400 kHz, is also required.
Figure 2-12 sketches the location of the measurement planes in the test section, with a
terminology that is used in the entire thesis. Plane 1 is the measurement plane
perpendicular to the axis of the machine located at the inlet of the stage. The probe axes are
located 0.65×Cs,ax upstream of the vane leading edge. Plane 2 corresponds to the inter-row
spacing between the first stator and the rotor. No probe is inserted there to avoid the
blockage that would result from its presence in a transonic flow. Static pressure taps are
placed 0.035×Cs,ax downstream of the trailing edge of the first stator. At the rotor exit, i.e.
Plane 3, the measurements are taken 0.45×Cr,ax downstream of the rotor trailing edge at
mid-span, which corresponds to 0.07×Cs2,ax upstream of the second stator leading edge.
Finally, the one and half stage exit measurements (Plane 4) are performed 0.42×Cs,ax
downstream of the second stator trailing edge.
1

2

3

4

Figure 2-12: Measurement planes locations.
In order to perform measurements on the monobloc second stator, easily
interchangeable cassettes have been designed (see Figure 2-13). These cassettes, made of 5
masterpieces, one platform for the tip, one for the hub and 3 cylindrical airfoils, permit to
implement on the second stator different kinds of measurement techniques at different
locations. Further details on the instrumented cassettes will be given in the following parts.
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Figure 2-13: Interchangeable cassette on the monobloc second stator.

2.2.1 Pneumatic instrumentation
The first kind of instrumentation is dedicated to steady static pressure measurements.
Pressure taps (hole of small diameter ~ 0.8 mm, and drilled perpendicularly) are located on
a fix surface such as the endwalls of the nozzle guide vanes. Pneumatic lines connect these
taps to pressure sensors located outside of the facility. These sensors, large inexpensive
piezo-electric transducers, Sensym 240-PC-006D, are accurate within ±3mbar.
On the endwalls
On the second stator, static pressure measurements are taken on both hub and tip
endwalls in Plane 3 and Plane 4. Figure 2-14 indicates the location and the distribution of
the 10 pressure taps across the vane pitch. The pneumatic line path was optimised in order
to minimise the piping lengths, which permits acceptable response times of the ensemble
line-pneumatic pressure sensors.

Figure 2-14: Pressure taps distribution across second stator pitch.
Additionally, pressure taps are used to monitor the static conditions in plane 2.
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On the stator vanes
The second stator vanes have been instrumented with 24 pressure taps, as represented
in Figure 2-15, on three sections: 15%, 50% and 85% span. The tap locations were selected
on the basis of the computed Mach number distribution at 15%, 50% and 85% span given
by Solazzo, et al., 1999, as shown in Figure 2-16 (Billiard, 2000). The high concentration
of measurement points in the stagnation region intends to resolve the large changes of
velocity in this region. For simplicity, a unique distribution of the 24 points as a function of
the x/Cax abscissa was adopted for the 3 instrumented sections. Thus, the location of the
gages is a compromise between the optimum locations at the 3 different heights. In order to
reduce the density of instrumentation, the 24 locations of the 3 investigated heights are
spread over the three blades of the cassette (see Figure 2-17).

Figure 2-15: Distribution of the pneumatic taps on the vane surface.

Figure 2-16 Distribution of the taps locations on the vane Mach number
distribution (from Billiard, 2000).
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Figure 2-17: Vane instrumented with pressure taps (left) and assembled onto
the interchangeable cassette (right).
On the vane passage
On the vane passage, both hub and tip platforms have been instrumented with
pressure taps (see Figure 2-18 (left)). 7 rows of 5 pressure taps, i.e. 35 locations, have been
selected on both platforms. The 35 locations were spread on the two passages of an
interchangeable cassette as shown on Figure 2-18 (right).

Figure 2-18: Instrumented cassette for endwall pressure measurements (left)
and the distribution of the pressure taps on the passage (right).

2.2.2 Fast-response pressure instrumentation
Additionally to the pneumatic taps implemented on the stator vane, i.e.
instrumentation that is limited in terms of frequency-response, a second interchangeable
cassette has been instrumented for the unsteady phenomenon investigation. Kulite® XCQ062 fast response pressure sensors have been used in order to determine the time-resolved
static pressure field. Similarly to the pneumatic pressure taps, three blade heights (15%,
50%, 85%) were investigated but for cost and implementation reasons, machining of the
airfoil, size of the Kulite sensor (∅1.65 mm×L1.25 mm), and small thickness at the trailing
edge, only 18 of the 24 original locations have been instrumented (see Figure 2-16 and
Figure 2-19).
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Figure 2-19: Locations of the 18 Kulites fast response pressure sensors
implemented on the second stator airfoil section (left) and photograph of the
instrumented cassette (right).
The Kulite sensors are ‘flush mounted’, i.e. embedded inside the airfoil underneath a
0.8 mm diameter tap at a distance of ~ 0.4 mm from the outer surface (see Figure 2-20 (left)
and Figure 2-21 (right)). This implementation offers a better protection of the recessed
sensors against the impact of particles and also allows a higher spatial resolution. However
this design produces, due to the cavity, a high amplitude resonance in the transfer function
at about 35 kHz (Paniagua and Dénos, 2002). Indeed, Figure 2-20 (right) shows the Fast
Fourier Transform of an unsteady pressure measurement done at Clocking 3 with the sensor
21, at 85% span. The frequency corresponding to the blade-passing event is clearly seen as
well as a number of harmonics. A resonance band around 65 kHz is visible, probably due to
the cavity. The frequency amplitude and intensity of the resonance change from gauge to
gauge; therefore, a low pass filter (usually with a cut-off frequency of 40 kHz) has to be
used in order to remove it. In any case, at least 4 harmonics of the fundamental rotor blade
passing frequency (6.9 kHz) are kept. From the FFT spectrum, the mean signal to noise
ratio of the fluctuation is estimated to 30 (Gadea, 2003).

Dimensions in mm

Figure 2-20: Schematic of Kulite sensor implementation (left) and FFT of
Kulite sensor signal (right) (from Gadea, 2003)
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The principle of operation of a piezo-resistive transducer is based on the linear
relationship between the applied pressure and the deflection of a silicon membrane, as
represented on Figure 2-21 (left). Figure 2-21 (middle) represents the four piezo-resistors
composing the Kulite sensor arranged in a Wheatstone bridge. Two of the resistors are
submitted to compression while the other two experience a tension. The configuration is
such that when pressure is applied on the membrane, the overall resistance of the bridge
does not change, but the unbalance of the bridge is proportional to the pressure. By adding
an external resistor, the sensitivity to temperature is measured, and a temperature correction
is applied during the post-processing. Ainsworth, et al., 2000, and Dénos, 2002, give details
on this technique.

Figure 2-21: Kulite sensor conception (left) bridge operating principle
(middle) and photograph of ‘flush mounted’ sensor (right)
Gadea, 2003, performed calibration of the fast-response pressure transducers under
transient conditions between two points: atmospheric pressure and almost vacuum. This
specific technique considering temperature transients has been explained in detail by
Dénos, 2002. Due to the operation of the facility, the temperature of the transducer is not
constant during the test and a correction is necessary. Figure 2-22 shows a calibration
example; each transducer delivers two voltage signals sensitive to changes in pressure and
temperature. Significant differences appear between the reference pneumatic pressure tap
and the transducer measurement if no correction is applied (dashed line). However, there is
a good agreement when the temperature sensitivity is taken into account (circles).
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Figure 2-22: Temperature correction in fast response pressure transducer
The absolute accuracy of the corrected Kulite sensors (XCQ-062) output is estimated to
±20 mbar. This large uncertainty is due to the temperature sensitivity of the sensor.
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2.2.3 Heat transfer instrumentation: the thin-film gauge.
Concerning the heat transfer measurement techniques
As mentioned earlier, in order to obtain higher thermal efficiencies on aero-engines,
levels of turbine entry temperature (TET) are increasing thanks to the design of more
efficient cooling systems. To design such cooling systems and to assess the endurance to
thermal fatigue, the knowledge of the convective heat transfer distribution around the airfoil
is required. Indeed, prediction models are nowadays more and more accurate, predicting
levels of temperature on the external surfaces, in the cooling passes and also throughout the
solid walls. This is obtained by solving in an iterative procedure the balance of heat fluxes
due to external and internal forced convection and the conduction in the solid parts. But the
estimation of convective heat fluxes is provided by the heat transfer rate coefficient h
[W/m2] investigations, in particular with experimental approaches, which carry out
information on the combined aerodynamic and convective phenomena. Such measurements
of airfoil surface heat transfer remain a challenge, but if both gas and surface temperatures
are known, determination of both surface heat flux q and convective coefficient h are
possible.
The heat transfer measurements are performed with thin-film gauges. They consist in
very thin platinum strips fired on the surface of a ceramic insert. The platinum strip is a
thermo-resistor whose thickness is neglected (see Schultz and Jones, 1973). The ceramic
insert, which is an electrical and thermal insulator, will magnify the surface temperature
increase during the blowdown. The surface heat flux is determined thanks to the
temperature evolution during the test. Knowing the thermal properties of the ceramic
substrate (Macor, ρCk = 2073 J 2 0.5 , from Dénos, 1996) and applying the monom Ks
dimensional unsteady conduction equation (Eq. 2.2), it is possible to determine the
temperature profile in the insulating layer at each time step.
∂ 2 T ( x, t )
∂x

where α =

2

=

1 ∂T ( x, t )
α
∂t

Eq. 2.2

k
[W/m²] is the diffusivity of the ceramic.
ρC

The temperature profile is computed at each time step by solving this monodimensional unsteady conduction equation thanks to a finite difference Crank-Nicholson
scheme (see Dénos, 1996). Then, the surface heat flux is proportional to the slope of the
temperature profile at the wall (Eq. 2.3).
•
 ∂T 
q = -k 

 ∂x  x = 0

Eq. 2.3

where k [W/(m.K)] is the conductivity of the ceramic.
Once the heat flux q is computed, it is possible to determine the heat transfer
coefficient h thanks to equation Eq. 2.4. Twall results from the thin-film measurement and
Tgas is measured with a thermocouple placed in the main flow upstream of the blade row.
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•

h=

q

Eq. 2.4

( Tgas -Twall )

For similarity purposes, a Nusselt number non-dimensionalization (Eq. 2.5) is preferred.
•

Nu =

(

q c

k gas Tgas - Twall

)

=

hc
k gas

Eq. 2.5

where kgas [W/m.K] is the gas conductivity.
A Nusselt number representation of the convective heat transfer has been preferred to
the Stanton number for practical reasons. Indeed, since only few parameters are measured
per tests, it is obvious that the number computed with the smaller amounts of parameters,
i.e. the Nusselt number, is more accurate than computing the Stanton number

h
Nu 
=
 St =
 with extrapolated values. Moreover, as shown in section 2.3.1, it

ρ U ∞ C p Re Pr 

provides a good repeatability. Dunn, 2001, detailed the differences between these two
numbers and the necessity of the representation to be in adapted to the measurement
technique used.
On the stator vanes
In order to measure both steady and unsteady heat transfer distributions on airfoils,
one of the interchangeable cassettes has been instrumented with single-layer thin-film
gauges. Figure 2-23 represents the instrumented cassette (left) with the locations of the
thin-film gauges (right). As well as for the pressure investigation, each of the three sections,
15%, 50% and 85% span, has been instrumented with 24 thin-film gauges, with the same
locations.

Figure 2-23: Cassette for airfoil heat transfer measurements (left) and thinfilm gauges locations on a section (right).
The thin-film gauges were settled on several ceramic inserts slotted onto the three
airfoils of the cassette.
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On the vane endwall
On the vane endwall, as well as for the static pressure measurements, both hub and tip
platforms have been instrumented with single-layer thin-film gauges. One can see on
Figure 2-24 (left) that 7 ceramic inserts, each one carrying 5 thin-film gauges, have been
implemented on both platforms. The inserts have been spread on the two passages of the
interchangeable cassette as shown on Figure 2-24 (right).

Figure 2-24: Cassette for endwalls heat transfer measurements (left) and thinfilm gauges locations on both hub and tip (right).
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2.2.4 Monitoring probes
In addition to the surface instrumentation, a complete set of probes has been used. It
permitted the monitoring of the inter-rows (plane 1, plane 3 and plane 4) aero-thermal
conditions (see Figure 2-25). Plane 2 was not instrumented with such probes because of the
existence of transonic flow. Because of facility constraints, reference probes, monitoring
total pressure and total temperature, were located at a fixed pitchwise location
corresponding to the stacking axis of the inlet guide vane. A rake of Kiel probes has been
substituted to one of these reference probes for several tests in order to perform radial
profiles of total pressure. Finally two traversing carriages have been implemented on the
facility to perform pitchwise traverses upstream and downstream of the second stator.
These carriages have been alternatively equipped with a 5-hole probe (Paniagua, 2002) to
obtained pitchwise total pressure profiles and flow angle characterization, and a rake of
thermocouples to obtain pitchwise-averaged radial profiles of total temperature.
Thermocouples
rake (radial and

Reference probes
(kiel + thermocouple)

pitchwise traverse)

Kiel rake

(radial traverse)

5-hole probe

(pitchwise traverse)

Figure 2-25: Monitoring probes used and their locations in the one and half
stage turbine

2.2.5 Acquisition chain
In order to understand clearly the next section, information on the data acquisition
chain is now provided. The instrumentation described in the previous section can be
classified into two categories: the low-frequency response devices and the high-frequency
response ones.
Low-frequency response instrumentation, such as pneumatic lines and thermocouples,
is dedicated to perform time-averaged measurements. The acquisition is done at a sampling
frequency fs = 1200 Hz.
It is a different matter for the fast-response instrumentation, i.e. Kulites, and thin-film
gauges. Since both time-averaged and time-resolved data have to be obtained, the signals
from these devices have a particular conditioning. Thanks to amplifiers and filters designed
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by the von Karman Institute electronic lab, the voltage is split in two parts. One part passes
through a low-pass filter (fcut = 750 Hz) in order to measure the time-averaged component
of the signal. As for low-response instrumentation, it is sampled at fs = 1200 Hz. The
second part is high-passed filtered (fcut = 100 Hz) and amplified 10 times. Thus, only the
fluctuating component, associated to the unsteady rotor blade passing event, is measured
(fs = 300 kHz) with a higher resolution than if measurements had been done with the
complete original signal.
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2.3 Processing basics on steady and unsteady signals
The following section gives guidelines about the processing techniques applied during
the experimental investigation. A first part focuses on the time-averaging of measured
quantities for steady representation, with emphasis on the heat transfer particular data
reduction. The second part is dedicated the specific technique called phase-locked
averaging allowing to extract time-resolved components of the measured signals.

2.3.1 Time-Averaged Measurements
Averaging of Pressure sensor and Thermocouple Measurements
The steady component of measured signals of pressure or temperature is obtained by
taking the time-averaged value on a duration of ≈ 0.04 s. Figure 2-26 represents evolutions
of some of the quantities during the blowdown. The delay for the time-averaging is based
on the measurement of the inlet total pressure. Blue marks indicate the time-range for
which the flow is assumed to be established (it lasts during ≈ 0.3 s). Red marks indicate the
delay corresponding to the time-averaging. Once this delay is determined, all measured
steady quantities given by these techniques, i.e. pressure sensors, Kulites and
thermocouples, are averaged inside this time window. Notice that in the case of some
traversing probes, a pitchwise averaging can be performed.

Figure 2-26: Flow evolution during blowdown: averaging over the time
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Thin-Film Gauges
The thin-film gauge does not give the heat transfer rate as a direct output. To obtain
this data, a complex procedure has to be applied.
Connected to a Wheatstone bridge implemented on an electronic board by the
University of Limerick (Byrne, 1998), the thin-film gauge measures the resistance variation
with surface temperature of the platinum strip painted on the ceramic substrate. In addition,
this electronic board conditions the signal in order to increase the sensibility to temperature
variations. This conditioning is mainly an amplification of the signal as a function of the
frequency, in order to increase the accuracy of the time-resolved part of the signal. In
addition the boards have three modes:
• R0 mode : voltage output proportional to absolute value of resistance
• Auto zero mode (Az) : output voltage is set to zero
• ∆R mode : voltage proportional to relative change of resistance
These three output modes determine the gauge resistance before the test and during the test.
The corresponding output voltage is depicted in Figure 2-27. The initial temperature T0 is
measured during the test in the R0 mode, at time P1. The Auto zero mode brings to zero the
output voltage by balancing the Wheatstone bridge before the test starts. Then, the ∆R
mode gives an amplified signal that corresponds to the measurement of the variation the
voltage proportional to the relative change of resistance and therefore of temperature.

Figure 2-27: Steps in the processing of the time-averaged heat transfer.
In the ∆R mode, a typical trace shows usually a temperature decrease due to the
cooling (on Figure 2-27 time ≈ -0.6 s, from P3 to P4). A temperature increase follows
corresponding to the blowdown (time ≈ -0.2 s). Finally a temperature decrease occurs at the
end of the test (time ≈ 0.2 s).
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The data reduction program derives the temperature sensed by the gauges thanks to
the appropriate calibration of the thin-films and boards. It also computes the heat flux by
applying the Crank-Nicholson scheme on the conduction equation to the surface
temperature history (Dénos, 1996).
Six points are required for the calculation:
• the point P1 gives the initial temperature of the gauge with the average voltage
during a period before this point via the calibration in R0 mode (see Figure 2-28). Looking
back at Figure 2-9, one can see that the front suction side of the second stator is the most
exposed part to the ventilation of the rotor trailing edge. For this reason, slightly higher
temperatures are measured there (Figure 2-28). The shape of the initial temperature
distribution is very regular and very repeatable. To obtain such a regular curve in the case
of measurements on the rotor was much more difficult due to drifts observed during the
run-up. These drifts were most probably due to the impact of the centrifugal force on the
gages substrate causing some resistance changes that were due not due to temperature
changes but to stress changes. Such problems are obviously not observed here. Note that for
successive tests of the same day, the initial temperature of the gauges increases due to the
thermal inertia of the facility. The turbine is getting warmer and warmer test after test. One
can observe on Figure 2-29 that the section at 85% is much more affected by the ventilation
phenomenon in the surrounding of the leading edge. The ventilation of the rotor trailing
edge is certainly combined with a tip leakage flow during the spin-up of the rotor.

Figure 2-28: Initial temperature of thin-film gauges before blowdown:
repeatability.
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Figure 2-29: Initial temperature of the thin-film gauges at the 3 heights before
blowdown for Clocking 0
• the interval between P2 and P3 allows to cancel the small offset of the ∆R mode
• after filtering and demodulating the signal thanks to the parameters of the
transfer function of the board (Byrne, 1998), the voltage is converted into temperature. P4
indicates the time when the blowdown begins. At this time, the heat flux is set to zero. In
addition, this point gives the decrease of temperature due to the coolant flow from the first
stator trailing edge (see Figure 2-30).

Figure 2-30: Value of the temperature decrease due to coolant flow just
before blowdown: repeatability (50% span).
• Finally, averaging the surface temperature Twall (see Figure 2-31) and the heat
flux qwall (see Figure 2-32) between the points P5 and P6 allows to compute the heat
transfer coefficient h and the Nusselt number based on the blade chord (see Figure 2-33). A
typical averaging time is 80 ms.
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Figure 2-31: Increase of temperature measured by the thin-film gauges
during blowdown: repeatability.

Figure 2-32: Heat flux distribution: repeatability (50% span).

Figure 2-33: Nusselt number distribution: repeatability (50% span).
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Figure 2-33 shows that the use of a dimensionless number (the Nusselt number Nu)
makes the comparison of tests possible even if the initial conditions are not the same
(Figure 2-28). The increase of the initial wall surface temperature test after test reduces the
temperature difference between the gas and the wall. The measured heat flux decreases
accordingly in such a way that the ratio of the heat flux to Tgas-Twall stays constant. The testto test variation over these 5 tests has been computed to be ±4.7% (20:1). This was obtained
by computing the differences for all the points except the leading edge point i.e.
17*5=85 measurements. The test-to-test repeatability is thus very good.

2.3.2 Time-Resolved Measurements
Phase-Locked Averaging (PLA)
When measurements are performed on the second stator (fixed location in the
absolute frame of reference), a periodic phenomenon occurs and repeats after each rotor
blade passing event. The dominant frequency of this problem is called the Rotor Blade
Passing Frequency (RBPF). It can be easily calculated based on the rotational speed and
number of blades/vanes as:
RBPF =

2π × RPM Nb
×
60
Ns

Eq. 2.6

It means that a probe located in the second vane “sees” RBPF blades per second.
In order to derive a mean period for the deterministic unsteadiness, the phase-locked
averaging technique is used. It takes into account the evolution in time of the rotational
speed without any interpolation of the signal. The next lines summarize the main steps for
this procedure.
During a test, the evolution of the rotational speed is fitted to a linear law, and
converted into the evolution of the rotor blade passing frequency as a function of time
(RBPF = a+bt). The number of successive periods nper that are used in the calculation is
chosen. Then, an initial time ti is chosen such as the rotor blade is aligned with the
measurement location (ϕ = 0) and the mean rotational speed during the nper periods is
around the wanted speed (RPMm). The local blade passing frequency can be easily
computed as RBPF = a+bti and therefore the time tf for which the period is complete.
During the period, the rotational speed is assumed to be constant and the time domain
is transposed into a phase domain ([ti ,tf] ⇒ [ϕ = 0,ϕ = 1]), where ncla classes are defined
(the number of classes is obtained as the total number of samples per rotor blade passage,
ncla = RBFP/fs). Finally, each sampled point of the period is classified into one of the ncla
classes. This procedure is repeated for the nper periods chosen.
Once all the sampled points are classified, a mean value and a RMS value can be
computed for each class. Also a correlation coefficient, which computes the correlation
between the raw signal and the average period, is obtained. Figure 2-34 shows a
comparison between a raw signal and the phase-locked average. A detailed explanation of
the PLA technique is provided by Dénos, 1996.
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Figure 2-34: Example of phase-locked average and raw signal
Thin-Film Gauges
Similarly to the time-averaged data processing, the output signal coming from the
Wheatstone bridge electronic boards follows a frequency modulation that amplifies the high
frequency fluctuations. The unsteady temperature variation (in ∆R mode) is converted into
heat flux thanks to the unsteady heat conduction equation solved with a Crank-Nicholson
scheme. A Nusselt number is then computed where the value of Tgas and Twall are the timeaveraged values obtained when processing the steady part of the signal.
Once the signal is converted into Nusselt number, it is phase-locked averaged over a
rotor phase. Looking at the repeat tests for one thin-film gauge (Figure 2-35), there is a
good agreement between the different phase-locked average signals (σ = 107 [Nu] (20:1)).
Figure 2-36 shows the good repeatability of the measurements for gauge 11. Similar
observation has been done for all gauges. The top graph (Min Max [Nu]) shows the
minimum-maximum envelope of the phase locked average, the middle graph (mean RMS)
shows the mean RMS of the signal over one rotor passing event and the bottom graph gives
the correlation coefficient of the phase locked averaging for each gauges.

Figure 2-35: Nusselt number phase-locked average signal of heat transfer:
repeatability.
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Figure 2-36: Min-max amplitude, mean RMS and correlation coefficient for the
time-resolved Nusselt number: repeatability.
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2.4 Numerical methods
In order to complement the experimental investigation, two kind of numerical
simulations have been performed. The first one is a full three-dimensional steady
computation of the aerodynamics of the second stator with a robust Navier-Stokes solver.
Calculations have been done mainly to predict levels of the pressure field (Paniagua, et al.,
2003). The second one is a quasi-3D unsteady numerical code. Computations have been
performed on the one and stage at mid-span in order to support the observations from
experiments (Jerez Fidalgo, 2005). Details of both codes are given in the following part.

2.4.1 Three-dimensional Navier-Stokes calculations
Steady 3D Navier-Stokes blade row computations were also undertaken in order to
have additional information on the flow field. The code of Arnone (Arnone, 1994) is used.
The unsteady three dimensional Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations, neglecting
body forces and heat sources, are discretised using a cell centred finite-volume scheme, and
solved by a four-stage Runge-Kutta stepping method. Computational efficiency is achieved
through acceleration techniques, namely: local time-stepping, implicit variable-coefficient
residual smoothing, multigrid method and grid refinement. The two-layer mixing length
model of Baldwin-Lomax provides the turbulence closure. A fully turbulent boundary layer
is imposed at the leading edge.
The three-dimensional grids, shown in Figure 2-37, are obtained by stacking twodimensional non-periodic H-type grids generated on blade-to-blade surfaces at constant
radii. This type of grid is used to minimise the skewness of the grid for cascades with high
turning and allows a control of the uniformity and density of the grid between the stator and
rotor. To stack the two-dimensional H-grids in the span-wise direction, a standard H-type
structure is used, with stretching near the hub and tip end-walls. The final grid has 48 cells
in pitch-wise direction, 52 cells in span-wise directions, with 120 cells in the axial
direction, i.e. 0.3 million cells. To reach a converged solution, 500 iterations are required,
which corresponds to 5 hours of CPU time on an alpha station DEC 500 5/333.

Figure 2-37: Three-dimensional view of the 2nd stator grid.
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There are three types of boundary conditions: inlet, solid walls and outlet. At the
turbine inlet, the measured total quantity profiles and flow angles measured downstream of
the single stage (Dénos, et al., 1999) were prescribed, see Figure 2-38. On the solid walls,
the pressure is extrapolated from the interior points, and the no-slip condition and the
temperature condition are used to compute the density and the total energy. In the present
calculations, all the walls have been assumed to be at a constant temperature, with a
temperature ratio Tgas/Twall = 1.5. At the rotor outlet, the static pressure is imposed at the
hub. Then the pressure distribution is computed by radial equilibrium.

Figure 2-38: Inlet conditions to the 3D N-S calculation.

2.4.2 Quasi-3D unsteady numerical computations
The following section will give a brief description of the Hybflow code used to
support the analysis of the measurements in the clocking investigation. Hybflow is an
unsteady unstructured finite volume Navier-Stokes solver developed at the University of
Florence (Belardini, et al., 2001, Adami, et al., 2003). This code, developed for internal
flows and turbomachinery applications, can handle complex geometries using hybrid grids
composed of unstructured and structured mesh sub domains. The compressible NavierStokes equations are solved in the conservative form (see Eq. 2.7). The advantage of the
conservative form belongs in the capability to capture shock waves when computing
transonic flows.
∂U ∂F ∂G ∂H
+
+
+
=S
∂t ∂x ∂y ∂z

Eq. 2.7
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where U = [ρ, ρui, ρE] is the vector of the conservative variable, F = [F, G, H] the
convective and diffusive flux vectors and S the source term.
Turbulence is modelled using the classical eddy-viscosity assumption through the two
equation k-ω model proposed by Wilcox. The turbulence model also incorporates an extra
algebraic equation, which enforces the physical realizability constraint on the turbulent time
scale as proposed by Medic and Durbin, 2002.
Time accurate computations of the Navier-Stokes equations have been performed
with a second order accurate three steps backward formulation for the physical time
derivative using a dual-time stepping approach as described in Belardini, et al., 2001.
Implicit residual smoothing is applied to improve stability and convergence. Both IGVrotor and rotor-second stator interfaces are handled through a sliding-mesh approach.
Inlet conditions are given at the IGV entrance imposing the nominal total pressure
(P01 = 2.220 bar), total temperature (T01 = 480 K) and inlet flow angle (α1 = 0.0 deg.). A
proper definition of the intensity level (1.6%) and length scale is used to impose inlet
values of turbulent kinetic energy and dissipation that represents the incoming flow. The
computational domain approaches the real stator/rotor count 64/43 = 1.488 by 3 rotor
passages and 2 vane passages (ratio = 1.5). The investigation is limited to the mid-span
section of the stage, thus a quasi 3D version of the 3D code is used. The unstructured mesh
is composed of about 135000 cells. The rear part of the vane is refined in order to resolve
the shock discontinuities. The grids of the rotor and the second stator are also quite dense
so that the non-uniformities can be transported across the passage and can reach the rotor
endwall without being attenuated (see Figure 2-39).

Figure 2-39: Grid for Hybflow computations in the one and half stage
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Having described the experimental and numerical resources available for this investigation,
one can now concentrate on the results of the first investigation carried out: the impact of
clocking on the aero-thermal flow field in the second stator of the one and half turbine
stage.
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Tests conditions

3.1 Tests conditions
All the tests were performed at nominal rotor speed (6500 RPM) with a cooling air
mass flow rate of 3% ejected through a slot along the first stator rear pressure side. The
compression tube has been set to have an inlet total pressure of 2.23 bar and a pressure ratio
in the first stage of the turbine P01/Ps3 = 3.02.
The test program comprises 4 different clocking positions. At Clocking 0 the second
stator leading edge is aligned with the stacking axis of the first stator. The other
configurations are obtained by a rotation of the second stator 25, 50 or 75% of a vane pitch
in the direction of the rotor rotation. Figure 3-1 sketches the 4 clocking positions while
Table 3-1 lists the pitch-wise location of the stacking axis of the second stator relative to
the first one in degrees.

Clocking 0

Clocking 1

Clocking 2

Clocking 3

Figure 3-1: Annular cut of the test section for the 4 clocking positions.

Clocking position
Clocking 0
Clocking 1
Clocking 2
Clocking 3

Angular difference [deg]
0.000
2.093
4.186
6.279

Table 3-1: Relative pitch-wise position of the second stator with respect to the first
stator stacking axis in degrees
Levels of pressure and temperature measured at mid-span throughout the stage for
each clocking position are reported in Table 3-2. These values results from an average of at
least 24 tests. The percentage indicated in the lower row gives the test-to-test dispersion
with a confidence level of (20:1). Due to the absence of a brake, the turbine power is
transformed into kinetic energy i.e. the rotor accelerates at a rate of about 1180 RPM/s.
Thus the power can be estimated thanks to the acceleration, the rotational speed and the
rotor inertia (Eq. 3.1).

Power = I

∂ω
ω with I=17.8 kg.m2
∂t

Eq. 3.1
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Conditions

Clocking 0
(52 tests)
% (20:1)

Clocking 1
(26 tests)
% (20:1)

Clocking 2
(24 tests)
% (20:1)

Clocking 3
(27 tests)
% (20:1)

P 01

T 01

[bar]

[K]

2.226

471.9

0.376

0.769

0.361

0.7

2.6

2.0

2.8

2.230

470.7

0.376

1.0

2.0

2.226

ω

Power

[RPM]

[MW]

0.742

6506

1 498

1.7

2.4

0.5

3.6

0.759

0.362

0.744

6505

1 497

1.9

3.4

0.8

2.6

0.7

3.0

469.8

0.372

0.766

0.364

0.745

6517

1 495

1.0

2.5

2.2

3.4

2.8

2.4

0.5

2.2

2.229

472.8

0.373

0.766

0.355

0.739

6514

1 492

0.7

1.7

2.1

2.9

2.7

2.3

0.6

4.0

P 03 /P 01 T 03 /T 01 P 04 /P 01 T 04 /T 01

Table 3-2: Mean values of inlet pressure and temperature, pressure and temperature
ratios for the four clocking positions investigated.
The measurement uncertainty on a single measurement is in general smaller than the
test-to-test repeatability. As well, the variations in the power associated with the clocking
are within the test-to-test repeatability.
Note also that to draw conclusions on the basis of a fixed probe is difficult because
when the second stator is clocked, the probes in plane 3 and plane 4 stay fixed with the
external casing. Thus, if the relative position of these probes with respect to the first stator
is unchanged, the relative position with respect to the second stator has changed. If the
probe would be rotated with the second stator, the problem would then be with respect to
the first stator. Consequently to evaluate the effect of clocking on the overall performance
and efficiency of the stage on would need to use the mass flow averaged data obtained from
the radial and pitch-wise traverses.
The purpose of this investigations is thus to understand the detailed mechanisms of
clocking rather than to assess its impact on the stage efficiency.
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3.2 Second stator upstream flow field
The static pressure distribution across the vane pitch measured at hub and tip
upstream of the second stator (plane 3) is plotted in Figure 3-2. The frame of reference of
the abscissa is linked to the second stator vanes.

Figure 3-2: Second stator upstream pitch-wise static pressure distribution.
The pitch-wise averaged values of Ps3 are reported in Table 3-3 considering both
single and one and half stage configurations. The presence of the second stator causes a
pitch-wise variation of nearly 11.3%. The value indicated at mid-span is an average
between the measurements at hub and tip. Note that in the case of the stage alone, the exit
static pressure was uniform in both radial and pitch-wise direction. Hence, the presence of
the second stator introduces in addition to the pitch-wise variation also a radial gradient.
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single-stage
hub

tip

P03/P01
mean across a vane Ps3/P01

1.5 stage
mid-span

hub

tip

0.368
0.325

∆Ps3 pitch-wise /Ps3 over a vane [%]

0.325

0.325

no data available

mid-span
0.374

0.321

0.333

0.327

11.3

11.3

11.3

mean Ps3/P01

0.325

0.325

0.325

0.325

0.337

0.331

Mis 3

0.43

0.43

0.43

0.45

0.39

0.42

Table 3-3: Pitch-wise averaged measurements: comparison between single stage and
one and half stage configurations
The results of the steady 3D Navier-Stokes prediction done one the second stator are
in close agreement with the results obtained for Clocking 0.
Concerning the effect of clocking on the second stator potential field, it is clear that
the static pressure distribution is unchanged from one clocking position to another. In fact,
when testing under the stage alone configuration, it was noticed that the stage downstream
static pressure field was uniform in the pitch-wise direction i.e. there is no remaining
influence of the static pressure field from the first stator. The static pressure taps being
located immediately upstream of the second stator, on its endwalls, this means that the taps
were clocked together with the vanes. For this reason, it can be concluded that there is, in
plane 3, no interaction between the potential fields from the first stator and the second
stator. Moreover, the potential field of the second stator is clocked as well as the vane.
Previous measurements performed in the stage alone configuration demonstrated that,
downstream of the rotor, pitchwise non-uniformities of total pressure linked to the first
stator are observed (see Figure 3-8) while the static pressure was uniform. Thus, one can
expect that in a one and a half stage configuration, while the pitchwise static pressure
variation is imposed by the vicinity of the second vane leading edge, the total pressure is
imposed by the first vane. If the second vane is clocked, the coincidence between static and
total pressure profiles will change resulting in a change of the aerodynamics. This
hypothesis will now be investigated more into details.
Figure 3-3 (top) shows the measured time-averaged total and static pressures across a
vane pitch at 16% span upstream of the second stator. The frame of reference is that of the
second stator. Large differences are observed in the pitch-wise variations of total pressure
between the 4 clocking positions. For Clocking 1 the maximum of total pressure is
significantly located at 64% of the vane pitch with a level of P03/P01 = 0.375. For
Clocking 2, this maximum of pressure (P03/P01 = 0.366) is shifted at 42% of the vane pitch
and at 16% for Clocking 3 (P03/P01 = 0.364).
It was shown before that the pitch-wise static pressure variation follows the frame of
reference of the second stator but its shape does not change significantly when clocking the
stator. For this reason, it is represented with a unique trace (in blue) in Figure 3-3 (top). In
contrast, the pitch-wise variation of the total pressure is clearly coupled to the first stator.
This is thus the proof that the effects of clocking originate mainly in the change of the
relative pitch-wise position between total and static quantities. This can be better illustrated
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by computing the corresponding absolute Mach number M3 in Figure 3-3 (middle). One
clearly sees that the second stator inlet conditions change significantly as a function of the
clocking position. Indeed, large variations of the inlet Mach number from 0.1 up to 0.5 are
observed for Clocking 0, Clocking 1 and Clocking 2 while the variation for Clocking3 is
only from 0.3 to 0.38. Additionally, the distribution across the pitch varies from on
clocking to another. For Clocking 2 the second stator experiences the high inlet Mach
number between 41% and 93% of the vane pitch. For Clocking 0, this high Mach number
occurs between 75% and 98% of the vane pitch.
Finally, when evaluating with a fixed angle in the velocity triangle (α3 = 15 deg) the
relative Mach number M3,r from the absolute one, it is clear that clocking affects the rotor
outlet flow regime (see Figure 3-3 (bottom)). For Clocking 3 the relative Mach number
remains in the range from 0.89 to 0.99 while for the 3 other clocking positions it varies
from 0.71 up to 1.1.

Figure 3-3: Pitch-wise distribution at 16% span of second stator upstream
total pressure (top), second stator inlet absolute Mach number (middle) and
rotor exit relative Mach number (bottom).
Although this was not measured here, the flow angle, i.e. the incidence to the second
stator is also certainly sensitive to the clocking, i.e. both inlet Mach number and inlet flow
angles to the second stator will vary depending on the clocking. This will most probably
influence the second stator Mach number distribution as well as the aerodynamics within
the passage.
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Figure 3-4 (left) shows the total pressure radial distribution at pitch = 0 (referred to
the first stator) both for the single-stage configuration and for Clocking 0 in the 1.5 stage
configuration measured in fixed pitchwise position. Apart from the tip region, the total
pressure measured in the one and half stage configuration is slightly higher than that in the
single stage case (+ 4%). Note that this simply means that some small differences in the test
rig downstream sonic throat that controls the mass flow resulted in slightly different
pressure ratios for single stage and one and a half stage. Figure 3-4 (right) shows a
negligible effect of the clocking on the radial distribution of P03 at pitch = 0.

Figure 3-4: Second stator upstream total pressure, comparison with single
stage (left), clocking effect (right).
The pitchwise-averaged radial distributions of T03 for each clocking are displayed in
Figure 3-5. The graph also shows a negligible effect of clocking positions on the total
conditions.
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Figure 3-5: Second stator upstream total temperature
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3.3 Measurements around the second stator airfoil
3.3.1 Pressure measurements
3.3.1.1

Time-averaged results

The static pressure distribution on the second stator has been measured along three
sections: 15%, 50% and 85% span. In all the plots, the static pressure is nondimensionalized by the turbine inlet total pressure P01 measured in each test to eliminate the
slight test-to-test variation in inlet conditions. In Figure 3-6, the static pressure is plotted as
a function of the curvilinear coordinates S/Smax for Clocking 0 at 85% span for 3 tests
performed during three different days. The graph shows the good test-to-test repeatability
of the measurements.

Figure 3-6: Test-to-test repeatability of the static pressure distribution on the
second stator at 85 % span.
Figure 3-7 (top) shows the effect of clocking at 15% of the span. Although the
differences observed between the different clocking are small, the repeatability test proves
that they are effective. Depending on the clocking position, the stagnation point is displaced
between gauge 8 for Clocking 1 and Clocking 2, gauge 9 for Clocking 3 and then gauge 10
for Clocking 0. Thus depending on the clocking the stagnation point is displaced by about
4.2 mm around the leading edge. All along the pressure side (negative S/Smax), Clocking 0
and Clocking 1 exhibit the lowest level of pressure and Clocking 3 the highest.
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Figure 3-7: Static pressure distribution at 15%, 50% and 85% of the span for
the 4 clocking positions.
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At gauge 5 the difference between Clocking 3 and Clocking 0 amounts to 21 mbar,
i.e. 0.9% of P01 or 2.5% of P03. On the front suction side for all clocking positions there is
an acceleration up to gauge 13 and then the flow decelerates rapidly till gauge 15. This over
acceleration on the front suction side is typical of a positive incidence. In fact the 2nd stator
is a cylindrical blade which was optimised at mid-span. Therefore the section that was
optimised for the rotor outlet flow angle at mid-span can not be also optimum for the rotor
outlet flow angles at 15% and 85% that result from the rotor design and the secondary flow
distortions. According to the acceleration on the front suction side and the lower pressure
levels on the front pressure side, it is clear that Clocking 1 and Clocking 2 present the
highest positive incidences. This is consistent with the fact that the stagnation point for
Clocking 1 and Clocking 2 is in gauge 8. The least positive incidence is observed for
Clocking 3.
The static pressure distribution along the second stator is also plotted for the other
spans. However, the highest effect of the clocking is noticed at 15% span. This is probably
due to the higher inlet guide vane exit Mach number close to the hub. In fact, it has been
previously reported (Paniagua, 2002) that total pressure contour plots obtained downstream
of the rotor have large variations close to the hub. Figure 3-8 shows the steady total
pressure contour plots downstream of the single stage without the presence of the 2nd stator.
Downstream of the stage a signature from the first stator remains. The total pressure
variation downstream of the rotor, which is usually attributed to the stator wake migration
across the rotor, is in fact due to the static pressure distortion downstream of the vane. This
static pressure distortion is a consequence of the vane trailing edge shock
(Dénos and Paniagua, 2005a).

Figure 3-8: Time-averaged single-stage outlet total pressure contours
(Paniagua, 2002).
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Figure 3-7 (middle) presents the static pressure along the mid-span section. For all the
clocking configurations, the stagnation point is on gauge 9. Depending on the clocking
position, there are slight changes in the acceleration of the flow on the front suction side.
Between gauges 11 and 12, Clocking 2 and Clocking 3 show the largest acceleration. But
then between gauges 12 and 14, Clocking 2 shows a sudden reduction in the acceleration,
which in case the flow would be laminar may cause transition to turbulence. Except for
Clocking 2, the other clocking configurations show a smooth acceleration in the front
suction side up to gauge 16. At gauge 17 there is a small decrease in the speed and then the
maximum speed is reached at gauge 18, close to the throat location. From gauge 19 and
downstream the flow decelerates smoothly up to the trailing edge. The rear suction side is
unaltered independently of the clocking position.
Along the 85% height section, see Figure 3-7 (bottom), the different clocking
positions affect very little the pressure distribution, with only very small differences around
the stagnation point. Likewise the 50% span section, the stagnation point is for all
configurations on gauge 10. Nevertheless for Clocking 1 the pressure level difference
between gauges 9 and 10 is around 2 mbar (0.1% of P01) therefore the stagnation point
could be displaced to gauge 9. Between gauges 10 and 11, only Clocking 3 shows less
acceleration than the others, but then between gauge 11 and 12 the flow accelerates a bit
more in such a way that, overall, the front suction side shows a behaviour independent from
the clocking position. From gauge 14 to 16, there is a sudden deceleration of the flow,
which reveals a positive incidence. Then from gauge 16 on, the flow reaccelerates till the
throat (gauge 17) and then the flow decelerates smoothly towards the trailing edge.
At all heights the blade is highly loaded with a linear diffusion from the throat
towards the trailing edge. The throat location moves upstream as the section height
increases. At 15% the throat is located around gauge 19, at 50% around gauge 18 and at
85% near gauge 17. For comparison the results from 3D Navier-Stokes simulations are
plotted in x/Cax coordinates, see Figure 3-9 (top). The 3D N-S shows a rather good
agreement with the experimental data at Clocking 0. Figure 3-9 (middle) compares the
experimental results with the 3D Navier-Stokes simulations at 50% span. It is clear that the
mean static pressure for Clocking 3 is slightly lower than for the other configurations,
around 0.7 % of P01 or 15 mbar. The 3D N-S predicts well the general trend but it seems
there is a mismatch in the inlet total pressure. A good agreement between the 3D N-S and
the experiments has been also observed at 85% of the span (see Figure 3-9 (bottom)).
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Figure 3-9: Static pressure x/Cax distribution at 15%, 50% and 85% span for
various clockings: comparison with 3D steady NS computation.
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3.3.1.2

Time-resolved results

Forewords on the unsteady static pressure
Before starting with the analysis of the time-resolved pressure flow field measured on
the second stator, it is convenient to point out some aspects:

•

The wakes from the upstream rotor may affect the time-resolved pressure flow
field on the second stator surface. In the relative frame of reference, the rotor wake
is characterized by a velocity deficit with respect to the free stream; in the absolute
frame of reference the wake induces temporarily negative incidence when it
impinges the leading edge of the second stator. Figure 3-10 sketches the phase at
which the rotor wake impinges the leading edge of the second stator at mid-span.

Figure 3-10: Schematic of rotor velocity triangle and wake effect

•

Secondary flows emanating from the rotor are expected to influence the flow field
at 15% and 85% of span on the second stator. In addition, at 85%, the tip leakage
flow of the rotor may also affect the flow field. Finally, due to the higher Mach
numbers at the tip of the rotor exit (Valenti, et al., 2000), the shock interactions are
expected to play a dominant role at this height.

•

Time-resolved total pressure measurements downstream of the rotor (0.50 Cr,ax)
were performed in the single stage configuration (Fusar Poli, 2002), without the
second stator. Results were obtained in both pitch-wise and radial directions, so
complete contour-plots of PLA min-max amplitude, mean RMS and correlation
coefficient were obtained and are presented in Figure 3-11. The top graph shows
the min-max amplitude of the total pressure fluctuations phase-locked averaged on
rotor passing events in the rotor exit measurement plane as a function of the radial
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and pitchwise locations, the last being made dimensionless using a stator pitch.
High values (up to 8% P01) are observed in the hub region between stator pitch
locations 0.5 to 0.8, and close to 90% span – stator pitch 0.6 (up to 6.5% P01).
Figure 3-11 (middle) presents the mean RMS of the pressure signals; a region with
high mean RMS is observed all along the span, between vane pitch locations 0.6 to
1.1. Figure 3-11 (bottom) shows the correlation coefficient between the raw signal
and the average fluctuation; the highest values are observed in the hub region, up
to 20% span, between stator pitch locations 0.5 to 0.8. All the information
mentioned above relates to highly periodic phenomena at hub between the
locations corresponding to Clocking 2 and Clocking 3, maybe caused by the
presence of a weak rotor trailing edge shock wave when the rotor is in well
defined locations in the stator pitch. Similar phenomena with less strength occur at
90% of span, probably associated to tip leakage. At mid-span the unsteady total
pressure becomes more non periodic.
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Figure 3-11: Contour plot of min-max PLA (top), mean RMS (middle) and
correlation coefficient (bottom) for total pressure at plane 3, without 2nd
stator (Fusar Poli, 2002)
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•

Figure 3-12 shows the static pressure flow field from steady 3D RANS
computations in the rotor passage at three different heights. Since the timeaveraged exit relative Mach number is 0.89 at mid-span, shock waves are not
expected to produce any major distortion on the second stator. Nevertheless, a
weak compression wave perpendicular to the blade surface is attached to the
trailing edge, especially at 15% and 85% span. Measurements performed on the
rotor blade by Valenti, et al., 2000, were used to estimate the time-dependent
relative Mach number at the exit of the rotor. It was obtained with Eq. 3.2, where
the relative total pressure at the exit of the rotor was assumed as the time-resolved
pressure measured at the rotor stagnation point. The rotor exit static pressure was
assumed as the time-resolved static pressure at the trailing edge. The results are
shown in Figure 3-13 as a function of stator phase. In this particular plot, no phase
lag was applied between the leading edge and trailing edge pressure fluctuations.
In any case, even if a delay is applied, the overall shape and magnitude of the
variation remains similar because it is dominated by the relative inlet total
pressure, the static pressure fluctuations having a minor influence on the results.
The time-averaged value is below one, but at some stator phases the instantaneous
relative exit Mach number could reach values above 1.0. It indicates that for
specific position of the rotor in the stator pitch, moderate compression waves
could appear temporarily and affect the downstream flow field.
M 3rel

γ −1


2
 P03rel  γ

=
× 
 − 1
γ − 1  Ps 3 



Eq. 3.2

with P03,rel ≈ Ps,rotor stagnation

Figure 3-12: Iso-static pressure contours on the rotor at 15% (left), 50%
(middle) and 85% span (right) for steady calculations – without downstream
second stator
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Figure 3-13: Computed isentropic relative Mach number downstream of the
rotor at 15% span

•

Quasi-3D unsteady computations were performed at mid-span for the single stage
configurationby the University of Florence (see Dénos, et al., 2000). Figure 3-14
shows the iso-shock function (see Eq. 3.3) contours at certain instants in time.
Expansion waves and compression waves are visible around the stator trailing
edge representing the typical trailing edge shock pattern. The large stator exit
pressure variations associated with the trailing edge shock system generate a
circumferential pressure discontinuity even noticed downstream of the rotor
(Dénos, et al., 1999). The rotor blade trailing edge shock, denoted S1 (dotted line),
is potentially the major source of unsteadiness for the rotor downstream flow.
Depending on the rotor phase, this potential field shows large changes in intensity
and incidence (between 10 deg and 20 deg). The other part of the unsteadiness
downstream of the rotor emanates from the first stator. Dénos, et al., 2006,
demonstrated that total pressure variations downstream of the rotor are attributed
to the vane exit static pressure and not only to the vane wake migration.
∇( p)
Eq. 3.3
sf = M ⋅
∇( p)
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S1

B1

B2

Figure 3-14: Computed shock function in the stage (Dénos, et al., 2000)
It is predicted that this rotor blade trailing edge shock will sweep the second stator
airfoil surface.
Effect of the clocking positions
Because
of
the
huge
amount
of
data
extracted
(18 gauges x 4 clocking positions x 3 heights), only 15% span is analysed in detail for the
different clocking configurations.
Figure 3-16 to Figure 3-19 present the phase-locked averaged and RMS traces of the
second stator blade surface static pressure measurements for the four clocking conditions, at
15% span. The traces may seem chaotic at a first glance but the measurements are
repeatable. The static pressure fluctuations have been non-dimensionalized by the stage
inlet total pressure in order to remove the test-to-test variation. In general, the RMS tends to
increase smoothly inside the wake to reach a maximum in the center. Wakes are convected
and thus propagate always downstream. When shocks are encountered, sharp static pressure
gradients are observed. A small lack of periodicity of the successive gradients often causes
a local peak in the RMS because at a given phase in the region of the gradient, the pressure
can have a low level for one period and a high level for the next. While on the suction side,
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the sweeping of a shock propagates from the crown towards the leading edge (i.e.
upstream), on the pressure side, it propagates downstream. Note that the mean value of the
phase-locked average is zero. The steady static pressure values were shown in Figure 3-7
(top). An offset is added to each trace proportionally to its gauge number to improve the
clarity of the graph. The results should have been presented in a similar way than on Figure
3-15, but from experience, on such color plot, data are smoothed with the interpolation
between gauges. Additionally, these plots are not handy tools for the analysis like the
indexed-lines representation (like on Figure 3-16).
Ps/P01: -0.080

-0.056

-0.032

-0.007

0.017

0.041

0.065

CLOCKING 0 - SPAN 15%

0.8
0.6
0.4

S/Smax

0.2
0

-0.2
-0.4
-0.6
-0.8
0.5

1

Rotor Phase

1.5

Figure 3-15: Phase-locked averaged static pressure at 15% span for
Clocking 0: color plot representation.
Figure 3-16 shows the results for Clocking 0. On the left, sharp peaks of RMS are
detected at gauge 15 at the instants corresponding to Φr = 0.2, 0.5 and 0.7 that probably
denote compression waves reaching the gauge. At gauge 14 the same peaks are measured
with a small shift. Small peaks are also identified at gauges 3 and 2 around Φr = 0.7. The
trace at gauge 10 is different, with a smooth and sinusoidal shape. It could denote the
presence of the rotor wake, which impinges the leading edge at Φr ≈ 0.85. Concerning the
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static pressure fluctuations, on the right, large amplitudes are detected at gauges 15, 14 and
13 up to 12.5% of P01 or ≈ 33% of P03, with oscillations located at the same phase than for
the RMS. Note that even with four oscillations, the corresponding frequency is of the order
of 6.9x4=27.4 kHz, which is well below the cut-off frequency of 40 kHz applied to avoid
the large resonance frequency band due to the sensor cavity, which was shown in Figure
2-20. On the contrary, the time-resolved static pressure at gauge 10, close to the leading
edge, exhibits smooth peak amplitudes with a maximum fluctuation of 4.4% of P01 or
≈11.5% of P03. Downstream of the throat, which is located between gauges 17 and 19, the
fluctuations are attenuated.
Figure 3-17 shows the RMS and PLA of the time-resolved static pressure for
Clocking 1. The clear RMS peaks located at gauges 15 and 14 for Clocking 0 almost
disappeared for Clocking 1, except at gauge 14 at phase 0.41. On the contrary, more
random fluctuations appear between gauges 16 to 13. The maximum PLA amplitude at
gauge 2, 9.8% of P01 or ≈ 26% of P03, is located at phase 0.37. The behaviour at gauge 10
also changes, where the RMS becomes almost constant and the fluctuation amounts to 6%
of P01 or ≈ 15.8% of P03.
The RMS and PLA static pressure on the stator for Clocking 2 are shown in Figure
3-18. The static pressure fluctuations reach their maximum value at gauge 10, phase
Φr = 0.42, close to the leading edge. The large amplitudes located at gauge 2 in the previous
configurations are transformed into a smoother shape. A peak in RMS at gauge 14 and
phase Φr = 0.73 is again visible. For Clocking 3 (Figure 3-19) the maximum fluctuations
appear at gauge 17 (13%of P01 or ≈ 34% of P03) and gauge 2 (10.3% of P01
or ≈ 27% of P03).
The differences in amplitude and phase of the fluctuations, especially at gauges 2, 10,
14 and 15, could be explained by the presence of the rotor blade trailing edge shock that
interact with the second stator denoted as S1 in Figure 3-14. Nevertheless, the large shifts
observed at gauge 2 could only be explained if the unsteady behaviour of this potential field
is mostly influenced by the relative pitch-wise position of the rotor blade with respect to the
first stator row. It means that at a certain instant in time, the shock interacts with the second
stator at different locations along the blade surface depending on the clocking position.
Therefore, similar maximum pressure fluctuations could be observed at different spatial
locations and rotor phases (note that in Figure 3-16 to Figure 3-19 the phase corresponds to
the relative pitch-wise location of the rotor blade with respect to the second stator).
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Figure 3-16: RMS and phase-locked averaged static pressure for Clocking 0
(15% span)

Figure 3-17: RMS and phase-locked averaged static pressure for Clocking 1
(15% span)
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Figure 3-18: RMS and phase-locked averaged static pressure for Clocking 2
(15% span)

Figure 3-19: RMS and phase-locked averaged static pressure for Clocking 3
(15% span)
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In a more synthetic way, the min-max amplitude, average RMS and correlation
coefficient for all clocking positions are presented in Figure 3-20. All clocking positions
have the similar maximum amplitude, but it is located at different locations on the blade
surface, either on the rear pressure side or on the front suction side. Time-resolved
measurements present low mean RMS and high correlation coefficient, not below 0.8
between gauges 2 to 8, which correspond to locations with direct geometrical access to the
rotor trailing edge shock. Thus, most of the fluctuations are well correlated with the rotor
blade passing frequency. The mean RMS at gauges located in the suction side is larger
compared to the ones on the pressure side. The unsteady pressure fluctuations present high
correlation coefficients at all the measured locations except at gauges downstream of the
throat, where this value decreases locally to 0.5. This could be explained as the effect of the
secondary flows and wakes from the rotor blade, which reach completely the rear suction
side and generate non-periodic fluctuations.

Figure 3-20: Minimum and maximum envelope of static pressure fluctuations
(top), mean RMS (middle) and Correlation coefficient (bottom) at 15% span
for the 4 clocking positions.
Effect of the height
Figure 3-21 compares the envelopes of the fluctuation at Clocking 0 for the three
sections investigated. In the stage alone configuration, the rotor exit Mach number is higher
at tip (0.91) than at hub (0.85) (see Valenti, et al., 2000), which means that the interaction
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should be larger at tip than at hub. However, in the one and half stage configuration, the
total pressure distribution downstream of the rotor is unchanged with respect to the stage
alone configuration while a slight radial static pressure gradient is introduced (it was
uniform in the stage alone configuration) and the static pressure is higher at tip
(Ps3/P01 = 0.337) than at hub (Ps3/P01 = 0.325) . This means that, for the same mean value of
stage exit static pressure, the rotor exit Mach number will be reduced at tip and increased at
hub. Given the level of the relative rotor exit Mach number (~ 0.89) this means that the
relative Mach number is ~ 0.023 lower at tip and 0.016 higher at hub than in the stage alone
configuration, i.e. 0.887 at tip and 0.866 at hub instead of 0.89 without second stator.
Similar levels of interaction should thus be expected here. In fact, the amplitudes are
always slightly larger at 15% span than at 50 and 85% span. This is even more significant
on the rear pressure side, close to gauge 2, which is also chopped by the rotor blade trailing
edge shock as mentioned above.

Figure 3-21: Minimum and maximum envelopes of static pressure
fluctuations at 15%, 50% and 85% span for Clocking 0
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3.3.2 Unsteady Navier & Stokes computations on the one and half stage
configuration and clocking effects
In order to understand clearly the aerodynamic phenomena involved in the rotor/stator
interaction and the clocking effects, quasi-3D numerical computations have been performed
with the HYBFLOW code (see detail on the solver in 2.4.2). Based on the work done by
Jerez Fidalgo, 2005, and in the continuity of the results on a single stage investigation from
Dénos, et al., 2006, this section presents experimentation-matched numerical data of the
second stator.
The total pressure downstream of the rotor is largely distorted by a signature form the
nozzle guide vane (observed experimentally by Paniagua, 2002 and numerically verified by
Dénos, et al., 2006). In fact, both shocks and wakes migrate across the rotor frame. Thus,
the first goal of this numerical investigation was to understand this migration mechanism.
Additionally, the second stator imposes its potential field to the outflow of the rotor (see
Figure 3-2). For this reason, investigation of the complete flow field, in particular in
between the blades, is useful to apprehend accurately the unsteady phenomenon linked to
clocking.
The matching of the computed time-averaged conditions, i.e. pressures and
temperatures, with respect to the experimental measurements is quite satisfactory (see
Table 3-4). Small differences are mainly due to the fact the computations are done on a
quasi-3D case. The agreement between the time-averaged static pressure distributions at the
second stator inlet (see pitchwise distribution in Figure 3-22) and on the second stator
airfoil surface (see Figure 3-23), is also satisfactory. This result gives confidence on the
other computed quantities although no measurements are available. However, when
comparing second stator inlet total pressure (Figure 3-24), noticeable differences appear
between the experimental and the numerical results. Indeed, the prediction as well as the
measurement of inlet total pressure is difficult. In the case of an experiment, a peak to peak
variation of +/-1% of P01, i.e. ~+/- 20 mbar, is very difficult to measure accurately. For the
computations, the inlet guide vane wake is expected to be correctly predicted, among other
parameters. Thus, all the transport phenomena across the rotor are also correctly captured,
which is very difficult for the code. Keeping in mind that the computation is quasi-3D, the
slight difference can be explained by the fact that 3D effects, like radial gradient as well as
secondary flows, are not taken in account in the computation. Similar differences in the
same trend were observed for the other clocking positions investigated. This allows trusting
at least qualitatively this numerical clocking investigation.
Numerical initial Gamma
conditions
1,4
Results
Clocking 0
Clocking 1
Clocking 2
Clocking 3
Experimental

Ps2 [bar]
1,0414
1,0415
1,0412
1,0414
1,0808

R

T01 [K]

287

480

P02 [bar]
2,1104
2,1103
2,1100
2,1105

U [m/s] P01 [bar]
280

T02 [K] Ps3 [bar]
475,00 0,6503
475,01 0,6506
474,98 0,6467
475,00 0,6472
0,7206

2,22
P03 [bar]
0,7170
0,7168
0,7131
0,7145
0,8140

T03 [K] Ps4 [bar]
354,65 0,5313
354,02 0,5301
353,72 0,5298
353,92 0,5298
363,36 0,5960

P04 [bar]
0,7120
0,7110
0,7084
0,7086
0,8120

T04 [K]
354,45
353,52
353,34
353,29
348,96

Table 3-4: Time-averaged conditions matching of Hybflow computations with
experiments for variuous clocking positions
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Figure 3-22: Time-averaged pitchwise static pressure distribution at second
stator inlet for Clocking 0
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Figure 3-23: Time-averaged static pressure distribution on 2nd stator for
Clocking 0
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Figure 3-24: Time-averaged pitchwise total pressure distribution at second
stator inlet for Clocking 0
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Figure 3-25 shows the evolution of the eddy viscosity during one rotor passage for
Clocking 0. Nine consecutive frames (one computed time-step out of three) over one rotor
blade traversing period are depicted. Large variations are clearly visible in the second stator
passage. They emanate from the rotor blade row and migrate across the second stator.
These structures correspond in fact to turbulent wakes from both the first stator and the
rotor. As observed by Miller, et al., 2003, and by Dénos, et al., 2006, the first stator wake is
chopped by the rotor, split by the rotor leading edge and migrates inside the passage. The
wake structure attached to the suction side accelerates rapidly up to the trailing edge. On
the pressure side, it first evolves downstream in the vicinity of the leading edge of the rotor
blade before shifted to the aft suction side of the adjacent one. In a single stage
configuration, most of this acceleration was occurring more in the region of the suction
side. Then, it is ejected from the rotor blade row. It accumulates in the rotor wake and
increases the outflow distortion. Finally, the structure accumulating the first stator and rotor
wakes is ingested by the second stator, impinging on its front pressure side before
migrating downstream. This can partly explain the variations in the static pressure
distribution around the second stator blade during a rotor passage.
Figure 3-26 depicts, in a similar representation than Figure 3-25, the shock function
evolution computed with Eq. 3.3 for Clocking 0. This quantity allows highlighting the
combined effects of steep pressure gradients and a high level of Mach number, in other
words, shocks. The fish-tail shock system at the rotor blade trailing edge had been sketched
over the shock function pattern with black lines. Thus, the evolution of the shock in the
interaction between the rotor and the second stator can be clearly followed. The pressure
side leg of the shock reflects on the aft suction side of the next blade in an expansion wave.
During the evolution, this expansion wave seems to oscillate but its propagation appears to
be not strong enough to have an influence on the second stator. The suction side leg is the
one which interacts with the second stator. It sweeps the airfoil from the crown up to the
front suction side. When impinging at the leading edge, it generates a bowed reflected
shock wave which moves upward during rotor blade evolution. While sweeping the leading
edge of the second stator, it seems that the trailing edge shock is quite strong, but then, on
the front pressure, it rapidly decays in strength before restarting the cycle on the next vane.
The evolution of absolute total pressure in the second stator is represented on
Figure 3-27. Large variations of total pressure mainly occur in the vicinity of the leading
edge, partly induced by the first stator. Another variation, certainly linked to the relative
position of the rotor, is located on the suction side with a downstream propagation of region
of high total pressure. The rotor trailing edge shock system determined on Figure 3-26 has
been reported with the distribution of absolute total pressure. One can clearly see that the
shock evolution is also influenced by the total pressure. Especially for the reflected shock
generated on the front suction side of the second stator airfoil, it seems that the upward
propagation is forced by the region of high total pressure located at the crown (see
timestep = 1)
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Figure 3-25: Evolution of the eddy viscosity distribution during a rotor
passage at Clocking 0
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Figure 3-26: Evolution of the shock function and rotor trailing edge shock
system during a rotor passage at Clocking 0
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Figure 3-27: Evolution of the total pressure compared with the rotor trailing
edge shock system during a rotor passage at Clocking 0
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Effect of the clocking positions
As observed experimentally (Figure 3-2), the numerical investigation showed the
static pressure in plane 3 is not affected by clocking the second stator. Figure 3-28
represents the computed static pressure upstream of the second stator. The potential effect
from the second vane leading edge is clearly visible with an increase of the static pressure
in the region of the front suction side.
Figure 3-29 gives the computed total pressure pitchwise variation at the inlet of the
second stator as a function of the clocking position. Large effects of clocking are observed.
But, differently to experiments, the shifting of maximum and minimum with clocking is
less significant.
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Figure 3-28: Time-averaged pitchwise static pressure distribution upstream
of the second stator for various clocking positions
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Figure 3-29: Time-averaged pitchwise total pressure distribution upstream of
the second stator for various clocking positions
The eddy viscosity is a very interesting quantity to analyze and cannot be derived
from the experimental results. Figure 3-30 represents the time-averaged eddy viscosity at
plane 3 across a second stator pitch. This quantity allows following the nozzle guide vane
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wake transport across the rotor blade row. Clocking effects are clearly revealed with a shift
of the turbulent viscosity variation from one clocking position to another. The maximum
corresponds to the position where emanates pieces of first stator wakes after their migration
across the rotor. For Clocking 0, the maximum of this large variation occurs at pitch = 0.25,
at pitch = 1 for Clocking 1, pitch = 0.75 for Clocking 2 and pitch = 0.5 for Clocking 3. This
piece of wake sweeps the second stator close from the pressure side. For Clocking 0,
Clocking 2 and Clocking 3, the level of this large variation is slightly the same, while for
Clocking 1 it is higher by about 20%. The reason is that another sharp peak can be
identified for all clocking positions at the location of the leading edge of the second stator
airfoil, i.e. at pitch = 1. Thus, the two maximum identified are added for Clocking 1. The
sharp peak corresponds in fact to the development of a highly turbulent structure on the
second stator leading edge resulting from the direct impingement of the rotor trailing edge
wake. In addition this is intensified by the axial proximity between the two blade rows.
This peak was not observed in the stage alone configuration (Jerez Fidalgo, 2005).
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Figure 3-30: Pitchwise distribution of eddy viscosity upstream of the second
stator for various clocking positions
Figure 3-31 represents a snapshot of the distribution of eddy viscosity at the first
computed time-step, i.e. the same relative position between the first stator and the rotor, for
the four clocking positions. One can clearly identify difference of flow behaviour between
the clocking positions. Different structures of high and low levels of eddy viscosity are
clearly visible in the second stator passage. The propagation of structures of the different
level of eddy viscosity has been surrounded on Figure 3-31 by a red dot-dashed line for the
structures of high eddy viscosity and by a white dotted line for the structure of lower value.
Both categories of structures, emanates from the rotor. Note that the flow pattern in the
rotor passage is the same for the four clocking. For Clocking 0, it appears that structures of
high level of eddy viscosity are travelling in the second stator passage in the vicinity of the
pressure side, while structures of low level travel close to the suction side. For Clocking 1,
it is remarkable that the structures of low eddy viscosity are migrating in the middle of the
second stator passage. The structure of high intensity shed from the rotor, is directly
impacting on the leading edge of the second stator and remains attached on both vane
pressure and suction surfaces when continuing downstream. It can be noticed that the level
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of these structures is quite larger than for the three other clocking positions. An inverse
situation to Clocking 0 is visible for Clocking 2. Indeed, in this case, the high viscosity
level structures are travelling close to the suction side and the low level ones close to the
pressure side. Finally for Clocking 3, structures of high eddy viscosity are migrating mainly
in the middle of the vane passage. Moreover, the low level ones are impacting on the
leading edge of the second stator and try to spread along both pressure and suction side.
However, they are not anymore visible in the aft of the airfoil surface. It seems they have
been mixed out with the high level ones, especially in the vicinity of the aft suction side,
where the high level structures seem to re-attach. Such observations are very important in
the understanding of the role of the first stator wake on the clocking effects. Indeed, the
structures of high eddy viscosity are in fact due to the migration of the first stator wake
across the rotor blade row (Dénos, et al., 2006). When emanating from the rotor, they
follow the mainstream in the inter-row space and depending on the position of the second
stator, they impinge on the airfoil and remain attached to the surface (Clocking 1), or they
travel freely in the passage and mix out quickly (Clocking 3). The observations done for
Clocking 1 are similar to the ones done by Bohn, et al., 2004. They argued that fewer losses
are generated when a low momentum fluid, like a wake, is introduced into a region where
the fluid momentum is already low, i.e. when impinging on the leading edge of an airfoil.
This is clearly understandable when looking to the pitchwise averaged distribution of the
eddy viscosity downstream of the rotor (Figure 3-30). In this way, the one and half stage
computations confirm the measurements for which Clocking 1 was the most “efficient” in
terms of aerodynamic behaviour. Moreover, prediction of the best clocking position could
not have been concluded from the trace of eddy viscosity for a single stage computation.
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Clocking 0

Clocking 1

Clocking 2

Clocking 3

Figure 3-31: Instantaneous eddy viscosity distribution at timestep = 1 for the
four clocking positions.
Snapshots at the first time-step of the distribution of the computed shock function
for the four clocking position is depicted on Figure 3-32. First, on the interaction between
inlet guide vane and the rotor, one can clearly identify that the shock function pattern at
plane 2 is rather unchanged from one clocking to another. Moreover, in the rotor, the
pressure side leg of the shock as well as the reflected expansion wave, seem to be relatively
unaffected by the position of the second stator. But between the rotor and the second stator,
large differences are visible between the four clocking. This is due to the relative position
between the rotor and the second stator at the given time-step.
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Clocking 0

Clocking 1
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Clocking 3

Figure 3-32: Instantaneous shock function distribution at timestep = 1 for the
four clocking positions.
In order to verify the influence of the second stator, snapshots for the four clocking
position of the distribution of the shock function are represented with similar relative
position between the rotor and the second stator on Figure 3-33. It appears that the rotor
trailing edge shock system is roughly the same for the four clockings. The main difference
concerns the bowed reflected shock. Indeed, for Clocking 0 and Clocking 2, it seems to
develop as described upper for Clocking 0, with a large bow attached to the front suction
side and progressing upward. For Clocking 1 and Clocking 3, it seems to have been ejected
from the second stator suction side before reaching the crown. The probable reason is the
influence of the first stator. Comparing these four shock systems with the total pressure
distribution (Figure 3-34), it seems that shock evolution in the passage is strongly
influenced by the inlet pitchwise distribution of total pressure, which is linked to the first
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stator. Indeed, the suction side total pressure variation is induced by the downstream
propagation of the inlet total pressure profile.

Clocking 0

Clocking 1

Clocking 2

Clocking 3

Figure 3-33: Instantaneous shock function distribution for the four clockings
with similar rotor/2nd stator relative position
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Clocking 0

Clocking 1

Clocking 2

Clocking 3

Figure 3-34: Instantaneous total pressure distribution for the four clockings
with similar rotor/2nd stator relative position.
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3.3.3 From pressure measurements to forces applied on airfoils
The time-averaged and time-resolved static pressure distributions were integrated
along the blade surface to estimate the forces on the second stator at the three investigated
heights: 15%, 50% and 85% span. The integration was performed in both the axial and
circumferential directions. Additionally, the moment applied in the span-wise direction was
computed in each section with respect to its center of gravity. The orthogonal axis and the
sign criterion are depicted in Figure 3-35. A linear distribution of static pressure was
assumed between consecutive gauges.

Z

Mz

Y

X

Figure 3-35: Sign convention for estimation of forces on second stator
Figure 3-36 shows the force vector at 15% span for each clocking positions. The
time-averaged force vector applied to the blade is represented as a solid line. Because the
computations are performed on a section, the unit of the force is [kN/m]. Considering an
averaged blade height of 64.3 mm and that this force is uniform form hub to tip (just to get
an order of magnitude), this results is ~ 150 N per blade.

Figure 3-36: Envelope of forces applied to second stator airfoil at 15% span
The instantaneous force applied during one rotor blade passing period is plotted as an
envelope around the mean value. Clocking 3 and Clocking 0 present the largest fluctuations
in axial and circumferential directions respectively, with a min-max value of 29% of the
mean force applied. On the contrary, Clocking 1 presents the smallest fluctuations in axial
direction, only 12% of the mean force. The detailed behaviour of the time-resolved forceangle and modulus are presented as a function of the rotor position in Figure 3-37. The
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instantaneous angle of the force varies less than 5 deg. around its mean value for all
configurations.

Figure 3-37: Time-resolved fluctuations of force modulus and angle at 15%
span of the second stator airfoil
Figure 3-38 represents the instantaneous Z-moment versus the modulus of the force at
15% span. At Clocking 1 the Z-moment fluctuations are quite large, while the force
fluctuations remain in a narrow range. On the contrary, Clocking 3 presents the maximum
force and Z-moment at the same rotor phase. At Clocking 2 the unsteady fluctuations are
attenuated.

Figure 3-38: Envelope of moment as a function of force (modulus) on the
second stator airfoil at 15% span
Figure 3-39 shows the maximum amplitude of fluctuations for the three components
analysed and the four clocking positions at 15% span. It is highlighted that the blade could
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experience fluctuations up to 29% of the mean force and 46% of the Z-moment. Clocking 2,
which presents the lowest unsteady fluctuations, seems to be the optimum configuration
from a mechanical point of view at this height.
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Figure 3-39: Min-Max fluctuations of forces applied on the second stator
airfoil at 15% span
A similar analysis was performed for the other two blade sections investigated.
Table 3-5 summarizes the time-averaged values obtained for all configurations. Concerning
the steady values, significant differences due to clocking are noticed at 15% span only. The
higher circumferential force at 85% span points out to a slightly higher loading at this
height.
TIME-AVERAGED FORCES ON THE BLADE
FX, m [kN/m]
FY, m [kN/m]

Clocking 0
Clocking 1
Clocking 2
Clocking 3

Span
15%
1.78
1.79
1.84
1.83

Span
50%
1.77
1.77
1.78
1.79

Span
85%
1.86
1.86
1.85
1.85

Span
15%
1.52
1.52
1.58
1.60

Span
50%
1.58
1.56
1.58
1.60

Span
85%
1.65
1.66
1.65
1.64

mz, m [Nm/m]
Span
15%
37.68
37.63
39.31
38.59

Span
50%
38.05
38.13
38.06
37.77

Span
85%
39.14
38.99
39.10
39.17

Table 3-5: Time-averaged forces on the blade at different heights and clocking
positions
Table 3-6 summarizes the min-max fluctuations of the force components. The
largest amplitude fluctuation for each blade height is highlighted in bold. At 50% and 85%
span the maximum fluctuations of the axial component of the force are reduced compared
to the one at 15% span. But also the differences among clocking positions that are
comprised in a narrower band, which denotes less influence of the clocking at 50% and
85% span. For the circumferential component of the force and the moment in the span-wise
direction a similar trend is observed.
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TIME-RESOLVED FORCES ON THE BLADE
∆FX / FX, m [%]
∆FY / FY, m [%]

Clocking 0
Clocking 1
Clocking 2
Clocking 3

Span
15%
20.80
11.74
16.12
29.25

Span
50%
21.34
16.72
14.98
10.27

Span
85%
12.81
17.36
15.93
15.68

Span
15%
28.73
25.41
18.09
25.32

Span
50%
23.82
25.48
20.60
19.28

Span
85%
22.34
28.21
26.64
25.99

∆MZ / mz, m [%]
Span
15%
46.63
43.09
17.98
39.97

Span
50%
20.21
20.30
26.33
16.23

Span
85%
24.48
20.04
25.65
18.27

Table 3-6: Min-max force fluctuations applied on the blade at different heights and
clocking positions
The forces applied on the investigated sections were integrated in span-wise direction
to obtain the global forces on the blade. From 0% to 30% span it was assumed a constant
distribution corresponding to the force computed at 15% span. From 30% to 70% span the
distribution was assumed to be the one at 50% span. From 70% to 100% span the force
distribution was considered uniform and equal to the one computed at 85% span. Although
the height of the second stator is not constant (56.1 mm at stator inlet and 72.5 mm at stator
outlet), it was considered an average blade height of 64.3 mm. The global force and
moment were computed respect to the center of gravity of the blade, i.e. at 50% span. The
moments in X and Y directions are not considered because their values are two orders of
magnitude lower than the moment in Z direction. Table 3-7 resumes the time-averaged
components of the force and the moment in span-wise direction. The effect of clocking is
negligible in the steady values. Table 3-8 summarizes the min-max fluctuations of the timeresolved components; the largest amplitude fluctuations are highlighted in bold. The largest
force fluctuations applied on the blade are observed at configuration Clocking 1. For the
circumferential component it amounts to 21% of the mean force. On the contrary,
Clocking 0 shows the smallest unsteady force fluctuation, which is reduced by a factor of
two comparing to Clocking 1. The time-resolved forces applied to blade as a function of the
phase are shown in Figure 3-40.

Clocking 0
Clocking 1
Clocking 2
Clocking 3

FX, m [N]

FY, m [N]

mz, m [Nm]

115.69
115.87
117.09
116.91

101.69
101.55
103.04
103.69

2.46
2.46
2.49
2.47

Table 3-7: Time-averaged global forces applied on the blade

Clocking 0
Clocking 1
Clocking 2
Clocking 3

∆FX / FX, m [%]
6.21
11.26
6.88
9.99

∆FY / FY, m [%]
10.85
20.82
15.31
14.63

∆MZ / mz, m [%]
23.29
16.16
16.34
11.81

Table 3-8: Min-max fluctuation of global force applied on the blade
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Figure 3-40: Time-resolved global forces applied to second stator blade: axial
forces (top), tangential forces (middle) and Z-moment (bottom).
The global forces transmitted to the casing by the stator row can be derived adding
up the instantaneous forces applied on the 43 stator airfoils. Since the ratio between the
numbers of rotor to stator airfoils is around 1.5, one can assume that all the even number of
the 2nd stator airfoils are submitted to the same instantaneous force at a certain instant in
time. The same assumption could be applied to the odd number of the 2nd stator airfoils.
Figure 3-41 sketches the previous comment. The casing is an axis-symmetric component,
and thus the forces from the 43 stator airfoils are transmitted by means of a force and
moment applied in the axial direction.
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Figure 3-41: Sketch of 2nd stator airfoils submitted to different instantaneous
forces at a given rotor phase.
Table 3-9 and Table 3-10 summarize the time-averaged and min-max fluctuations of the
axial force and moment; the largest amplitude fluctuations are highlighted in bold. The
smallest unsteady force fluctuations are observed again for Clocking 0, which points out to
the best configuration from a mechanical point of view. Figure 3-42 shows the timeresolved axial force and moment transmitted to the stator casing.
FX, m [kN]

mX, m [kNm]

Clocking 0

4.97

1.61

Clocking 1

4.98

1.61

Clocking 2

5.03

1.63

Clocking 3

5.03

1.64

Table 3-9: Time-averaged forces transmitted to the stator casing
∆FX / FX, m [%]

∆MX / mX, m [%]

Clocking 0

2.56

3.61

Clocking 1

5.64

6.43

Clocking 2

4.89

8.56

Clocking 3

2.92

7.99

Table 3-10: Min-max force fluctuations transmitted to the stator casing
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Figure 3-42: Time-resolved forces transmitted to the second stator casing:
axial forces (top) and X-moment (bottom).
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3.3.4 Heat transfer measurements
3.3.4.1

Time-averaged results

The second stator heat transfer distribution has been measured for the four clocking
positions at the three blade heights: 15, 50 and 85% span. In all case, the gas temperature
T03 measured at mid-span was used to compute the Nusselt number.
Figure 3-43 (top) shows the Nusselt number distributions at 15% span. For the 4
clocking positions, the highest heat transfer level appears at the leading edge because of the
absence of thermal insulation from the boundary layer. Thus, the stagnation point can be
estimated to be at gauge 10 for Clocking 0 and Clocking 1, and at gauges 11 for Clocking 2
and Clocking 3. The level of Nusselt decreases rapidly as the boundary layer develops on
both sides of this point. Then it can be seen that for Clocking 1, the heat transfer on the
pressure side and until gauges 15 (crown of the blade) is lower than for the three other
clocking position, and never exceeds a Nusselt number of 2300. Note that, although the
observed differences are small, they are larger than the repeatability of the measurements.
In addition, the Clocking 0 has the highest heat transfer and reaches a Nusselt
number of 3000.
Figure 3-43 (middle) represents the heat transfer distribution at 50% span. As for the
15% span measurement, Clocking 1 is the one for which the heat transfer is lower. This,
especially, at the leading edge where Clocking 0 and Clocking 3 reach a Nusselt number
over 4500, meanwhile Clocking 1 does not exceed 3200. On the front suction side,
differences up to ∆Nu ~ 500 can be observed. Based on the experience acquired with total
pressure measurements, the clocking effect could be due to a pitchwise variation of total
temperature produced by the first stator. Considering a nominal Tgas-Twall of ~ 63 K, and a
mean value of Nu ~ 1000, Tgas-Twall needs to decrease to ~ 43 K in order to have Nu ~ 1500
(the h is assumed constant). This means a change of T03 of 20 K across a pitch.
Finally, Figure 3-43 (bottom) shows the Nusselt number distribution at 85% span. At
this section, the four clocking positions seem to have similar behaviour. Note that the
leading edge, Clocking 1 does not exceed a Nusselt number of 3500, while for the other
clocking positions a Nusselt number of 4000 is reached.
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Figure 3-43: Nusselt distribution at 15%, 50% and 85% span for various
clocking positions.
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3.3.4.2

Time-resolved results

Because of the large amount of data (24 gauges x 3 heights x 4 clocking positions),
only the rotor-stator interaction at mid-span is presented here.
Dénos and Paniagua, 2005a, reported the time-averaged and time-resolved flow field
downstream of the stage without the presence of the second stator. Fluctuations of
significant amplitudes in total pressure and total temperature due to rotor passing events
were put into evidence, particularly when the rotor exit flow field is transonic. Although the
time-averaged rotor exit Mach number at mid-span is 0.89 for the present test conditions,
the authors also demonstrated that, on a time-resolved point of view, the rotor exit Mach
number was undergoing short excursions in the transonic regime i.e. shock interaction
appears temporarily. This is confirmed by the evaluation of the pitch-wise distribution of
the rotor relative Mach number on Figure 3-3 (bottom).
Figure 3-44 shows the unsteady Nusselt number at mid-span over two rotor passages
for the four clocking positions. The mean values of each phase-locked average traces is
zero. In order to clarify the representation, an offset has been added to each curve according
to the gauge index. Unsteady complex phenomena are observed, with several fluctuations
over a rotor phase. Looking to the case of Clocking 0 ,Figure 3-44 (top-left), one can
identify large fluctuations mainly located around the leading edge (traces 10, 11, 12 and 13)
for the 4 clocking positions. In addition, these fluctuations seem to propagate from one
gauge to another. Indeed, starting from the leading edge (gauge 10) a large increase is
visible at phase Φr = 0.66. This increase can be extended on both pressure and suction side
from gauge 6 to gauge 18 between rotor phase 0.33 and 0.86. This phenomenon denoted
S1’, is attributed to a rotor blade trailing edge sweeping the second stator blade surface.
Figure 3-45 reports the phase-locked average static pressure at mid-span, for
Clocking 0 from Gadea, et al., 2004. The propagation of the main disturbances is
superimposed in both the time-resolved Nusselt number (S1’) and the time-resolved static
pressure (S1). The two paths are very similar. As reported by Didier, et al., 2002 and
Billiard, et al., 2005, this is due to the fact that the rotor exit Mach number being close to
transonic (M3,is,mid-span = 0.89), there are self-similar distortions of the pitch-wise
distributions of static pressure and static temperature at the exit of the rotor due to
compressibility effects. These are felt by the second stator and are the largest source of
periodic unsteadiness. As far as thermal aspects are concerned, this static temperature
distortion that exits in the relative frame will produce similar distortions in the absolute
rotor exit total temperature that is the one that drives the heat transfer in the second stator.
Additionally the traces of a perturbation linked to the rotor trailing edge (i.e. with a
displacement speed equal to the rotor peripheral speed), sweeping from the suction side to
the pressure side, are plotted for various incidence angles (5°, 0°, -5° and -10°). Both
measured perturbations S1 and S1’ are contained within the lines corresponding to idealized
perturbations of +5° to –10° suggesting that the trailing edge shock oscillates by 15° during
a rotor blade passage.
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Clocking 0

Clocking 1

Clocking 2

Clocking 3

Figure 3-44: Phase-locked average of the heat transfer fluctuations along the
second stator at mid-span.
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Фr=0.61

Фr=0.64

Фr=0.73

Фr=0.89

Figure 3-45: Phase-locked average of the pressure fluctuations along the
second stator at mid-span for Clocking 0.
Such idealized straight shock of various incidences can be reported on the
instantaneous total pressure distributions, at equivalent rotor phase, obtained from Hybflow
computations (Figure 3-46). One can clearly identify that shock sweeping corresponds to
the migration on the leading edge of a region of high total pressure.
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Phase = 0.60

Phase = 0.66

Phase = 0.72

Phase = 0.90

Figure 3-46: Instantaneous total pressure distribution for Clocking 0:
evolution of the rotor trailing edge shock.
Effect of the clocking positions
The propagation of the phenomenon S1’ occurs at a different phase from one clocking
position to another (see Figure 3-44). Indeed, for Clocking 3, it appears in the early period
of the phase (from Φr = 0 to Φr = 0.35), sweeping from gauge 18 to gauge 5. For
Clocking 1, S1’ is limited to the front suction side and the leading edge (from gauge 17 to
gauge 9) and happens in the second quarter of the rotor phase (from Φr = 0.25 to
Φr = 0.59). Therefore the incidence of the shock/potential field as observed in Figure 3-45
is also affected by the clocking position. Finally, for Clocking 2, large fluctuations, up to a
Nusselt number variation of 750, are observed from gauge 6 to gauge 19.
A more synthetic view of the unsteadiness is the representation of the envelope of the
fluctuation. Figure 3-47 shows the min-max amplitude, average RMS and correlation
coefficient for all clocking positions at mid-span. According to the min-max envelope, the
largest amplitudes of Nusselt number fluctuations are located at the leading edge of the
airfoil. Combined with a peak in the mean RMS at the same location, it shows a strong
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interference from the rotor passage. For Clocking 0 and Clocking 3, the min-max envelope
reaches 920, while for Clocking 1 it is only of 690, meaning that the level of the
fluctuations is lower than for the other clocking positions. For Clocking 1, the overall
amplitude of the fluctuations is lower, as for time-average values as well as the mean RMS,
which never exceed 400. Finally, the correlation coefficient, relating the ratio between row
fluctuations and the periodic ones does not exceed 0.6 all along the blade profile.

Figure 3-47: Minimum and maximum envelope of Nusselt number
fluctuations, mean RMS and correlation coefficient at midspan for the 4
clocking positions.
Effect of the height
Similar results were obtained for 15% and 85% of span. Phase-locked average traces
as well as envelopes of fluctuations are presented in the appendix.
The Nusselt number minimum-maximum envelopes at 15%, 50% and 85% height for
Clocking 0 are plotted in Figure 3-48. Overall the largest amplitudes are observed in the
leading edge region and on the front suction side. This is similar to what has been observed
on the static pressure measurements (see Figure 3-21). The amplitude of the fluctuations is
slightly lower for the 50% span case. For the section at 85% span, larger fluctuations are
observed on the suction side with a peak-to-peak amplitude reaching 1060 while they are
lower on the pressure side.
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Since the interaction depends on the rotor exit Mach number (intensity of the pitchwise perturbations), on the geometry of the second stator (geometrical exposure to the
perturbations, blockage) and also on the local Mach number on the second stator, it is
difficult to provide a clear explanation regarding the evolution of the fluctuations along the
span.

Figure 3-48: Minimum and maximum envelope of Nusselt number
fluctuations at 15%, 50% and 85% span for Clocking 0.

3.3.5 Similarities and correlation between pressure and heat transfer rate
fluctuations
Strong similarities between pressure and heat transfer fluctuations exist for a number
of gauges. This means that the reported time-resolved heat transfer here is most probably
due to a change of gas temperature rather than a change in the heat transfer coefficient.
Indeed, when computing the heat transfer coefficient (see Eq. 2.4) the value of the gas
temperature was measured at the second stator inlet with a thermocouple. It can thus not
follow the 6.9 kHz temperature fluctuations due to rotor blade passing event. Moreover, it
is not representative of the local gas temperature, i.e. in the vicinity of each gauge. To
check this hypothesis, the Moss’ model documented by Popp, 1999, was used to relate the
pressure fluctuations to the local gas temperature fluctuations. It assumes a constant heat
transfer coefficient, and that the unsteady local freestream static temperature Ts’ can be
derived using the isentropic relation applied on the static pressure variation (Eq. 3.4).
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Eq. 3.4

The steady part of the freestream static temperature Ts is obtained thanks to the local
steady static pressure and freestream total pressure. The unsteady heat flux is therefore
predicted as the product of the unsteady freestream temperature and the steady heat transfer
coefficient h, based on the time-averaged measurements (Eq. 3.5).
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Figure 3-49 shows a very good agreement between the measured and the predicted
unsteady heat transfer for gauge 13 (front suction side) and gauge 20 (rear suction side) at
mid-span, for Clocking 0.

Figure 3-49: Comparison of measured and predicted unsteady heat transfer
for gauges 13 and 20 at 50% height for Clocking 0
However, a small delay is observed between the measured heat transfer fluctuations
and the measured pressure fluctuations. This delay is attributed to the small cavity and duct
(0.8 mm diameter, 0.4 mm length) that exists between the Kulite© sensor and the
measurement location at the surface of the blade. One can argue that the variations can be
caused by velocity variations. However, the static pressure variation indicates that the
largest velocity variations amount to 122 m/s i.e. a local Reynolds number varying between
475000 and 540000. The corresponding Nusselt number estimated with a flat plate
1

correlation ( Nu = 0.332 Re Pr 3 with Pr = 0.72) amounts to 13, i.e. far below the
measured variations. Thus, one can conclude that the unsteady heat transfer is mainly due
to the fluctuation of the static freestream temperature.
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3.4 Second stator endwall measurement
3.4.1 Pressure measurements
Pressure measurements at both hub and tip endwalls across the blade passage have
been measured with 35 pneumatic taps. The static pressure distribution along the hub
endwall passage is displayed in Figure 3-50. Near the leading edge on the front pressure
side there is a region with maximum static pressure indicating the position of the stagnation
point. This maximum pressure is around 0.35 of P01. In fact, this is 95% of the maximum
stagnation pressure measured on the airfoil surface at 15% of the span. The minimum
stagnation pressure is obtained for Clocking 1, which is similar to what is shown in Figure
3-7 (top). Furthermore, for Clocking 0 the region of high pressure is larger than for any of
the other clocking configurations indicating that the inlet angle to the 2nd stator is more
axial. Hence, for Clocking 0 the stagnation point is closer to the leading edge, gauge 11.

Clocking 0

Clocking 1

Clocking 2

Clocking 3

Ps/P01=

Figure 3-50: Blade passage static pressure contour map at hub for various
clocking positions.
The clocking position affects the location of the stagnation point, the level of
stagnation pressure and also the gradient of pressure from pressure side to suction side.
This pressure gradient from pressure side towards the suction side is the main driving factor
of the secondary flows. One can see that the Clocking 2 exhibits the higher gradient, and
consequently one can expect a higher importance of the secondary flows.
Figure 3-51 shows the computed levels of pressure on a single blade row with a 3D
steady Navier-Stokes code. This result compares well with the measurements at Clocking 0.
The CFD results are taken along the 3rd grid plane, corresponding to a distance of 0.04 mm
from the hub endwall platform. Obviously for the various clocking position the saddle point
changes its position.
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Ps/P01=
Figure 3-51: Stream traces and pressure contours at the hub platform from
the 3D N-S computation.
Figure 3-52 shows the effect of the clocking position on the pressure distribution
along the tip endwall. The maximum pressure level is about 97% of the maximum
stagnation pressure measured on the airfoil at 85% of the span. Clocking 1 has a region
with slightly larger levels of static pressure than the others. This was already indicated by
the airfoil static pressure distributions displayed in Figure 3-7 (bottom) and Figure 3-9
(bottom). Now it is also visible that Clocking 2 and Clocking 3 have a very similar pressure
distribution, nearly identical. Moreover, it is observed that although Clocking 0 and
Clocking 2 have similar levels of maximum and minimum pressure the gradient is much
higher in the case of Clocking 0.

Clocking 0

Clocking 1

Clocking 2

Clocking 3

Ps/P01=
Figure 3-52: Blade passage static pressure contour map at tip for various
clocking positions.
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The pressure gradient from pressure side towards suction side is larger in the hub
sections than at the tip, which would cause larger secondary flows.
Figure 3-53 presents the computed levels of pressure at tip. This result compares well
with the measurements. The CFD results are taken at the 50th grid plane, nearly at 0.06 mm
close to the casing endwall. One can observe that the small recirculation bubble in the front
suction side caused by the off-design inlet angle is smaller at tip than at hub.

Ps/P01=
Figure 3-53: Stream traces and pressure contours at the tip platform from the
3D N-S computation.

3.4.2 Heat transfer measurements
3.4.2.1

Time-averaged results

For the endwalls heat transfer measurements, 35 thin-film gauges have been used,
distributed on two vane passages of the cassette, as for the endwall pressure measurements.
Similarly to the heat transfer profiles, the gas temperature T03 measured at mid-span was
used to compute the Nusselt number.
The Nusselt distribution along the hub endwall passage is displayed in Figure 3-54.
For each clocking position investigated, the gauges used for the plotting are also indicated,
whereas the malfunctioning ones do not appear. When some gauges could not be used, the
level at their location has been interpolated using the surrounding gauges.
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Clocking 0

Clocking 1

Clocking 2

Clocking 3

Nu=
Figure 3-54: Blade passage Nusselt contour map at hub for various clocking
positions.
For the four clocking positions, the Nusselt number is relatively constant on the
surface (around 940). But for the two first rows of thin-film gauges, a hotter region appears
with Nusselt numbers ranging from 1200 to 1350 (yellow and red). In addition, this region
is shifted with the clocking. For Clocking 1, the hot region is centered in the vane passage,
while for Clocking 2, it is near the front pressure side of the blade, and surrounding the
leading edge for Clocking 3. This tendency is less visible for Clocking 0. A similar shift is
observed for a cold region (in turquoise) that appears between the blades for Clocking 3 and
shift to pressure side when looking to Clocking 0 and Clocking 1. This confirms the
difference seen for the different clocking positions on the Nusselt distribution at 15% span
(Figure 3-43) where the heat transfer at leading edge for Clocking 1 was the lowest, while it
is the highest for Clocking 0). A similar tendency is observed on the pressure side: lowest
level of Nusselt for Clocking 1.
Figure 3-55 shows the heat transfer on the shroud. The Nusselt levels are mainly
between 800 and 1600, but a hot region appears at Clocking 1 close from the front pressure
side. The comparison with the distribution at 85% is less clear than between the hub and the
section at 15%. Note that on the casing, the flow field is influenced by the tip leakage of the
rotor.
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Clocking 0

Clocking 1

Clocking 2

Clocking 3

Nu=
Figure 3-55: Blade passage Nusselt contour map at shroud for various
clocking positions.
3.4.2.2

Time-resolved results

In addition to the time-averaged heat transfer measurements done on the endwalls of
the blade passage, time-resolved heat transfer has also been processed. Figure 3-56
represents the evolution of the unsteady heat transfer on the hub platform for Clocking 3
during a rotor blade passage. It is obtained by adding the phase-lock averaged heat transfer
to the steady distribution.
One can clearly see the periodic intensification of the hot region around the leading
edge of the second stator during the rotor blade passage. The same periodic intensification
of the cold zone in the centre of the blade passage and on the rear pressure side can be
observed. Other clocking positions are shown in the appendix. Comparing the different
clocking positions, one can identify how the hot region is being shifted with the clocking
position.
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Figure 3-56: Time-average heat transfer on the hub platform at Clocking 3
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3.4.3 Relation between endwall flowfield and heat transfer distribution
At the difference with airfoils, endwall heat transfer is dominated by the secondary
flows in the passage. Since many research have been performed to describe vane passage
secondary flows (Sieverding, 1985; Langston, 2001), a clear visualisation of the flow
behaviour can be given. Migrations of vortices as well as stream path have been identified
in both straight and annular cascades. Investigations relating endwall heat transfer to
secondary flows are less accurate. Boyle and Russell, 1990, observed significant effects of
secondary flows but did not differentiate the vortices involved in their interpretation. More
details were given on the correlation between these two phenomenon in a linear cascade by
Graziani, et al., 1980, and strong influence of the turbulence level has been identified by
Goldstein and Spores, 1988. However, some models have been proposed in order to predict
heat transfer rate in these region of complex flows in a nozzle guide vane
(Harvey and Jones, 1990 and Harvey, et al., 1999). The present investigation differs from
the previous ones in two points. First, endwalls measurements have been performed
downstream a transonic stage, and so, heat transfer rate is affected by both secondary flows
and unsteady upstream flows. Then, this investigation focused not only on the effects of the
rotor passage, but also on first stator clocking effects.
Refering the simple model proposed by Takeishi, et al., 1990 (Figure 3-57), a primary
analysis of the relation between secondary flows and heat transfer at hub endwall can be
done. Comparing Figure 3-51 (assumed to be at Clocking 0) and Figure 3-54 (top-left), an
interpretation can be suggested. In the vicinity of the front pressure side, the region of
highest heat transfer rate corresponds to the separation of the two legs of the horseshoe
vortex. Then, in the passage, the region of lower heat transfer corresponds to the migration
of the passage vortex from the pressure side to the suction side of the next airfoil. On the aft
suction side, a second region of low heat transfer corresponds to the roll up of the corner
vortex with the passage one reaching the suction side. On the front suction side, a small
area of high heat transfer rate is due to the so-called endwall separation line where vertical
flows are less important. Notice that it is downstream of the junction between this endwall
separation line and the airfoil profile that the corner vortex starts to develop.
Based on this interpretation, clocking effects on secondary flows can be deduced from
endwall heat transfer measurements. For Clocking 2 (Figure 3-54 bottom-left), the region in
front pressure side can be related to the earlier migration of the passage vortex. As a
consequence, corner vortex develops closer from the leading edge and the region of high
heat transfer in front suction side is attenuated. Clocking 3(Figure 3-54 bottom-right) is an
intermediate position between these two previous descriptions. For this reason both flow
separation at the front pressure and suction sides can be observed, as well as an important
effect of the migration of the passage vortex in the mid-passage. More, the roll up of both
corner and passage vortices, this last being quite important, is manifested by a wide area of
low heat transfer rate in the rear suction side. However, it is an approximative interpretation
because it does not take in account in the heat transfer rate effects of hot-streaks patterns
coming from the first stator and clocked relatively to the second stator. That is the reason
why such interpretation is not suitable with Clocking 1 (Figure 3-54 top-right).
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Figure 3-57: Endwall secondary flow model from Takeishi, et al., 1990
Concerning the time-resolved heat transfer rate (Figure 3-56), two main effects can be
deduced. The periodic variations of the region of high heat transfer rate at the leading edge
correspond to the oscillation of the horseshoe vortex. Because of this oscillation, the
passage vortex fluctuates between the pressure and the suction sides. When it is close from
the suction side, it rolls up with the corner vortex in the vicinity of the crown, and results a
large burst of low heat transfer propagates downstream. When it is forced to be close from
the pressure side (phase ≈ 0.825), two distinct region of low heat transfer appear in the rear
passage. One on the rear suction side due to the intensification of the corner vortex and one
on the rear pressure side resulting from the passage vortex located there. Nevertheless,
these unsteady results are based on the blade passing frequency and do not take in account
secondary flow phenomenon occurring at other frequencies.
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3.5 Downstream flowfield
Figure 3-58 shows little pitch-wise variation of the static pressure across one vane
pitch. Although the stator exit Mach number is higher than the inlet Mach number, 0.68 and
0.42 respectively, the measured variation of static pressure across a pitch is much larger
upstream than downstream of the stage. This is to be attributed to the proximity of the
upstream measurement plane from the second stator leading edge compared to a much
larger distance between the downstream measurement plane and the second stator trailing
edge, see Figure 2-14.

Figure 3-58: Second stator downstream pitch-wise static pressure
distribution.
Figure 3-59 left shows the total pressure downstream of the 2nd stator measured in a
fixed position during the test. The probe was fixed in a pitch-wise position relative to the
first stator. Therefore, for the different clocking positions, the probe is located in a different
pitch-wise position relative to the 2nd stator, see Figure 3-60. Consequently the low level of
pressure for Clocking 3 can be partly due to the wake of the upstream vane. Note that the
probe traverses the test section along a radius. The second stator being stacked along the
leading edge, the second stator wake will not be radial. In addition, this wake will be
distorted by secondary flows.
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Figure 3-59: Second stator exit total pressure for different clocking positions.

Figure 3-60: Sketch of the relative position of fixed probes (in blue) respect to
the second stator for different clocking positions.
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3.6 Conclusions
The clocking effect, i.e. the effect of the relative pitch-wise position between the first
and the second stator rows has been investigated in a one and half stage transonic turbine.
Both steady and unsteady measurements of the aerodynamic flow field, as well as the heat
transfer, in the second stator have been performed. The large amount of provided results
can be used as a data base for CFD code validation.
Since the positioning of the second stator has a small impact on the overall
performance and the efficiency of the turbine, emphasis has been given to the mechanisms
of clocking and its impact as design parameter.
The second stator inlet conditions change significantly as a function of the clocking
position. This results from the fact that the pitchwise variation of total pressure upstream of
the second stator is coupled to the position of the first stator while the static pressure is
coupled to the second stator, i.e. the potential field effect. The clocking modifies the
relative position of both quantities and thus the inlet Mach number of the second stator.
This observation is a very important step in the understanding of the effect of clocking on a
time-averaged point of view.
The time-averaged and time-resolved pressure fields on the second stator were
investigated. The static pressure distributions along the second stator were presented at
different blade heights and clocking positions. The effect of clocking is not equally
distributed over the blade height. Significant differences on the front suction side and all
along the pressure side are mostly observed at 15% span. At this height, Clocking 2 exhibits
the highest positive incidence. Clocking the vanes has negligible effect on the rear suction
side, i.e. downstream of the throat. For the other two heights investigated (50% and 85%
span), small differences are observed only on the front suction side due to the clocking
position. A good agreement between the experiments and a 3D N-S steady computation has
been observed for the three investigated spans. The time-resolved pressure fluctuations
show a significant change at 15% span as a function of clocking. Maximum fluctuations
amount to 12.5% P01 or ≈33% P03, but the clocking affects the rotor-phase and spacelocation at which these large fluctuations are observed. As mentioned above, the
instantaneous rotor relative exit Mach number reaches transonic conditions depending on
the location of the rotor blade with respect to the first stator vane. This leads to significant
distortion of the rotor exit static pressure field. Thus, depending on the second stator
location, i.e. the clocking configuration, the interaction between the rotor and the second
stator varies.
Quasi-3D unsteady numerical computations have been performed to support the
analysis of the experiments. A satisfactory matching of the results was obtained for the
mean conditions. First the computations allowed characterizing the interaction between the
rotor and the second stator. The migration mechanism of the first stator wake across the
rotor blade row has been clearly identified. When exiting the rotor, this first wake
accumulates with the one of the rotor blade before being ingested by the second stator.
Additionally to the wake migration, interest has been given to the characterization of the
rotor blade trailing edge shock system and its effects on the second stator. Concerning the
impact of clocking, the simulations provided interesting data to understand why one
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clocking position is potentially better than any other. Focussing on the eddy viscosity,
which characterizes the wakes, it has been clearly observed that the first stator wake is
differently ingested by the second stator depending on the clocking. Indeed, it appears that
for Clocking 1, i.e. potentially the best clocking position of the four investigated in terms of
unsteady forces and heat transfer, the first stator wake, accumulated with the rotor blade
wake, was impinging directly the second stator at the leading edge. Thus it affects the vane
boundary layer and not the main stream. Fewer losses are generated. In addition, clocking
has a significant effect on the shock wave system between the rotor and the second stator.
The strength of the rotor trailing edge shock, and specially the capability to generate a
reflected shock at the crown of the vane, is reduced for Clocking 0 and Clocking 2.
The measured static pressure distribution has been integrated along the blade surface
to determine the forces applied on the second stator. The clocking effects are mostly
observed at 15% span for both the time-averaged and time-resolved forces. At this section,
the largest steady forces applied are obtained for Clocking 2 and Clocking 3, +3.4% of the
axial component and +5.3% of the tangential component with respect to Clocking 0.
Concerning the time-resolved forces, the blade section experiences fluctuations up to 29%
of the mean force and 46% of the mean moment in span-wise direction. Nevertheless,
clocking the vanes could attenuate the unsteady forces and moments by 17% and 28%,
respectively. Thus, the lowest fluctuations of the axial force at 15% span occur for
Clocking 1, but globally, Clocking 2 experiences the lowest fluctuations for this section.
Taking in account the two other sections (50% and 85% span), it appears that the lowest
level of forces variation over a single airfoil happens in fact for Clocking 0. The conclusion
is similar while integrating over the complete second stator. However, the results suggest
that it is difficult to select a single clocking configuration that minimizes significantly the
time-resolved forces over the entire height, i.e. for each section of this cylindrical airfoil.
Nevertheless, it is evident a potential to decrease the unsteady forces using 3D shaping, by
optimizing the interference of the geometry with the pressure gradient created by the
upstream blade.
Measured time-averaged and time-resolved heat transfer on the second stator of a one
and a half stage HP turbine have been investigated. On the second stator profile, the largest
effects are observed at 50% with significant reduction of time-averaged heat transfer levels
for Clocking 1 (reduction the Nusselt of about 500 away from the leading edge). Timeresolved measurements of the heat transfer allow characterizing the unsteady rotor/stator
interaction. The rotor undergoes periodic excursions in the transonic regime. Consequently,
the dominant phenomenon on the second stator is due to the sweeping of the rotor trailing
edge shock/ potential perturbation. Similar findings result from the analysis of the timeresolved static pressure measurements. Depending on the clocking position, the magnitude
of the fluctuations and the path of the perturbations on the second stator change. Slightly
lower amplitudes are observed for Clocking 1, i.e. the clocking position for which the
lowest levels of heat transfer coefficients are observed on the time-averaged distribution.
Along the span, the amplitude of the fluctuations is slightly lower at 50% span. At 85%
span, a maximum peak-to-peak amplitude of 1060 is reached.
The heat flux fluctuations are due in fact to gas temperature fluctuations. These can
be computed from the static pressure fluctuations thanks to an isentropic compression
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relationship and the corresponding variation of heat flux derived, assuming a constant heat
transfer rate. They compare very well with the measurements.
On the platforms, steady static pressure measurements have been performed. They
confirm trends observed at 15%and 85% span that clocking affect the incidence of the
inflow in the second stator. Heat transfer measurements have also been performed at these
locations. Zones of high heat transfer rate on the hub platform were associated with high
levels of Mach numbers. When clocking the second stator, the zones of high Mach number
and high heat transfer move accordingly. For Clocking 1, which is the clocking position
with the lowest blade heat transfer rate, the region of high heat transfer on the platform is
located in the centre of the passage. The time-resolved platform heat transfer has been
depicted as well, showing periodic variations of the heat transfer rate due to the passage of
the upstream rotor blade.
Further analysis of the endwall secondary flows can be deduced from the endwall
measurements. In fact, clocking affects secondary flows by shifting the position of the
characteristic lines. Thus, the passage vortex is deeply affected and its behaviour with other
vortices as well.
Downstream of the second stator, no clocking effect from the first stator remains. The
mixing is completed. However the positioning of the following blade rows should have a
significant impact at this location.
The following chapter addresses the effect of the inlet boundary layer thickness on the
second stator flow field.
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4.1 Motivations for investigating the effects of the stage inlet boundary
layer thickness.
Inlet conditions in a gas turbine generally consist of temperature and velocity profiles
that vary in both span-wise and pitch-wise directions resulting from combustor exit
conditions. Nowadays, fully annular combustion chambers have massively replaced
combustor cans. This technological evolution strives to reduce significantly the periodic
pitch-wise variations. Compared with an annular distribution of combustor cans, the flames
are diluted in an annular volume. Nevertheless large span-wise variations remain. Indeed,
upstream dilution holes as well as film cooling vent holes on both hub and tip endwalls of
the chamber affect the radial velocity profile while the span central position of the flames
(in the common case of single stage combustors) induces large span-wise variations of the
turbine inlet temperature profile.
Even if recent investigations focused on the effects of inlet temperature distortion due
to fuel injectors in annular cascades (Chana, et al., 2003 and Povey, et al., 2005), among
other parameters, the inlet radial total pressure plays an important role in the development
of the secondary flows. Indeed a 3D Euler blade row computation with a flat total pressure
profile does not reveal any secondary flow development. Thus the boundary layer status has
an impact on the aerodynamics of the turbine first and following stages. In straight
cascades, numerous works have been dedicated to investigate the effect of a spanwise
distortion of the inflow. Tominaga, et al., 1995 investigated the effects of the inlet boundary
layer on the performance of a low aspect ratio cascade. Aero-thermal measurement effects
of the inflow radial profiling due to the combustor liner (Colban, et al., 2002) have been
performed, with prior characterization of the freestream turbulence (Thole, et al., 2002).
Finally, a recent project has been carried out at the Wright-Paterson AFB laboratory with
the complete simulation of the aero-thermal inflow distortion due to modern combustors
(Barringer, et al., 2004 and Kunze, et al., 2005). Investigations are done on the effects of
the generated distortions (see Barringer, et al., 2006b) on the performance of a single stage
HP turbine (Barringer, et al., 2006a).
The aim of the present investigation is to assess the effect of the turbine radial inlet
pressure profiles on the flow field of the second stator. While experimental data were
already available for the original configuration, this study consisted first in finding a way to
change the stage inlet total pressure distribution. The original profile results from the
development of the boundary layer along a convergent duct that reproduces the shape of a
typical combustion chamber exit (see Figure 4-1). As will be shown later, the
corresponding boundary layer was quite thin resulting in a rather flat total pressure profile.
The solution that was adopted consisted in generating pressure losses thanks to cylindrical
obstacles attached to both the hub and tip endwalls. Although the resulting total pressure
profile does not result from the normal development of a boundary layer, this case is
referred to as ‘thick boundary layer’ in the following while the original case is referred to as
‘thin boundary layer’
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Figure 4-1: Cut of the test section
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4.2 Modelling and implementation of the thick boundary layer
generator
In order to determine the adequate thick boundary layer generator, and to evaluate the
thickness of the boundary layer, a preliminary investigation has been performed in a low
speed wind tunnel.
Taking into account the proximity of the first row of the one and half stage turbine to
the upstream convergence, and taking also into account the requirement of a low-cost
reversible implementation (in terms of machining and maintenance), it has been decided
that the boundary layer generator will have to be implemented on the two ferrules of the
convergent (in red on Figure 4-1). Thus, the objective of the investigation was to determine
the adequate geometry for the thick boundary layer generator.
To perform this investigation, a wood model of the annulus section of the
convergence, scaled at 1:2, has been implemented in the VKI T1 wind tunnel. In the model
ReDH T1 ≈ 260000, while in the CT3 facility it is evaluated to ReDH CT3 = 443000. This
facility, previously used in the frame of the thesis of Boletis, 1985, was already equipped
with an annular test section and an upstream honeycomb, similarly to the CT3 test section.
In order to estimate the thickness of the boundary layer generated, pitot traverses have been
done across the height of the section, measuring the deficit of total pressure near the
enwalls. A first attempt with a trip wire did not affect the boundary layer thickness. For this
reason, it has been decided to use a larger obstacle as generator. Following
Schlichting and Gertsen, 1965b, several circular ribs made of rubber o-rings, with different
diameters and at different locations have been tried. An optimum combination was found
with an o-ring of 4.2 mm diameter, showing a significant change in the pressure profile
(Figure 4-2). The deficit of pressure near both hub and casing endwalls, compared with the
smooth test section, corresponds to a thicker boundary layer. Due to the large contraction at
the hub, resulting in a high acceleration, the profile at the hub is very different from the
profile at the tip.
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Figure 4-2: Total pressure traverses in the T1 wind tunnel.
Based on the results of this investigation, the CT3 test section has been adapted by
implementing a brass tore ring of 8 mm diameter on each ferrule. Both rings are attached
with screws depicted in red on Figure 4-3.

Figure 4-3: Implementation of the thick boundary layer generator in the CT3
test section: sketch of the brass rings (in red on left) and photography (right).
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4.3 Tests conditions
The test campaign consisted in performing measurements throughout the one and a
half stage for a given clocking position of the second stator. The tests were done at
6500 RPM, with a 3% coolant mass flow rate ejected from the trailing edge of the first
stator. The operating conditions are set in order to run the turbine at the nominal pressure
ratio (P01/P03 = 2.67) and at high Reynolds number (Re2,Cs = 1.2 106). According to the
results obtained in the clocking investigation, and especially on the estimation of the
efficiency done by Hoven, 2004, showing a maximum value for Clocking 1 (η = 0.926), it
was decided to clock the second stator in this position.
All the results presented hereafter compare the measurements done on the thick
boundary layer configuration with the ones obtained for Clocking 1 in the previous section.
Notice that these last results are designated in this section as thin boundary layer.
Table 4-1 shows the test conditions in both boundary layer configurations. One can
see that there are no large differences between both cases. The most important difference
concerns the inlet total temperature, which is larger by 5.7°C for the thick boundary layer.
This significant difference is probably due to the use of a different thermocouple. Indeed,
replacement of broken thermocouples is sometimes required. In addition, the observed
variation is within the uncertainty know for such thermocouples when used in a transient
regime with very large changes of temperature (Paniagua, 2002).
Conditions

Thin BL

P 01

T 01

[bar]

[K]

2 230

470.7

P 03 /P 01 T 03 /T 01 P 04 /P 01 T 04 /T 01
0.376

0.759

0.362

0.744

ω

Power

RPM

[MW]

6505

1 497

[20:1] % (#)

1.0

2.0

1.9

3.4

0.8

2.6

Thick BL

2.222

476.4

0.378

0.744

0.360

0.733

0.7 (26) 3.0 (26)
6566

1502

[20:1] % (#)

2.1

1.8

0.9

2.7

0.9

1.9

1.2

5.8 (24)

Table 4-1: Mean values of inlet pressure and temperature, pressure and temperature
ratios for thin and thick boundary layer configurations.
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4.4 Upstream flow characterization
Figure 4-4 shows the inlet profiles of pressure and temperature obtained during the
thick boundary layer test campaign and compares them with the inlet profiles done on the
single stage by Paniagua, 2002.
Concerning the pressure distribution, at hub one can observe a clear deficit of total
pressure compared with the case of the thin boundary layer. Similarly to what was observed
in the low speed wind tunnel model, this deficit extends up to 23% of the height. At the tip,
the total pressure deficit, reaches 18% of span, which is significantly less than what was
measured in the low speed wind tunnel.
The main differences between the turbine test rig and the low-speed wind tunnel are
the higher Mach number and the higher Reynolds number in the turbine test rig
(ReDH CT3 = 443000)
The presence of the bars also affected significantly the inlet temperature profile The
uniform region of temperature goes from 32% of span to 75% of span while for the thin
boundary layer measurements the total temperature deficit was below the 18% of span at
both hub and tip endwalls (Paniagua, 2002)

Figure 4-4: Inlet radial profile of pressure and temperature for the first stator.
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The total temperature deficit is clearly linked to the status of the boundary layer. The
Prandtl number is a pure fluid property, depending on physical properties of the fluid
(Eq. 4.1).
Pr =

µ Cp
k

=

ν
α

Eq. 4.1

The general interpretation of the Prandtl number is the ratio of the velocity boundary layer
thickness to the fluid temperature boundary layer thickness (Eq. 4.2).
Pr =

δ
δ th

Eq. 4.2

Looking at the thick boundary layer case on Figure 4-4 where both boundary layers are
clearly identified, one can compute the Prandtl number on both hub and tip. On the hub,
23%
18%
Pr =
= 0.718 , and on the tip, Pr =
= 0.72 . Schlichting and Gertsen, 1965a, give
32%
25%
in Table 3.1 a value of the Prandtl number Pr = 0.702 for the air for a temperature of
473 K. This value is similar to the ones obtained thanks to the boundary layers thickness
ratios. The slight difference (2.5%) can be justified by the large difference in temperature
between the endwalls and the flow at the beginning of the blowdown.
In order to check the turbulence intensity of the flow upstream of the one and half
stage turbine, hot wire measurement have been performed (Yasa, et al., 2006).
First, these hot-wire measurements give the inlet velocity profile (Figure 4-5),
showing at hub that boundary layer thickness covers about 22% of the span. This is in
agreement with the total pressure deficit observed before. Nevertheless, at the tip, there is a
lack of measurement resolution.
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Figure 4-5: Inlet radial profile of velocity for the first stator: thick boundary
layer test campaign
Then, the turbulence intensity has been computed based both on the velocity
fluctuations (Eq. 4.3) and directly based on voltage fluctuations.
Tu [ % ] =

u '2
with U = U + u '
U

Eq. 4.3

Figure 4-6 (left) displays the turbulence intensity computed with a constant mean
velocity obtained from the mass flow rate. The mid-span velocity was used to
adimensionalize the fluctuations. Results are presented for the thin and the thick boundary
layers. The effects of the thick boundary generator, which cover 20% of the span at hub and
tip, is clearly identified with regions of high turbulence intensity close to the hub and tip
probably due to the vortex shedding from the tore ring.
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Figure 4-6: Turbulence intensity profile and noise to signal ratio of the
measurements at the inlet of the test section.
In order to assess the validity of the turbulence measurements, the signal to noise ratio
was monitored to avoid considering electronic noise as turbulence. In the case of the thick
boundary layer, the ratio between RMS before the blowdown and during the test is
presented in Figure 4-6 (right). In most of the measurement points, the ratio of the RMS is
below 5%, which indicates that not more than 0.2% of the random fluctuations could be
attributed to the electronic noise.
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4.5 Rotor upstream flow field
Figure 4-7 shows the pitch-wise static pressure distribution downstream of the first
stator. For both boundary layer profiles, the measurements compare well with those
performed in the single stage configuration (Paniagua, 2002). One can clearly see that the
thick boundary layer has nearly no effect on the static pressure distribution at the exit of the
first stator. The maximum differences appear at the tip for two gauges located at 0.1 and 0.3
stator pitch.

Figure 4-7: Pitch-wise static pressure downstream of the first stator: thick
boundary layer case
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4.6 Rotor exit flow field
The measured pitch-wise static pressure distribution at hub and at tip downstream of
the rotor is shown in Figure 4-8. At hub, one can see that the thick boundary layer has no
effect on the upstream potential field of the second stator. At tip, there is a reduction in the
pressure level of about 1%.

Figure 4-8: Pitch-wise static pressure downstream of the rotor: thick
boundary layer case
Figure 4-9 shows the inlet radial profiles of total pressure and temperature at the inlet
of the second stator. On the left, no deficit of the total pressure is clearly observable close to
the endwalls although this was visible in the P01 profile. The thick boundary layer has been
probably mixed out in the secondary flows when passing through the rotor. On the right, a
clear difference of mean level exists for the total temperature at the inlet of the second
stator. Comparing with values given in Table 4-1, it appears that the difference of total
temperature in plane 3 between thin and thick boundary layers is not the same. On the
mean value a difference of 3 K is stated. While on Figure 4-9 (right) it is about 12 K. The
mean value was measured thanks a fix reference thermocouple placed at midspan while the
temperature profile was obtained with a pitchwise traversing rake of thermocouples. As
mentioned before, accurate temperature measurements are very difficult to perform in such
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environment and the measured mean value may change from one probe to another. In
addition, traverses averaging are quite less accurate than measurements performed with a
fixed probe.
Of course, such a temperature difference could result from a change of efficiency of
the stage or a change of the heat transfer process across the endwall (the hot mainstream
provides heat to the endwalls during the blowdown). However, the changes in efficiency or
heat transfer required to explain that such differences are not realistic. Thus, the most
reasonable explanation for this difference in total temperature is a measurement error from
the thermocouple.

Figure 4-9: Rotor outlet radial profile of pressure and temperature: thick
boundary layer test campaign
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4.7 Second stator airfoil measurements
4.7.1 Pressure measurements
4.7.1.1

Time-averaged measurements

The static pressure distribution on the second stator has been measured along three
blade heights (15%, 50% and 85%). In the plots, the pressure has been non-dimensionalized
by the turbine inlet total pressure measured in each test. This eliminates the test-to-test
variation in the inlet conditions. Figure 4-10 shows the static pressure distribution measured
on the second stator in the case of the thick boundary layer configuration at the three spans.
The main difference between the three heights concerns the position of the stagnation point.
At 15% span, it is located on gauge 9 while for 50% and 85% span it is located on gauge
10.

Figure 4-10: Second stator static pressure distribution for the 3 blade heights
for the thick boundary layer test campaign.
In Figure 4-11 (top), a comparison between the thin and the thick boundary layers on
the pressure distributions at 15% of the blade height is presented. There is a good
agreement between the measurements both on the pressure and on the suction side, from
gauge 14 to 24. For the two test conditions, the stagnation point is located in the vicinity of
gauge 8 and 9. A difference appears in the front suction side, from gauge 11 to gauge 13. A
slightly larger pressure appears in the case of the thick boundary layer, which results in a
lower acceleration in the front suction side.
Similar observations can be done on the distributions at 50% and 85% of the blade
height as displayed in Figure 4-11 (middle and bottom). At 50% there is a small reduction
of pressure along the entire surface, resulting in a higher velocity from leading edge to
trailing edge. At 85%, from gauge 10 to 16 there is again a reduction in velocities.
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Figure 4-11: Static pressure at 15%, 50% and 85% span: comparison thinthick boundary layers
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4.7.1.2

Time-resolved measurements

The analysis of the time-averaged results has shown that small differences between
the thin and thick boundary layers appear only at the leading edge at 15% and 85% span. In
this section a similar analysis will be performed on the unsteady results.
The main fluctuations of static pressure and heat transfer have been commented by
Gadea, et al., 2004, and Billiard, et al., 2005, and in the previous chapter, for the thick
boundary layer configuration. These fluctuations are linked to the propagation of a shock
wave generated at the rotor trailing edge. The shock wave changes its incidence angle
during the sweeping of the rotor blades on the stator blade pitch.
In Figure 4-12 the RMS (left) and the PLA (right) of the static pressure fluctuations at
15% span are plotted for a 1.5 rotor blade passing period. At this span the general
amplitude of the fluctuations is higher than at 50 and 85% span. The radial equilibrium
induces higher Mach numbers in the hub region, which eventually results in a stronger
interaction at this span.
For the thick boundary layer, only one significant variation can be observed on the
transducers of the pressure side (2-10); note that, for geometrical reasons, the complete
second stator pressure side is exposed directly to the rotor trailing edge shock wave. On the
rear and central pressure side (2-6) the perturbation appears smoother and reaches the blade
surface in the first quarter of the period (0<ΦR<0.25). Near the leading edge (7-10), the
perturbations become sharper and reach the blade in the second quarter of period, meaning
that the recompression reaches transducer 7 about 30% of the period before to reach the
transducer 6. Also, the perturbation can be clearly seen to move downstream. Note also that
sharp peaks of RMS are detected at the same phase of the compressions (for example
ΦR = 0.8 for transducer 5, ΦR = 0.5 for transducer 7): sharp RMS peaks are thought to be
indicative of shocks (the period-to-period variations being induced by imperfect
periodicity).
On the stator crown (front suction side, 12-15), more than one perturbation is
observed during the period. Some of these oscillations can be followed in their propagation.
The first one reaches transducer 15 (top of the crown) at ΦR = 0.35 and it propagates
towards the leading edge, and is visible at ΦR = 0.5 on transducer 14, at ΦR = 0.6 on
transducer 13 and at ΦR = 0.7 on transducer 12 (leading edge). A second oscillation can be
seen propagating (with larger speed) from the crown to the leading edge, with phases 0.8,
0.9, 0.97, 1.05 for transducers 15, 14, 13, 12 respectively. Notice that the RMS shows peaks
at the same phases for the same transducers. The strong recompression detected at the
leading edge (12) at ΦR = 0.3 could be connected with the propagation phenomenon
detected at the beginning of the pressure side. On the rear suction side (19-23) an
oscillation propagating downstream is seen (phases 0.3, 0.35, 0.4, 0.5 for transducers 19,
20, 21, 23). This feature could be due to the reflection on the pressure side of the rotor
trailing edge shock wave. In the author’s opinion, the shape of the perturbation and the
smooth trend of RMS for the phases involved could also suggest that these phenomena are
linked to the rotor wake transport inside the stator channel. The wake, subjected to the
pressure gradients, tends to migrate towards the stator suction side, as shown by Hodson,
1985b, and Giles, 1990. At the rear suction side the passing of a wake should induce an
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increase of static pressure followed by a reduction after its passage (Hodson and Dawes,
1996). This actually appears on the rear suction side of the blades.
Figure 4-13 compares the time-resolved measurements of static pressure in both thin
and thick boundary layers configurations. For most of the transducers the differences are
within the test-to-test repeatability. Only for transducer 2, a lower amplitude of the
fluctuation can be detected in the thick boundary layer configuration. These results confirm
the conclusions drawn from the time-averaged analysis, namely, a thick boundary layer
does not influence significantly the flow at 15% span.
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Figure 4-12: Static pressure RMS and PLA at 15% span for thick boundary
layer configuration

Figure 4-13: Static pressure PLA at 15% span: comparison thin-thick
boundary layers
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Figure 4-14 brings a more synthetic view of the comparison. On the min-max
envelope any effect of the inlet boundary layer appears evanescent (as expected, given the
similarities in the PLA signals). Only on the rear pressure side, a reduced min-max
amplitude is visible, as already observed for the transducer 2. More interesting are the other
parameters. The mean RMS is slightly higher for the thick boundary layer on the pressure
side (with the exception of transducer 2) and on the leading edge, while on the suction side
very similar values are observed for the two configurations. The correlation coefficient
along the blade appears also (slightly) influenced the inlet boundary layer: on the pressure
side the values are very high for both configurations, while on the suction side, where the
role of the random fluctuations tends to increase with respect to the deterministic ones,
general lower levels of correlation coefficients are visible in the thick boundary layer
configuration.

Figure 4-14: Minimum and maximum envelope of static pressure fluctuations,
mean RMS and correlation coefficient at 15% span: comparison thin-thick
boundary layers
At mid-span, the fluctuations are significantly reduced and the interaction appears less
important (see Figure 4-15). As noted near the hub, only one oscillation per rotor period is
observed the pressure side, while at least two important fluctuations are seen on the crown
of the blade (gauges 12 to 14). The comparison with the time-resolved traces (Figure 4-16)
shows that any difference is within the test-to-test repeatability. Only for transducers 13 and
14 the fluctuations are of smaller amplitude for the thick boundary layer case. Note that
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transducers 15, 16, 17 and 23, which seemed to deliver faulty time-averaged measurements,
are conversely in excellent agreement with the previous test campaign for the time-resolved
results.
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Figure 4-15: Static pressure RMS and PLA at 50% span for thick boundary
layer configuration

Figure 4-16: Static pressure PLA at 50% span: comparison thin-thick
boundary layers
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Figure 4-17 shows the min-max envelope for the thin and the thick boundary layer
configurations at 50% span. Differences appear especially on the rear pressure side and on
the blade crown. The mean RMS is generally larger for the thick boundary layer, with the
exception of the central part of the suction side. The correlation coefficient, unlike the 15%
span case, is also low on the rear pressure side for both configurations, but it is significantly
lower for the thick boundary layer configuration, with a minimum of 0.5. On the crown the
correlation for thick boundary layer is once again lower, while the similarity between the
two configurations is recovered on the rear suction side. The low values of correlation on
the pressure side are to be attributed to the absence of strong shock waves at the rotor
trailing edge. In the thick boundary layer case it seems that the general level of turbulence
intensity at the inlet of the second stator is higher, as it is the case at the stage inlet, while
probably the first stator and rotor secondary flows (coherent period structures) are wider but
not so much to influence the midspan flowfield.

Figure 4-17: Minimum and maximum envelope of static pressure fluctuations,
mean RMS and correlation coefficient at 50% span: comparison thin-thick
boundary layers
The largest effects of inlet boundary layer on the time-averaged results are present at
85% span. The unsteady results displayed in Figure 4-18 highlight a reduction in the main
fluctuations in the blade crown (transducers 10-16). In this region, sharp peaks of RMS are
also detected. It should be recalled that the leading edge and the crown were also the
regions of highest time-averaged differences between both configurations. Figure 4-19,
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shows important differences between the two configurations. On the pressure side (2-10)
the trends are similar, with a significant reduction of oscillations for transducer 6, due to the
filtering at 27 kHz and different from the one used for the previous results. Conversely at
the leading edge and at the beginning of the suction side (12-14) the oscillations for the
thick boundary layer configuration are strongly reduced, with differences well above the
test-to-test repeatability. In the remaining part of suction side the similarity is recovered.
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Figure 4-18: Static pressure RMS and PLA at 85% span for thick boundary
layer configuration

Figure 4-19: Static pressure PLA at 85% span: comparison thin-thick
boundary layers
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Figure 4-20 shows more clearly the effect of inlet boundary layer. The min-max
envelope difference at the leading edge for the thick boundary layer is almost the half of the
value for the thin boundary layer. Around the leading edge the min-max difference is also
lower (with a minimum for transducer 6, due to the filtering). On the rear and central part of
both sides the same amplitudes of oscillations are detected. The RMS value is higher for the
thick boundary layer almost all along the blade surface (with the exception of transducer 6,
as already explained). The correlation coefficient is lower for the thick boundary layer
configuration along the pressure side (where it reaches 0.5), at the leading edge and on the
blade crown. Only in the rear suction side the trend is inverted and higher correlation
coefficients are obtained for the thick boundary layer. At least for the mean RMS and the
correlation coefficients, features similar to the ones obtained at 50% span are seen.
Note that the general tendency to have slightly larger RMS and lower correlation
levels in the thick boundary layer case is coherent with the slightly larger levels of
turbulence at the inlet of the stage created by the perturbation.

Figure 4-20: Minimum and maximum envelope of static pressure fluctuations,
mean RMS and correlation coefficient at 85% span: comparison thin-thick
boundary layers
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4.7.2 Heat Transfer measurements
4.7.2.1

Time-averaged results

The second stator heat transfer distribution has been measured at the same three
sections of the blade height: 15%, 50% and 85% of span. In the following plots, the second
stator inlet total temperature at midspan has been used when computing the Nusselt
number.
Figure 4-21 (top) shows the Nusselt distributions at 15% span. For the thick boundary
layer configuration, the heat transfer at the leading edge appears to be higher than for the
thin boundary layer. The difference is clearly visible between the gauges 7 and 12, and
reaches 1000 on gauge 11, at the stagnation point. On both pressure and suction sides, the
heat transfer rate is similar in both boundary layers configurations. This larger heat transfer
rate for the thick boundary layer case is certainly due to the higher turbulence level in this
area (see Figure 4-6 left) which has been propagated from the inlet of the one and half stage
turbine.
Figure 4-21 (middle) shows the heat transfer distribution at 50% span. As for 15%
span, the main difference appears on the leading edge. From gauge 5 to gauge 15, the
Nusselt number measured for the thick boundary layer case is larger. At the stagnation
point (gauge 11) the difference is of 1000, but for gauge 12, the larger difference in Nusselt
reaches 1700. A slight difference can also be observed on the rear suction side.
Finally, Figure 4-21 (bottom) represents the Nusselt distribution at 85% span. Here,
the differences observed are much more important. Indeed, in the case of the thick
boundary layer, the Nusselt numbers are higher from gauge 2 up to gauge 18. The
maximum difference observed is on gauge 10, with a ∆Nu ~ 2000. Additionally, the
stagnation point which was located on gauge 11 in the thin boundary layer configuration is
now located on gauge 10.
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Figure 4-21: Nusselt distribution at 15%, 50% and 85% span: comparison
thin-thick boundary layer
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Since large differences of total inlet temperature have been observed between the two
configurations, due to probable faulty thermocouple measurements, it could have probably
also affected the computation of the Nusselt number during the thick boundary layer
measurement campaign. The differences observed in the mean level of Nusselt numbers for
the two cases are effectively in the range of the differences that an error on the gas
temperature measurement of ~ 7 K would cause when computing the Nusselt number.
Because of that, it is too hazardous to attribute this effect to the stage inlet boundary layer
profile and no conclusions will be drafted on this difference.
4.7.2.2

Time-resolved heat transfer

The analysis of the time-averaged Nusselt number distribution indicated significant
differences between both boundary layer configurations at the leading edge. Additionally,
the time-resolved pressure results have shown that the main difference between the two
investigated cases appeared to be at 85% span. In this section a similar analysis will be
performed on the unsteady heat transfer measurements, performed in terms of phase-lock
average (PLA) and root mean square (RMS).
Figure 4-22 shows the phase-locked average of the Nusselt fluctuations at 15% span
for the thick boundary layer configuration. One can clearly see on the front pressure side
(from gauge 11 to gauge 6) a propagating phenomenon between Φr = 0.45 to Φr = 0.75.
This phenomenon is similar to the one observed in the clocking campaign. It is
characteristic of the rotor stator interaction. One the suction side, less coherent propagation
can be identified.
Figure 4-23 represents the min-max envelope of the Nusselt fluctuation at 15% of the
blade height. It compares both boundary layers configurations. The pressure side
experiences larger fluctuations in the case of the thick boundary layer (∆Nu ~ 150). At the
leading edge, the difference of level of the fluctuations is the most important (∆Nu ~ 525).
The mean RMS is globally more important in the thick boundary layer configuration, with
a significant difference of ~ 50 along the pressure side. Indeed, the turbulence level is much
more important in the case of the thick boundary layer especially in the hub region (up to
20% span, see Figure 4-6 left). Thus, the heat transfer rate is higher due to this turbulence
level, which propagates across the first stage. Finally, the correlation coefficient, which
indicates the signal to noise ratio at the averaging frequency, shows on the pressure side a
slight difference. It is a bit higher for the thick boundary layer. This highlights the higher
mean RMS, characteristic of a higher turbulence level.
Concerning the PLA at mid-span, Figure 4-24 indicates that the airfoil experiences
large levels of fluctuations from gauge 7 to gauge 16. Additionally, the propagating
phenomenon observed in 3.3.4.2 is also visible in this configuration. It starts clearly on
gauge 17 at Φr = 0.32, and reaches gauge 7 at Φr = 0.70. Figure 4-25 shows that the
pressure side is submitted to larger fluctuations of heat transfer in the case of the thick
boundary layer. Moreover, one can see that the mean RMS is widely larger on the pressure
side and on the front suction side, while the correlation coefficient is very similar in both
cases.
Finally, one can see on Figure 4-26 that the airfoil experiments large fluctuations on
the suction side (from gauge 12 up to gauge 20) at 85% span. Figure 4-27 shows that in
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both boundary layer configurations, the envelopes of heat transfer fluctuation are very
similar, as well as the correlation coefficient, meanwhile the mean RMS is higher of ~ 100
for the thick boundary layer. Notice that the section at 85% span, the second stator is also
submitted to the effects of the rotor tip clearance. The tip clearance flow is most probably
affected by the inlet boundary layer.
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Figure 4-22: Phase-locked average of the heat transfer fluctuations along the
second stator at 15% span: thick boundary layer

Figure 4-23: Minimum and maximum envelope of Nusselt number fluctuation,
mean RMS and correlation coefficient at 15% span: comparison between thin
and thick boundary layers
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Figure 4-24: Phase-locked average of the heat transfer fluctuations along the
second stator at 50% span: thick boundary layer

Figure 4-25: Minimum and maximum envelope of Nusselt number fluctuation,
mean RMS and correlation coefficient at 50% span: comparison between thin
and thick boundary layers
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Figure 4-26: Phase-locked average of the heat transfer fluctuations along the
second stator at 85% span: thick boundary layer

Figure 4-27: Minimum and maximum envelope of Nusselt number fluctuation,
mean RMS and correlation coefficient at 85% span: comparison between thin
and thick boundary layers
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4.8 Second stator endwalls measurements
4.8.1 Pressure measurements
The static pressure distribution along the hub endwall passage is displayed in Figure
4-28. Compared with the thin boundary layer static pressure map presented in Figure 3-50,
one can notice that the region of lowest pressure ratio is located right on the crown of the
blade for the thick boundary layer case, while it was located downstream of the crown of
the blade in the thin boundary layer configuration. Based on the steady Navier-Stokes
calculations done for the thin boundary layer configuration (see Figure 3-51), the stagnation
point should be located in the front pressure side, in the vicinity of gauge 8 and 9 at 15%
span (see in Figure 4-11). Indeed, the computations show that the reattachment of the
streamlines to the suction side appears in front of the crown, while it is located at the crown
for the thin boundary layer configuration. A second difference appears between the two
cases in the front pressure side. Indeed, the point of highest pressure ratio on the endwall
was located on the gauge that was the closest to the leading edge for the thin boundary layer
configuration. In the case of the thick boundary layer, this point of highest pressure ratio is
located on the front pressure side. If the stagnation point has not been modified as
mentioned before, this means that the saddle point has been displaced.
Figure 4-29 shows the static pressure distribution along the tip endwall. On the
contrary of the hub endwall, the tip one has been less affected by the thick boundary layer.
Compared with Figure 3-52, on can see that both pressure ratio maps are very similar. It
can be deduced that the time-averaged pressure ratio on the tip endwall is only sensitive to
the fact that the second is at off-design inlet angle on both hub and tip.

Ps/P01=
Figure 4-28: Blade passage static pressure contour map at hub for the thick
boundary layer configuration
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Ps/P01=
Figure 4-29: Blade passage static pressure contour map at tip for the thick
boundary layer configuration
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4.8.2 Heat transfer measurements
4.8.2.1

Time-averaged results

Heat transfer measurements have been performed on the endwalls thanks to 35 thinfilm gauges.
Figure 4-30 represents the Nusselt number isocountours along the hub endwall.
Malfunctioning gauges are not represented and the level of Nusselt number at their
locations has been interpolated using the surrounding ones. Comparing this contour map
with the one for the thin boundary layer configuration (see Figure 3-54), large differences
appear in the front part of the passage. Indeed, the area of high Nusselt number (1380),
which was located in the passage, has moved in the direction of the suction side.
Additionally, the averaged heat transfer rate on the overall surface is slightly lower in the
thick boundary layer configuration (Nu = 1012 for the thin boundary layer, Nu = 966 for the
thick boundary layer).
Figure 4-31 shows the Nusselt number distribution along the tip endwall. In both
boundary layer configurations, one can clearly see comparable behaviours of the heat
transfer. Additionally, the overall heat transfer rate is equivalent in both cases (1492 for the
thin boundary layer, 1486 for the thick one).

Nu:
Figure 4-30: Blade passage Nusselt number contour map at hub for the thick
boundary layer configuration
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Nu:

Figure 4-31: Blade passage Nusselt number contour map at tip for the thick
boundary layer configuration
4.8.2.2

Time-resolved results

Figure 4-34 shows the evolution of the unsteady heat transfer on the hub platform for
the thick boundary layer configuration during a rotor blade passage. Compared with the
thin boundary layer case presented in Figure 3-56, one can clearly see a large attenuation of
the front hot region in the middle of the passage. Additionally, the cold region located on
the rear pressure side remains on a longer period than in the thin boundary layer case.
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Figure 4-32: Time-resolved heat transfer on the hub platform for the thick
boundary layer configuration
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4.9 Second stator downstream flowfield
Figure 4-33 shows the pitch-wise static pressure distribution downstream of the
second stator. It compares the measurements from the thick and the thin boundary layer
campaigns. It appears clearly that the boundary layer has no effect on this static pressure
distribution.

Figure 4-33: Pitch-wise static pressure downstream of the second stator:
comparison thin-thick boundary layer
Figure 4-34 shows the radial profile of total pressure downstream of the second stator. One
can see that between the thick boundary layer configuration and the thin one, no more
differences are observable. Through the second stator, the flow field is reset as the one in
the thin boundary layer configuration.
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Figure 4-34: Second stator outlet radial profile of pressure: thick boundary
layer test campaign
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4.10 Conclusions
This chapter focused on the effects of the radial profiling of the inlet total quantities,
i.e. when the turbine inlet boundary layer is thickened, on the flow field in the second stator
of a one and half stage turbine. Both time-averaged and time-resolved measurements of the
aero-thermodynamic characteristics similar to the ones of the clocking investigation in the
second stator have been performed.
The so-called thick boundary layer has been generated by implementing an obstacle at
both hub and tip endwalls at the inlet of the test section. This obstacle, a brass ring,
generates a deficit in total pressure that corresponds to a thicker boundary layer. As a
consequence, the inlet total temperature as well as the turbulence level is affected in the
vicinity of the endwalls.
Concerning the blade time-averaged static pressure distribution, small effects have
been observed. On the time-resolved measurements, the larger differences appear to be
located at 85% span. This is due to the thicker inlet boundary layer which interacts with the
rotor tip leakage. As a result, flows of larger turbulence level are ingested by the second
stator.
The steady heat transfer revealed large differences between the thin and the thick
boundary layer configurations. However, this is likely to be attributed to a systematic
temperature measurement error between the two test campaigns. One the time-resolved heat
transfer rate obtained at 85%, variations are coherent with the static pressure fluctuations
measured, corresponding to a higher turbulence level.
On the hub platform, it has been clearly identified that the thick boundary layer
displaced downstream the reattachment line. The heat transfer is also affected in the front of
the passage.
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The present investigation focuses on the aero-thermal characterisation of the
second stator in a one and half stage transonic turbine. Complex mechanisms of the
rotor/stator interactions as well as the stator/stator interactions have been described and
analysed.
The measurements have been carried out in a transonic turbine test rig, the VKI
blowdown facility CT3. A first test campaign was focussing on the effect of clocking the
second stator with respect to the first one. Both stators have the same number of airfoils. A
second series of measurement was dedicated to identify the influence of the boundary layer
on the flow field of the second stator.
The investigation of the impact of the clocking on the aero-thermodynamics of
the second stator has provided very interesting observations.
On a time-averaged point of view:

•

Clocking affects slightly the overall performance of the one and half stage turbine.
However effects have been identified to be limited to cause local influence.

•

The positioning of the second stator has a significant effect on the rotor exit flow
regime. Since the pitchwise variation of total pressure downstream of the rotor is
linked to the inlet guide vane while the static pressure variation is caused by the
vicinity of the second stator leading edge, clocking the second stator modifies the
relative position of both quantities and thus the rotor exit Mach number. This is a
very important result in the understanding of the physics of a multistage
interactions, and even more important to assess accurately the impact of clocking
on the second stator inlet conditions.

•

A change of the incidence of the flow on the second stator has been observed
depending on clocking. For Clocking 2 a higher positive incidence of the flow is
observed compared to the three other clocking positions.

•

The heat transfer rate analysis on the blade surface is an innovative investigation.
Clocking 1 seems to be better than the three other positions in terms of heat load
on the airfoil. However, for this same clocking, the heat transfer rate on the
endwalls is the highest. On the contrary, for Clocking 3, it is the opposite situation.
The airfoil is submitted to the highest heat transfer rate while the endwalls appear
to be at a lowest level. This observation of the clocking effect if out of important
for cooling system designers because they can take advantage of the positioning of
the second stator depending on an efficient airfoil cooling scheme or an efficient
endwall cooling system.

•

The analysis of aero-thermal aspects of the flowfield in the vicinity of the hub
endwall provided a clear view of the impact of clocking on the secondary flows in
the passage. Indeed, it affects the migration of the passage vortex and its roll up
with the corner vortex.
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On a time resolved point of view:

•

Since the clocking affects the rotor exit Mach number, it has an impact on the flow
time-resolved quantities measured around the second stator. Clocking 1 appears to
have slightly lower static pressure fluctuations than the other clockings.

•

For Clocking 1, 15% span experiences the lowest fluctuations of the axial force.
But Clocking 2 shows the lowest fluctuations of the global forces applied on this
section. However, while integrating over the blade height, and then on the 43
vanes, it appears that the lowest level of forces variation for a single airfoil, as well
as for the second stator, occurs in fact for Clocking 0. However, the results showed
there is no optimum clocking position that reduces significantly the time-resolved
forces for each section of this cylindrical airfoil. Thus, the use of a 3D shaping,
optimizing the interference of the geometry with the pressure gradient created by
the rotor will make possible the global reduction the unsteady forces applied to the
blade.

•

To support the unsteady pressure measurements, CFD computations have been
performed. They showed the migration of the inlet guide vane wake across the
rotor blade row and its behaviour throughout the second stator. For Clocking 1,
proved experimentally to be the best clocking position on the regarding of the heat
transfer load and the unsteady force on the second stator, this wake avenue
impinges directly at the leading edge and accumulates with the boundary layer.
For the other clockings, the same wake avenue mixes out inside the main flow,
which results in the fluid momentum falling in the passage. Computations also
allowed having a clear view of the evolution of the rotor trailing edge shock
system and its interaction with the second stator.

•

The coupled analysis of the time-resolved static pressure and heat transfer allowed
clearly identifying the evolution, i.e. the change of incidence, of the shock wave
between the rotor trailing edge and the second stator while sweeping its surface.

•

The comparison of the unsteady static pressure measurement and unsteady heat
transfer measurement allowed proposing a correlation between both phenomena.
In fact the airfoil experiences fluctuations of the freestream static temperature.
Thus, a prediction of the level of the variation in Nusselt number can be derived
from the measured surface static pressure fluctuation.

The impact of the thickness of the inlet boundary layer on the flow in the second stator
can be summarized as follows.
On a time-averaged point of view:
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•

No effects of the boundary layer thickness on the airfoil static pressure
distribution have been noticed, and a deep analysis of the test conditions led to
the same conclusion concerning the heat transfer distribution.

•

A small variation on the endwall static pressure has been identified
corresponding to a downstream migration of the so-called attachment line.
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•

At the hub platform, slight migration close to the blade of the area of high heat
transfer in the front of the passage have been observed between thick and thin
boundary layer configurations.

On a time-resolved point of view:

•

A significant attenuation of the static pressure fluctuations at 85% span on the
second stator has been observed because of the interaction of the thick boundary
layer with the upstream rotor tip leakage flow.

•

Some additional random unsteadiness was measured on the static pressure
fluctuations with the thick boundary layer but this is coherent with a higher level
of turbulence at the stage inlet.

•

Concerning the time-resolved heat transfer, the differences are less significant but
at 85% span, variations observed are coherent with the unsteady static pressure
measured.

This work provides an interesting contribution on the global effect of positioning a
second stator downstream a transonic HP turbine stage. Furthermore, analysis of particular
unsteady aerodynamic and thermal mechanisms between the rotor and the second stator has
been provided. The performance analysis allowed understanding complicated phenomena
inherent to multi-stage configurations. The large set of both steady and unsteady data is out
of importance for CFD codes validation in multi-stage configuration.
Potential applications of the observed phenomena and the future perspectives
On a design point of view, the results bring some important highlights concerning the
effect of clocking on the forced applied on the second stator as well as the thermal loading
of the complete row (airfoil and passage). Clocking 1 appears to be globally the best one.
Unsteady forces are reduced for this position, resulting in a reduction of the high cycle
fatigue problem. Moreover, the thermal loading can be reduced locally with clocking. This
is an important data for designers to integrate the adequate cooling system.
2D transport mechanism has been identified with unsteady Navier-Stokes
computations. The next steps of the present investigation could take the following
orientations. Since efficiency determination starts to improve in transient facilities, a first
orientation should lead to verify if Clocking 1 appears to be the most efficient clocking
position. This can also be supported with detailed 3D N-S computations. Additionally, such
computations should provide interesting data concerning the one and half stage transport
phenomenon on the tri-dimensional point of view. Indeed, measurements proved that
Clocking 1 was the best position at given spans, and for given parameters. These 3D
computations would give a complete view of the radial effects, and hence provide
important information concerning an efficient full-span clockability. However, all the
results (present and future) are obtained for one operating point of the given turbine and an
interesting further investigation should combine clocking and operating conditions. In
particular for a lower Reynolds number, effect of the first stator wake should be more
important. Finally, another orientation for future investigations should be the addition of a
second rotor to perform an experimental study of the full-clocking in HP turbines.
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The deswirler system
The struts that support the whole turbine module, i.e. the rotor shaft assemble with
bearings, lubrication system and data transmission system, cause large pressure
disturbances on the second stator. The reasons are the proximity stator-struts, the high swirl
and flow velocity at the exit of the second stator and the large chord of the struts. To
overcome this problem two solutions have been considered: a perforated plate and a
deswirler. If the perforated plate seems attractive because it is simple and cheap to built and
install, it is not very flexible because it needs to be near choking conditions and several
hole diameter may be tried before finding the good one. In addition, it would generate large
pressure losses that would reduce the testing capability of the rig in terms of stage pressure
ratio. For these reason, the deswirler was finally adopted.
A deswirler operates like a distributor; the blade row would make the flow more axial
with a static pressure rise. During the design care must be taken to avoid separation.
Furthermore the effect of different flow angles must be studied.
One of the requirements for the deswirler was low cost and quick manufacturing. For
this reason, it was decided to extract the shape of the airfoil from an aluminium tube with
standard dimensions as shown in Figure 0-1 and with a small number of machining
operations. The calculated Mach number distribution around the profile is shown in Figure
0-2. It is clear that the flow will probably separate locally due to the large deceleration of
the flow on the suction side.

Figure 0-1: Drawing of the deswirler blade: it can be extracted from a tube
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Figure 0-2: Computed Mach number distribution for three incidences
The sketch of the deswirler located downstream of the second stator and the struts
(Figure 0-3) shows the small chord of the deswirler blade. A photograph of the aluminium
blade once manufactured is presented in Figure 0-4 and pictures of the deswirler once
installed downstream of the second stator (see Figure 0-5).

Figure 0-3: Drawing of the second stator with the deswirler
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Figure 0-4: Deswirler blades

Figure 0-5: Deswirler once installed downstream of the second stator
Initial tests without deswirler had been reported by Paniagua, et al., 2002. In fact, the
circumferential variation of the vane exit static pressure distributions across a strut pitch
was 10.8 % at hub and 8.6 % at tip. Figure 0-6 shows that the circumferential variation of
the static pressure in plane 4 has been reduced by 40 % thanks to the presence of the
deswirler.
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Figure 0-6: 2nd stator downstream static pressure distributions across a
strut pitch.
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Complementary figures on the clocking investigation
RMS and phase-locked average of static pressure

Figure 0-7: RMS and phase-locked average static pressure for Clocking 0
(50% span)

Figure 0-8: RMS and phase-locked average static pressure for Clocking 1
(50% span)
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Figure 0-9: RMS and phase-locked average static pressure for Clocking 2
(50% span)

Figure 0-10: RMS and phase-locked average static pressure for Clocking 3
(50% span)
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Figure 0-11: RMS and phase-locked average static pressure for Clocking 0
(85% span)

Figure 0-12: RMS and phase-locked average static pressure for Clocking 1
(85% span)
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Figure 0-13: RMS and phase-locked average static pressure for Clocking 2
(85% span)

Figure 0-14: RMS and phase-locked average static pressure for Clocking 3
(85% span)
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Figure 0-15: Minimum and maximum envelope of static pressure fluctuations
(top), mean RMS (middle) and Correlation coefficient (bottom) at 50% span
for the 4 clocking positions.
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Figure 0-16: Minimum and maximum envelope of static pressure fluctuations
(top), mean RMS (middle) and Correlation coefficient (bottom) at 85% span
for the 4 clocking positions.
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Evolution of the eddy viscosity distribution during a rotor passage
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Figure 0-17: Evolution of the eddy viscosity distribution during a rotor
passage at Clocking 1
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Figure 0-18: Evolution of the eddy viscosity distribution during a rotor
passage at Clocking 2
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Figure 0-19: Evolution of the eddy viscosity distribution during a rotor
passage at Clocking 3
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Phase-locked average of surface heat transfer

clocking 0

clocking 2

clocking 1

clocking 3

Figure 0-20: Phase-locked average of the heat transfer fluctuations along the
second stator at 15%span.
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clocking 0

clocking 2

clocking 1

clocking 3

Figure 0-21: Phase-locked average of the heat transfer fluctuations along the
second stator at mid-span 85% span.
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Figure 0-22: Minimum and maximum envelope of Nusselt number
fluctuations, mean RMS and correlation coefficient at 15% of span for the 4
clocking positions.
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Figure 0-23: Minimum and maximum envelope of Nusselt number
fluctuations, mean RMS and correlation coefficient at 85% of span for the 4
clocking positions.
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Time-resolved hub endwall heat transfer

Figure 0-24: Time-resolved heat transfer on the hub platform at Clocking 0
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Figure 0-25: Time-resolved heat transfer on the hub platform at Clocking 1
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Figure 0-26: Time-resolved heat transfer on the hub platform at Clocking 2
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